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Over twenty years ago, Baars [1] noted that, “The strategy of treating consciousness as a variable
has now become standard in the study of subliminal vision, blindsight, and implicit cognition. We can
easily apply it to mental imagery—yet we rarely do so”. He concluded that, “As a result, even as
consciousness research thrives in other domains, we have very little firm evidence about the conscious
dimension of mental imagery”. In many respects, Baar’s conclusion still stands.
Today in many studies, mental images are still either treated as conscious by definition, or as
empirical operations implicit to completing some type of task, such as the measurement of reaction time
in mental rotation, where an underlying mental image is assumed, but there is no direct determination
of whether it is conscious or not.
The vividness of mental images is a potentially helpful construct which may be suitable, as it may
correspond to consciousness or aspects of the consciousness of images. There is currently a surge
of interest in vividness in cognitive neuroscience and neuroimaging literature (see [2] for a review).
It seems that a general implicit assumption is that vivid images are conscious, and it is possible
that the least vivid images are effectively unconscious or that they become such once a threshold
(e.g., the “no image” in the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire) is reached. Thus, it is still unclear
whether the vividness dimension may in fact be a kind of “disguised correlate of consciousness” [1] or
if instead it might be a supramodal metacognitive dimension not necessarily associated with imagery.
However, even from studies using a vividness approach in neuroscience, the conscious dimension of
mental imagery is not explicitly or fully tackled head on. Indeed, when a proper exhaustive literature
search is conducted, it leads back to a paper by David Marks [3] for a glimpse of what a theoretical
discussion of the missing links might look like.
In this context, a complicating factor seems to be the surprising variety in what is meant by the
term vividness or how it is used or theorized. Some authors do not mention imagery or consciousness
at all when using the term vividness, but associate it to various forms of memory such as prospective,
episodic, autobiographical, or to aliased processes not literally called imagery but, for example,
imagining or visualizations or simulations. Similarly, replacement constructs for vividness have been
offered, for example, in terms of the strength of imagery or semantic long-term memory contents. In all
these cases, it is not really clear what is achieved by replacing one label with another or replacing a
research tradition with another. We are still left with the gaps pointed out by Baars.
To start filling some of the gaps, the goal of the present Special Issue was to create a forum where
authors could fully explore through sound research the missing theoretical and empirical links between
vividness, consciousness, and mental imagery across disciplines.
Craver-Lemley and Reeves [4] opened this Special Issue with the study of the effect of a sweetness
blocker, Gymnema sylvestre (a known selective suppressor of sweetness only, but not of other taste
sensations), on the synesthetic taste vividness of a rare color-gustatory synesthete, E.C., for whom
specific colors elicit unique tastes. Given that E.C.’s concurrent color experience can be sweet,
Gymnema sylvestre provides a unique opportunity to test the role of sensory modulation in this form
of synesthesia. Blocking E.C.’s sweetness receptors while the tongue was otherwise unstimulated left
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other taste components of the synesthesia unaltered but initially reduced her synesthetic sweetness
(vividness), which suggests a peripheral modulation of the synesthetic illusion. These authors contend
that although their data are from a single, very rare subject, and are speculative, this should not detract
from the theoretical importance of E.C.’s synesthesia, “in which—as is otherwise almost never the
case—an all-or-nothing sensory manipulation could be applied to the concurrent”. In light of this,
the authors plea for the study of more cases of this sort, so that the role of an active bottom-up “tonic”
signal can be further verified.
Remaining in the theme of “perceptual” vividness, Pinna and Conti [5] presented a novel take on
amodal completion (AC), defined as vivid completion in a single continuous object of the visible parts
of an occluded shape despite that portions of its boundary contours are not actually seen. According to
their perspective, AC is a visual phenomenon and not a process (that is, not the final result of perceptual
processes and grouping principles). To demonstrate this guiding proposition, the authors investigated
the role of contrast polarity in newly devised stimuli assessed through the Gestalt experimental
phenomenology approach. The results demonstrated the domination of the contrast polarity against
good continuation, T-junctions, and regularity, even leading to the identification of a new type of
junction (I-junctions). The authors defended the primacy of contrast polarity against traditional
accounts of AC such as the Prägnanz principle, Helmholtz’s likelihood, and Bayesian inference.
To appreciate the difference in perspectives between the experimental phenomenology approach
adopted by Pinna and Conti and the computational contenders, in this Special Issue, the readers can
find a very stimulating commentary debate between these authors and the (unfortunately) late Peter
van der Helm. The latter author claimed [6] that simplicity and likelihood approaches can account for
the phenomena described by Pinna and Conti; and argues that Pinna and Conti’s approach erroneously
confounds simplicity and likelihood. In their rebuttal, Pinna and Conti [7] rejected van der Helm’s
interpretation of their hypotheses and methodological approach, noting that none of van der Helm’s
comments were directly related to their stimuli. The authors clarified the complementarity of their
approach with other potentially useful perspectives in explaining the yet unaccounted for stimuli they
presented in the original work and their rebuttal commentary, including a possible important role of
Bayesian simulations in contributing to the renewed debate on AC.
Going from perception to memory, Lefebvre and D’Angiulli [8] reported a study of the joint
influences of familiarity and vividness on image generation from verbal stimuli, as characterized
by image formation latency (RTs) and rate of incidental recall. Surprisingly, they found that two
strong or weak codes are better than two medium ones, and that matching levels of strong or low
vividness and familiarity result in faster imagery and more recalled stimuli than when both codes are
of middling intensity. To explain these results, the authors proposed a dualistic neuropsychological
model of memory consolidation that mimics the global activity in two large resting-state brain
networks (RSNs), the default mode network (DMN) and the task-positive network (TPN). As discussed
by the authors, these findings may have some applications to the clinical field for developing
neurophenomenological markers of core memory deficits currently hypothesized to be shared across
multiple psychopathological conditions.
Probably one of the most influential figures in vividness research, David Marks [9] took a renewed
look at the systematization of the field spanning over at least four decades of work. He presented
a general theory, synthesizing the reciprocal interconnections within a dynamic system involving
imagery, affect, and action and consciousness as the central executive. The fundamental assumption of
this general theory is that the primary motivation of all of consciousness and intentional behavior is
psychological homeostasis. In this context, the degree of vividness of inner imagery is beneficial to
imagining, remembering, thinking, predicting, planning, and acting. Marks reviewed key supporting
work in cognitive neuroscience which directly validates introspective reports on vividness.
Thorudottir and Sigurdardottir and their team of colleagues [10] report the intriguing
neuropsychological and neuroimaging case study of an architect (PL518) who lost his ability for visual
imagery (aphantasia) following a bilateral posterior cerebral artery (PCA) stroke. When comparing the
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neuropsychological profile and structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for PL518 to patients
with either a comparable background (an architect) or bilateral PCA lesions, the authors found in all
patients substantial shared lesions and cognitive deficits (except aphantasia, only occurring in PL518).
The only selective lesions unique to PL518 were a small area in the left fusiform gyrus and part of
the right lingual gyrus. These authors concluded that these areas might play a necessary role in the
cerebral network involved in visual imagery.
The Special Issue concludes with an empirical examination of the vast literature. Haustein and
colleagues [11] performed a bibliometric analysis of the peer-reviewed literature on vividness between
1900 and 2019 indexed by the Web of Science and compared it with the same analysis of publications
on consciousness and mental imagery. While the citation patterns for papers in these three subjects are
similar, the underlying topical concepts rarely overlap (co-occur) explicitly in the literature. The field of
psychology dominates the topic of vividness, even though the total number of publications containing
that term is small and the concept occurs in several other disciplines such as computer science and
artificial intelligence. The authors suggest that without a coherent unitary framework for the use of
vividness in research, important opportunities for advancing the field might be missed. The alternative
is an evidence-based framework (such as bibliometric analytic methods) to guide transdisciplinary
research on vividness and to resolve the challenge of conceptual, methodological, and terminological
inconsistencies and differences amongst published research in multidisciplinary fields.
In conclusion, this Special Issue represented just a small cross-section of the multidimensional
research landscape wherein vividness, consciousness, and mental imagery implicitly or sometimes
explicitly co-exist. We are still very far from illuminating its very complex and dynamic nature rich of
diverse methodological, empirical, and theoretical relationships. However, we believe we have at least
planted the seeds to go a step further.
Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: We investigated the effect of a sweetness blocker on the synesthetic taste experience of a
rare color-gustatory synesthete, E.C., for whom specific colors elicit unique tastes. Blocking E.C.’s
sweetness receptors while the tongue was otherwise unstimulated left other taste components of the
synesthesia unaltered but initially reduced her synesthetic sweetness, which suggests a peripheral
modulation of the synesthetic illusion.
Keywords: color-gustatory synesthesia; taste; taste modulator; synesthesia
1. Introduction
Synesthesia occurs when the stimulation of one sensory modality (the “inducer”) triggers an
involuntary and simultaneous perception in the same or in another modality (the “concurrent”) [1].
Synesthesia can involve cross-linkage among any of the sense modalities. For example, sound-color
synesthetes may see colored shapes in response to hearing sounds such as music or voices, and
grapheme-color synesthetes see unique colors when viewing written words, letters or numerals. Here
we report on “E.C.”, a highly unusual case of color-gustatory synesthesia, in which color acts as
the inducing stimulus for concurrent gustatory sensations. In the case of the slightly less unusual
lexical-gustatory synesthesia, written or spoken words elicit taste sensations [2–8]. As color is frequently
the concurrent [9], but rarely the inducer [10], our case, in which color is the inducer, is also untypical
in this respect. Indeed, we are aware of only two similar cases, “S” and “T.K.”, reported a century
apart [11,12]. S experienced both sound-color synesthesia and a reportedly less intense color-gustatory
synesthesia [11]. S stated “ . . . when I put my mind intently on colors, I taste them. I can taste
blue” (pp. 40–41). Little else was described regarding S’s color-gustatory synesthesia in the original
report. Fortunately, Nikolinakos et al. [12], provided detailed documentation of TK’s color-gustatory
experience, allowing for some comparison with our case.
Craver-Lemley and Mastrangelo [13], had already demonstrated some degree of cognitive
modulation of E.C.’s synesthesia, as indicated by her experience in viewing the face/urn display in
Figure 1. Viewing this figure, she reported that the blue “tasted very sweet” and the green tasted
“fresh, like rain with no humidity, a hint of cilantro, slightly tangy”. Both tastes were never experienced
simultaneously; instead, the taste depended upon the color of the figure that was perceived—faces or
urn. Her synesthetic tastes ‘flipped’ along with her visual reversals; she only experienced synesthesia
for the color that forms the figure. In this respect, her form of synesthesia is generally consistent with
lexical-gustatory synesthesia, which also shows cognitive influences [7,8]. For example, Bankieris and
Simner [2], showed that particular phonological features of inducer words predict certain categories
of taste in the concurrent, although the latter finding reflected sound symbolic patterns in English
(onomatopoeia), whereas the former finding (Figure 1) primarily reflects the disposition of attention.
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Figure 1. A color-gustatory synesthete, E.C., reported that the blue “tasted very sweet” and the
green tasted “fresh, like rain with no humidity, a hint of cilantro, slightly tangy”. In this figure, both
tastes were not experienced simultaneously. The taste depended upon the color of the figure that was
perceived—faces or urn. Her synesthetic tastes ‘flipped’ along with her visual reversals.
The purpose of the present study was to determine whether E.C.’s color-gustatory synesthesia
could also be modulated at a sensory level. We investigated this by determining whether a sweetness
blocker, Gymnema sylvestre, when applied to the tongue, could influence E.C.’s synesthetic sweetness.
E.C. reported that her synesthesia occurs in her mouth and tongue, which is consistent with accounts
from other individuals experiencing synesthetic taste [3,4,11,14] Clearly, this does not imply a sensory
origin—the synesthetic taste originates as an association in the brain, even if it is referred back to the
mouth. However, some form of sensory modulation might be possible. An apparently adequate test by
applying a real taste to the tongue while simultaneously inducing a taste could be problematic because
E.C. does not experience synesthetic taste blends, as illustrated by Figure 1, rather she experiences one
taste or the other, but not a combination. Therefore, the hunt was on to find a taste modulator that
could affect the tongue in the complete absence of gustatory stimuli (food or liquid). The sweetness
blocker, Gymnema sylvestre, was used because it blocks only sweetness, leaving other tastes unaffected.
2. Method
2.1. Participant
E.C. is a right-handed 27-year-old female graduate student who experiences color-gustatory
synesthesia. Whenever E.C. views a specific color, she automatically experiences distinct taste percepts,
sometimes accompanied by texture and emotions (Tables 1 and 2). Her reports are consistent over
years, as is generally typical of synesthetes. Sweet is her most frequent synesthetic taste, sour and
bitter occur infrequently, having few inducers, and saltiness does not occur at all. Markedly, T.K. also
reported an absence of saltiness with his synesthesia [12]. Additionally, E.C. often describes different
colors as eliciting a ‘spicy’ taste. She also experiences tactile sensations (such as a “sand paper” or
“grainy”) in her mouth when viewing some colors. Metallic colors in Crayola® crayons will induce a
“crackling” sensation that she likens to Pop Rocks® candies and finds to be very enjoyable. She reports
that her synesthetic taste lasts as long as she views a color. E.C. reports that she was unaware that
she had synesthesia until the topic was discussed in one of her classes. She is not aware of any of her
relatives being synesthetes.
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Table 1. Illustrative concurrents.
Inducer Color Synesthete’s Concurrent
Burnt orange Unpleasant, tastes like bitter salad greens, peppery, too much pepper
Spring green Fruity and minty
Blue violet Honey and sugar taste
Brown Thick cream, heavy whip cream









Yellow Very sweet, like cheap grocerystore cupcake frosting 3.75
Not as sweet but still
unpleasant, flaky, gooey 0
Periwinkle Like it! Sweet and spicy, maybetastes like a gardenia would 3.25 Still a favorite 1.75
Shocking
Pink
Sweet, but not as overwhelming
as yellow, like a Lifesaver®
candy—sorbet and mint, no
texture, cheerful
3.0 No taste 0.5
Steel Blue
Sweet and spicy, bold, textural
experience like Pop Rocks®
candy (crackling and popping
sensation), pleasant
3.25
Not pleasant, even though the
Pop Rocks® texture is there,
taste is turned down
2.0
Ruby
More spicy than sweet, tangy,
Pop Rocks® experience,
energizing
3.0 Decrease in the flavor, buttexture is there 1.25
ˆ Mean ratings from the first two Gymnema sylvestre sessions.
This research was conducted in accordance with the American Psychological Association’s
standards for the ethical treatment of subjects and with the approval of the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) for Human Research of Elizabethtown College, IRB #FA09-05. Before participating, E.C. was
informed that she could leave the experiment at any time without penalty. She was informed of the full
procedure of the experiment, including being asked to describe her synesthesia, and that she would be
given health food store teas or powders. She signed the informed consent form approved by the IRB.
2.2. Materials
Crayola® crayons were used to induce E.C.’s synesthesia. The approximate R, G, B values
provided by the manufacturer for a color monitor in 2009 were Yellow (252, 232, 131), Periwinkle (197,
208, 230), Shocking Pink (251, 126, 253), Metallic FX Steel Blue (0, 129, 171), Metallic FX Big Dip O’ Ruby
(156, 37, 66). The Gymnema sylvestre tea and a gunpowder green tea (Camellia sinensis, used for a placebo
condition) were purchased from Starwest Botanicals, Inc. Both loose teas were brewed according to
the manufacturer’s instructions and presented at approximately room temperature. We also used a
powdered form of Gymnema sylvestre purchased in 400 mg capsules from Swanson Health Products.
In this case, E.C. spread the contents of two capsules over the surface of her tongue. Gymnema sylvestre
is a known suppressor of sweetness, but not of other taste sensations, which acts to inhibit sucrose
receptors on the tongue [15]. Given that E.C.’s concurrent can be sweet, Gymnema sylvestre provides a
unique opportunity to test the role of sensory modulation in this form of synesthesia.
2.3. Procedure
Across six sessions, over a 16-month period, E.C. was presented with either the sweetness blocker,
Gymnema sylvestre (tea that blocks sugars from activating sweet receptors on the tongue) or a placebo,
Camellia sinensis (gunpowder green tea) that looks and tastes like the experimental tea. The blocker was
7
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given in four of the sessions and the control tea was given in the remaining two sessions. Immediately
prior to each session, she was also asked to provide a report of the tastes elicited by the crayons after
swishing distilled water around her mouth to provide a baseline. During the first, second, and fourth
experimental session, E.C. was instructed to swish an ounce of the tea around the inside of her mouth
for 30 s and then to swallow. On the third experimental session, Gymnema sylvestre powder made
from ground tea leaves was placed directly on E.C.’s tongue instead of having her drink the tea. After
she ingested the tea, she was individually presented with five different colors (see above) in random
order. These colors were selected because pre-testing revealed that they typically elicit the sweetest
synesthetic tastes for E.C., and because none of these colors evoke an aversive taste experience for
her. Using crayons also allowed us to include stimuli that trigger the “crackling” sensation, along
with taste. She reported that she was familiar with the tastes associated with the crayon colors yellow,
periwinkle, and shocking pink, but that the crackling sensations and colors associated with the metallic
ruby and steel blue crayons were novel.
In all conditions, after each color was presented, E.C. rated the intensity of her synesthetic
sweetness on a scale from 0 to 5 (0 = none; 1 = weak to 5 = strong). She also described her synesthetic
experience while viewing each color. Upon the conclusion of each session, E.C. was given chocolate
candies to consume. After the Gymnema sylvestre sessions, she reported that the candy tasted bland,
“really strange” and not sweet, verifying that the Gymnema sylvestre affected her “normal” taste
sensation (as it does with non-synesthetes).
At the start of the fourth experimental session, we asked E.C. to memorize the codes for the five
experimental colors until she could evoke a mental image of each color when she heard the associated
code. We then asked her to generate a mental image of each color and to rate the sweetness of the
concurrent induced by the mental image. After a 30-min break, she then participated in the same
baseline versus Gymnema sylvestre comparison as was run in the previous three experimental sessions.
The sessions took 40 min to an hour to run.
3. Results
E.C. initially provided descriptions and ratings for the experimental condition that were less
sweet, indicating that her synesthetic sweetness was modified by the Gymnema sylvestre (Table 2). Her
textural experience was not affected. E.C. appeared disconcerted that her colors were not eliciting her
familiar tastes. E.C. described her experience as “like seeing a little girl that you know, opening her
mouth to speak and hearing an old man’s voice instead.” The Gymnema sylvestre tea diminished or
eliminated the synesthetic sweetness E.C. typically experiences when viewing these colors. The colors
still triggered some taste and texture, however, indicating that the tea influenced the sweetness only of
E.C.’s synesthetic experience.
Although the first two presentations of the Gymnema sylvestre tea impacted E.C.’s synesthesia,
while the placebo did not, when we later placed Gymnema sylvestre powder directly on E.C.’s tongue
(this occurred a month after the second presentation of the tea), it had no effect. We thought that
perhaps the powder method of administering the Gymnema sylvestre might account for the difference,
which may be less effective [15], so we tested her three weeks later with the Gymnema sylvestre tea, and
again there was no effect. Critically, her descriptions of the tastes, not just her sweetness ratings, no
longer differed between baseline and tea. Figure 2 shows this result by plotting her sweetness ratings
in the baseline and blocker conditions across experimental sessions 1 through 4. A two-way ANOVA
of the session by the condition (baseline or blocker) confirmed the visual impression given by Figure 2,
in that the main effects of the session (F3,32 = 36.1, p < 0.05) and condition (F1,32 = 31.5, p < 0.05) were
significant, as was their interaction (F3,32 = 10.2, p < 0.05). The significant interaction is accounted for
by the elimination of the blocker effect in sessions 3 and 4.
8
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Figure 2. E. C.’s synesthetic sweetness ratings for the baseline and sweetness blocker conditions across
four experimental sessions over a 16-month period. The blocker stopped influencing the synesthetic
sweetness after the first two presentations.
We also found that E.C.’s mental images of the experimental colors yielded the corresponding
synesthetic tastes. Previously, E.C. had reported that, while imagined colors could trigger her
synesthesia, the mental imagery only elicited a “ghost” of her typical synesthetic taste. However, her
synesthetic sweetness ratings due to imagery were somewhat higher than the baseline ratings she
provided when actually viewing the crayons. A summary of these findings is provided in Figure 3,
which plots the mean sweetness ratings averaged over the baseline conditions, in the first two and
last two blocker sessions, and with imagery. This finding is in line with other reports provided by
synesthetes, where the mental image of an inducer can sometimes trigger a more vivid synesthetic
experience than the original inducer [16] (p. 198), but it is in contrast to Nikolinakos et al.’s [12] subject,
T.K., whose mental images of colors did not produce his gustatory synesthesia.
Figure 3. E.C. viewed five color displays and rated the synesthetic sweetness intensity after drinking
water (baseline condition; average of six sessions), drinking a taste modulator which blocks sweetness
(blocker condition; average of sessions 1–2 and 3–4), or drinking a placebo (average of two sessions),
and after simply evoking mental images of the five colors (in experimental session 4). Bars show ±1
standard error of each mean.
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4. Discussion
We found that the Gymnema sylvestre tea suppressed E.C.’s synesthetic sweetness only at the time
of the first and second presentations. One way of explaining the reduction in the intensity of the
concurrent after repeated administration of the sweetness blocker is in terms of E.C.’s expectations,
or desire to please the experimenter [17]. However, E.C. was given the green tea in the very first of her
sessions, and the tea had no effect. The blocker was given in subsequent sessions, and, as mentioned, it
tasted like the green tea. Therefore, the strong reduction in the synesthetic taste in the first experimental
session (see Figure 2) is unlikely to be an expectancy effect.
We therefore consider possible physiological effects. One is that spontaneous neural activity
generated by the tongue in the absence of stimulation (a tonic ‘bottom-up’ signal) is needed to activate
the gustatory cortex sufficiently for synesthetic taste sensations to occur. That is, sweetness cells
in the taste buds must be spontaneously active for the color impression to be able to generate a
concurrent taste through a synesthetic process. Spontaneous activity is known to occur; for example,
82% of taste receptors (fungiform papillae) on the tongue of the rat are spontaneously active [18]. The
hypothesis that such spontaneous activity supports gustatory synesthesia is novel, and not based
on known physiology. If true, a blocker such as Gymnema sylvestre, which decreases spontaneous
activity in sweetness cells, would attenuate the spontaneous bottom-up signal and thereby eliminate
the concurrent taste. An additional possibility is that the blocker may have affected the salivary
response of the tongue and palette that is normally associated with sweetness, indirectly modulating
the synesthetic sweetness. Other explanations may be possible. However, any explanation must also
account for why E.C.’s other synesthetic tastes (bitter and sour) were not affected. The colors associated
with those tastes continued to have their normal effects throughout testing.
If any such physiological account is correct, why did repetition in experimental sessions 3 and 4
restore the concurrent? The direct effect of the blocker on the sweetness of the candy bar that E.C. ate
at the end of each session did not adapt out—the blocker was effective at the start of the experiment
and at the end. It therefore seems unlikely that the effect of the blocker on the synesthetic response
adapted out. A hypothesis we favor is that the long-established color taste associations in memory,
as revealed in the imagery test in the last session, eventually over-ruled the synesthetic effect of the
blocker. If so, E.C.’s synesthesia may be unique in demonstrating a change in the control of synesthesia
over repeated administrations from more sensory control to more cognitive control, a change not
previously mentioned in the literature possibly because of the difficulty in eliminating the sensory
basis of the concurrent, a difficulty removed for E.C. by the fortuitous availability of Gymnema sylvestre.
A basic issue in the study of synesthesia concerns the relationship between the concurrent, which
is by definition imaginary, and everyday mental images. Craver-Lemley and Reeves [16], argued that
they are distinct, as concurrents are obligatory, experienced only in the presence of the inducer, and of
uncontrollable vividness, whereas mental imagery is typically voluntary, can be elicited by instruction
in the absence of stimulation (except for after-images), and, to the degree indicated by Gordon’s test
of controllability of mental imagery, can have the content one wishes and be as vivid as one can
achieve. Critically, synesthetes themselves distinguish between everyday mental images, which they
can summon at will, and concurrents, which are firmly attached to specific stimuli (as illustrated for
E.C. in Table 1). It is therefore of special interest that a mental image of a crayon color could, just like the
crayon itself, elicit a taste in E.C. Yet this interaction is perhaps less clear-cut than it seems. Although
E.C. did not know the names of the crayons at the start of the experiment, she had to learn them in
order to generate appropriate imaginary colors when tested during the final session. To learn them,
she had to see the crayon color while hearing its name (“periwinkle”, etc.). Therefore, the route from
mental image to concurrent may be via a learnt association with the name, rather than a direct effect.
Evidence for a direct (non-verbal) link might be that E.C. experienced a brand-new sensation when
presented with a compound of two or more distinct inducers at the same time. However, we have
never found a compound that induces a new sensation; instead, we found that E.C. alternates between
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experiencing the concurrent due to each part of the compound, as illustrated in Figure 1. We therefore
believe that the relation between mental imagery and synesthetic imagery needs further study.
An important further issue is whether synesthetic and real sensations have similar consequences.
For example, Chiou et al. [19], when studying lexical-color synesthesia, found that real and synesthetic
reds and greens, although equally vivid, differentially biased binocular rivalry. Real colors induce a
localized sensory-level color-opponent (sensory) bias, whereas synesthetic colors induce a non-localized
color-congruent bias, which Chiou et al. interpret as a cognitive effect. In the case of E.C., we can only
report that real and synesthetic sweets, sours, and bitters seem similar to her, but unfortunately, we
have no evidence to decide if this equivalence in experience translates into sensory substitution. For
example, do synesthetic sweets adapt the way that real ones do? And if so, does the blocker affect their
adaptations equally?
5. Conclusions
Our conclusions are based on data from a single, very rare, subject, and are speculative. This
paucity of cases should not detract from the theoretical importance of E.C.’s synesthesia, however,
in which—as is otherwise almost never the case—an all-or-nothing sensory manipulation could be
applied to the concurrent. We hope that more cases of this sort can be found, so that the necessity or
otherwise of an active bottom-up ‘tonic’ signal can be more firmly established.
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Abstract: In this work, we demonstrated unique and relevant visual properties imparted by contrast
polarity in perceptual organization and in eliciting amodal completion, which is the vivid completion
of a single continuous object of the visible parts of an occluded shape despite portions of its boundary
contours not actually being seen. T-junction, good continuation, and closure are considered the
main principles involved according to relevant explanations of amodal completion based on the
simplicity–Prägnanz principle, Helmholtz’s likelihood, and Bayesian inference. The main interest
of these approaches is to explain how the occluded object is completed, what is the amodal shape,
and how contours of partially visible fragments are relatable behind an occluder. Different from
these perspectives, amodal completion was considered here as a visual phenomenon and not
as a process, i.e., the final outcome of perceptual processes and grouping principles. Therefore,
the main question we addressed through our stimuli was “What is the role of shape formation
and perceptual organization in inducing amodal completion?” To answer this question, novel
stimuli, similar to limiting cases and instantiae crucis, were studied through Gestalt experimental
phenomenology. The results demonstrated the domination of the contrast polarity against good
continuation, T-junctions, and regularity. Moreover, the limiting conditions explored revealed a new
kind of junction next to the T- and Y-junctions, respectively responsible for amodal completion and
tessellation. We called them I-junctions. The results were theoretically discussed in relation to the
previous approaches and in the light of the phenomenal salience imparted by contrast polarity.
Keywords: amodal completion; shape perception; perceptual organization; depth perception;
visual illusions
1. Introduction
The presence of a multiplicity of objects within the natural environment, the loss of one spatial
dimension during the projection of the image on the retina, and the inverse-optics problem reveal a
true challenge that all visual systems must face and solve. This is the occlusion among objects within a
three-dimensional space. Occlusion is indeed a complex issue to the computations of visual surfaces
since many components, surfaces, and parts of objects cannot have any counterparts in a retinal
image. Furthermore, most of the visual objects are projected on the retina only as fragments, pieces,
or parts of something, which have to be computed and of which the full shape must be “completed”
by neural mechanisms.
The occlusion and the resulting completion can be seen in Figure 1, where a bunch of overlapping
geometrical shapes is visible. Phenomenally, three circles, one square, one rectangle, one triangle,
one pentagon, and one heptagon are partially perceived due to their reciprocal occlusion. Only the
heptagon and the triangle are visible in their full shapes. This simple and spontaneous description
Brain Sci. 2019, 9, 149; doi:10.3390/brainsci9060149 www.mdpi.com/journal/brainsci13
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demonstrates the prompt and effortless full completion of most of the fragments actually illustrated in
Figure 1 and more clearly shown separated in Figure 2.
Figure 1. Amodal completion: the full and vivid completion of the visible portions of geometrical
shapes behind other shapes.
Figure 2. The visible portions of the amodal shapes perceived in Figure 1.
The completion of visible portions of each shape as a single continuous object is what is known
as “amodal completion”. Despite portions of boundary contours not actually being seen, the vivid
outcome of a complete object unity is clearly perceived [1–8]. This is where the term “amodal” comes
out. In summary, amodal completion is the intense sensory experience of completeness and unity of
contours behind occluding objects (see also References [9–13]).
Amodal completion is likely the most common visual phenomenon and one of the most compelling
problems of vision science. Psychophysical data demonstrated that several factors induce the perception
of occlusion. They are mainly T-junction, asymmetry of Ts, good continuation, and closure [7,14–20].
Moreover, neurophysiological outcomes showed the role of neurons sensitive to amodal contours
at higher visual levels [21–24]. Amodal completion is also related to processes of filling-in [7,25–27],
thus showing that the visual world is not a mosaic of unconnected pieces of objects.
The outcomes, illustrated in Figure 1, are particularly suitable to be accounted for by Helmholtz’s
likelihood principle [28] and Gregory’s “unconscious inference” [29,30]. They proposed that visual
objects are similar to perceptual hypotheses postulated to explain the unlikely gaps within stimulus
patterns according to what is perceived as the object that, under normal conditions, would be most likely
to produce the sensory stimulation. In short, in Figure 1, partly occluded shapes are perceived because
the other obvious possibilities, i.e., the fragments of Figure 2 abutting the occluding shapes, would
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require a coincidental and unlikely arrangement. Within the likelihood context, Rock [31,32] proposed
the so-called avoidance-of-coincidences principle and claimed that the visual system tends to prevent
interpretations elicited by coincidences. The visual system discharges coincidences tout court [33,34].
This is the case, for instance, of edges or junctions in one distal object that, through a specific view
of a distal scene, accidentally coincide with edges or junctions in another distal object [33,35,36].
This principle can be proven selectively advantageous in the course of the phylogenetic development
of the visual system.
This general idea of vision based on likelihood unconscious inference has been recently
reconsidered in terms of probabilistic Bayesian inference [37–43]. It formally describes the optimal
reasoning under uncertainty by specifying how to choose an outcome from a set of mutually exclusive
hypotheses (Hs) on the basis of given stimulus patterns or data (D). According to Bayes’ rule,
the posterior p(H|D), indicating how likely H is for a given D (i.e., the relative degree of resulting belief
for each hypothesis), is the result of the convolution between the prior p(H), namely how likely H is in
itself, and the conditional p(D|H), i.e., how likely D is under H (the likelihood function: how well D
fits H). Therefore, Bayes’ theorem picks up the hypothesis that maximizes the posterior p(H|D).
In relation to Figure 1, the data are represented by the visual fragments projected on the retina
and the hypotheses to be considered are the possible outcomes. Since the solution is undetermined,
for example, due to the inverse-optics problem, Bayes’ theorem computes a probabilistic decision
aimed at choosing the outcome that becomes the conscious perception according to the incoming
stimulus pattern. This is supposed to occur by maximizing the posterior distribution. Therefore,
the likelihood function, i.e., p(D|H), models aspects of optics and projection on the retina, while the
prior, i.e., p(H), models the constraint and prior assumptions on the structure of the environment
necessary to solve underdetermination.
In short, by reconsidering Figure 1 in terms of Bayes’ rule as stated in Helmholtzian likelihood
principle and in the avoidance-of-coincidences principle, the most likely interpretation of Figure 1 is
expected to be the set of full shapes previously described. This is also assumed to be the simplest solution.
Phenomenal simplicity refers to the notion that the visual system tends to extract a maximum
of regularity. This idea is based on the simplicity–Prägnanz principle of Gestalt psychologists, who
consider the visual system, like every physical system [44], as aimed at finding the simplest and the
most stable organization consistent with the sensory inputs [45].
Simplicity and likelihood have been considered competing theories [31,46–50] that explain
perceptual organization. The main difference is related to the fact that simplicity is based on a general
principle of economy while likelihood is based on probability. In spite of this basic difference, they can
be seen as two ways of considering the same visual process (see Reference [51]). As a matter of fact,
the visual object that minimizes the description length is the same one that maximizes the likelihood.
In other terms, the most likely hypothesis about the perceptual organization is also the outcome with
the shortest description of the stimulus pattern.
Phenomenally, the most basic cues for amodal completion responsible for simplicity and likelihood
are T-junctions [7,52–54]. The role of T-junctions within amodal completion can be explained by
Occam interplay between priors and conditionals. Feldman [39] also suggested that T-junctions are
mainly cues for segmentation since they, first of all, have to be segmented into visible parts of two
different surfaces.
It should be pointed out that the most elementary condition of amodal completion is the
figure–ground segregation, according to which a visual object partially occludes its back side and,
at the same time, a portion of the background. Rubin [55,56] first studied figure–ground segregation as
an essential process to the existence of visual objects by studying general principles of figure–ground
segregation assumed as the atoms of a more general grammar of phenomenology of vision. Rubin’s
main principles are surroundedness, size, orientation, contrast, closure, symmetry, proximity, convexity,
and parallelism.
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In Figure 1, the junctions among fragments are clearly related to their completion in object unities;
however, not all of them are T-junctions. This is not an issue since all kinds of junctions can be reviewed
in terms of the Gestalt principle of good continuation. For instance, T-junctions tend to be seen as
visible parts of two different surfaces because the orientation of the vertical component of the “T” is
dissimilar (orthogonal) from one of the two halves of the horizontal component, which is the best
possible (good) continuation of the other half of the horizontal component. Both halves have the same
orientation, the best or good possible continuation. This implies that T-junctions can be considered
special conditions among many others, with intersecting contours not necessarily orthogonal of a
Gestalt good continuation, that is ipso facto a generalization and a phenomenal explanation of the
role of the junctions in eliciting amodal completion in Figure 1 [1,2,8,14–18]. Another kind of special
junction is Y-junctions, eliciting juxtaposition and tessellation of surfaces (see next sections). In short,
the bifurcation designed by the Y-junctions, in terms of good continuation, elicits two possible directions
in equilibrium or equal probability. Therefore, the good continuation is not stopped by any boundaries
as in T-junctions and is mainly responsible for the amodal continuation and completion. In this work,
we proposed a new kind of junction, through limiting cases that we called I-junctions (see next sections).
It is worth noting that T- and Y-junctions and, more generally, the good continuation can be read as
a special case of similarity/dissimilarity among orientations of intersecting contours. This remark
will be reconsidered below by matching this similarity due to orientations with the one elicited by
contrast polarity.
There is a further phenomenal attribute that is worth highlighting and that will be explored
in the next sections. It is the amodal continuation. In short, it is the apparent and vivid outcome
of continuation behind an occluding figure. As such, it is evidently related to amodal completion;
nevertheless, it can be considered as operating more locally and partially independent from the
more global-shaped organization due to amodal completion. For the time being, we direct reader’s
attention to Figure 1, where the difference between amodal completion and continuation can be noticed.
In Figure 1, the square underneath and the large triangle on the right appear distorted, respectively,
in the square’s top-left corner and in the upper-corner of the triangle. These distortions or deformations
are related to the continuation of the two fragmented sided of the figures that, continuing in their
orientation, do not meet at the right point of shape regularity (for a more focused work on this matter,
see Reference [7]). To better appreciate these effects, compare Figure 1 with Figure 3, where the
complete, geometrical, full, and transparent overlapping of the inner shapes of Figure 1 is illustrated.
Figure 3. The invisible geometrical full and transparent overlapping shapes of Figure 1.
Given the segmentation induced by T-junctions, to perceive the intense sensory experience of
completeness and unity of the amodal completion, it is necessary to perceive an occluding object
and, thus, the perception of illusory depth. The continuous and smooth edges usually belong to
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the occluding object, whereas the intersecting (differently oriented) edges belong to the occluded
object according to the unilateral belongingness of the boundaries [55,56] and the border ownership
principle [7,28,57–64]. This is also the case of Figure 1, where the multiplicity of complete objects are
perceived as placed at different depths and with some of them partially overlapping others.
This is also the case of the well-known Kanizsa’s triangle, where brightness enhancement and
illusory contours are seen in the absence of a luminance or color change across the contour. Three black
sectors and three angles, arranged respectively along the vertexes and sides of a virtual triangle,
are perceived as three black disks and an outlined triangle in depth behind a triangle with clear
boundary contours and brighter than the white background.
Based on Gestalt theory, Kanizsa [9,10] suggested that the necessary factor for the formation of
the illusory figure is the presence of incompletenesses, or open figures, inducing amodal completion
and closure processes that “create” complete perceptual elements behind a partially occluding
illusory triangle.
Since amodal completion induces the formation of complete shapes and depth perception,
the question that spontaneously attracted most scientists was “What is the role of amodal completion
in shape formation?” [3–5,7,9,15,65–67].
The main target of this question is the shape completion of the partially occluded object, namely the
shape that amodally completes the visible fragments. This question assumes the amodal completion as
the cause of the formation of shape. Roughly speaking, the process of amodal completion is considered
the main one responsible for the illusory depth and shape completion of the occluded object. Since the
amodal shape is the object hypothesis of the perceived occluded object, what remains to be explained is
the precise shape of the amodal objects. Simplicity and likelihood approaches are aimed at explaining
how the occluded object is completed, its shape and information load, and how contours of partially
visible fragments are relatable behind an occluder.
Complementary to this approach, there is another one that considers amodal completion not as
the cause or the starting point but as the resulting effect, i.e., the end-point of the visual segmentation
chain. The questions are, then, “What is the role of shape formation and perceptual organization in
inducing amodal completion? Again, what are the perceptual conditions that elicit the segregation of
occluded and occluding objects and, finally, amodal completion? Moreover, what is the role of the local
contours, junctions, and termination attributes in eliciting the phenomenon of amodal completion?”
The answers to these questions allow us to understand the perception of illusory depth and
the emergence of occluding and occluded objects. Within this perspective, amodal completion is
reconsidered in terms of shape formation and, as such, reduced to elementary and more general
principles of grouping and figure–ground segregation. Within the last question, amodal completion
is considered as a visual phenomenon, while in the previous question (“What is the role of amodal
completion in shape formation?”), it is assumed as a process aimed at explaining the perceived
amodal shape.
On these bases, the main purpose of this work is to answer the last questions and to investigate
more in detail amodal completion as a phenomenon not taken for granted but as the final outcome of
perceptual organization: the result of upstream dynamics of shape formation and grouping principles.
We assumed that this perspective could be a good candidate to test Helmholtz’s likelihood principle,
the avoidance-of-coincidences principle, and Bayes’ framework.
The contrast polarity, with its related similarity/dissimilarity outcomes, is the main grouping and
ungrouping attributes used in the next sections to explore amodal completion as a visual phenomenon.
Recently, contrast polarity has been demonstrated as an effective visual attribute in imparting
strong grouping effects within a pattern of stimuli [68–71]. It can put together otherwise segregated
elements or disrupt joined components. Figures 4 and 5 show respectively the grouping and ungrouping
properties induced by contrast polarity in favor or against the good continuation and T-junctions of
Figure 1.
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Figure 4. When the contrast polarity plays synergistically with other factors (T-junctions and good
continuation), amodal completion and depth segregation are more salient than those perceived in
Figure 1.
Figure 5. The results of Figure 4 are now partially and slightly disrupted, parceled, and camouflaged
due to the contrast polarity pitted against T-junctions and good continuation.
Without going into detail, in Figure 4, the salience of both depth segregation and amodal
completion of partially occluded shapes are stronger than the ones illustrated in Figure 1. Under these
conditions, contrast polarity plays synergistically with good continuation and T-junctions. On the
contrary, in Figure 5, since the contrast polarity is now pitted against the same factors, both amodal
completion and the unity of the outcomes of Figure 4 are partially disrupted, parceled, and camouflaged.
The new conditions studied in the next sections will deepen the role and strength of contrast
polarity when it is pitted against or in favor of other grouping principles of perceptual organization.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects
Different groups of 20 undergraduate students participated in each experiment described in
the next sections. About 20% of the subjects had some basic knowledge of visual illusions, Gestalt
psychology, and amodal completion, and the others were totally naive both to the stimuli presented
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here and to the purpose of the experiments. They were about 50% male and female, and all had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision.
2.2. Stimuli
The stimuli were the figures, illustrated in the next sections, mainly based on a cross geometrically
composed of five adjacent squares or a cross made up of two-centered and intersected orthogonal
rectangles of equal size. Further stimuli were juxtaposed, overlapped, and isolated polygons.
The stimuli were displayed on a 33-cm color CRT monitor (Sony GDM-F520 1600 × 1200 pixels,
refresh rate 100 Hz, Sony, Tokyo, Japan) driven by a MacBook computer with an NVIDIA GeForce
8600 M GT in ambient illumination provided by a Osram Daylight fluorescent light (250 lx, 5600 K).
The overall sizes of the figures were approximately 5 degrees. The luminance of the white elements
was 122.3 cd m−2. Black components had a luminance value of 2.6 cd m−2. The gray background
luminance was 62.5 cd m−2, about halfway between the white and black line components.
Viewing was binocular in the frontoparallel plane at a distance of 60 cm from the monitor.
2.3. Procedure
Given the complexity of the questions we are going to answer, we addressed related issues by
showing novel and possibly fruitful conditions based, first of all, on self-evident perceptions and,
secondly, on experimental phenomenology [58,59,71–75], including qualitative observations under
controlled conditions rather than psychophysical results. Our purpose was to answer the questions
by means of phenomenal outcomes that, being as strong as possible, could isolate the qualitative
role of perceptual principles useful in testing the effectiveness of predictions and theories. Therefore,
the stimuli have been designed to serve as limiting conditions or instantiae crucis (crucial instances)
aimed at testing general theoretical statements through detailed phenomenal properties. Each of our
experiments can be, therefore, read as an experimentum crucis (see also References [45,76–78]).
The procedure was twofold in line with the classical ones used by Gestalt psychologists (see also
References [9,10,45,79–84]). The first is the phenomenological free-report method, through which naive
subjects were asked to report anything they see in the following series of visual stimuli. The second
is a more quantitative method, according to which subjects were instructed to rate (in percent) the
descriptions obtained in the phenomenological experiments.
Phenomenological task—The task of the subjects was to report spontaneously what they perceived
for each stimulus by giving, as much as possible, an exhaustive description of the main visual outcomes.
The descriptions were judged by three students of linguistics that were totally naive to the hypotheses
in order to get a fair representation of the responses of the subjects. All reports occurred fast and
spontaneous. Observation time was unlimited, with the observers looking at the stimuli during
their report.
Participants could make free comparisons, add comments as afterthought, and view the displays
in different ways and from different distances. Subjects could receive suggestions/questions of any
kind, such as “What is the shape of each component? What is the whole shape?” All the variations and
possible comparisons occurring during the free exploration were noted by the experimenter. They could
also match the stimulus with every other one they (or the experimenter) considered appropriate.
This degree of freedom is in line with experimental phenomenology and aimed at more stable outcomes.
The selection of stimuli could involve opposite conditions, controls, and possible comparisons between
stimuli. The stimuli were presented randomly to minimize biases and past experience.
Scaling task—Subjects were asked to rate (as percent) the main descriptions resulting from the
previous phenomenological task. At this stage, new groups of 20 subjects were asked to scale the
relative strength or salience (in percent) of the main outcomes. Their task was literally: “please
rate whether this statement (e.g., “five-squares juxtaposed and placed on the same depth plane”
or “two-rectangles placed at a different depth”) is an accurate reflection of your perception of the
stimulus on a scale from 100 (perfect agreement) to 0 (complete disagreement)”. We report below
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descriptions of which the mean ratings were greater than 85 across all experiments (about these
procedures, see also References [58,59,68,82,85]). Critically, the statements rated were based on a
careful analysis of previously obtained spontaneous descriptions, so the subjects were not being forced
to rate appearances that no one had reported before.
In the following sections, the reported descriptions are incorporated within the text to aid the
reader in the stream of argumentations.
3. Results
3.1. Contrast Polarity, Similarity, and Good Continuation
The starting question is “What is the role of shape formation and perceptual organization in
inducing amodal completion?” To answer this question, the main purpose is studying the complexity
of the perceptual organization through contrast polarity, which is useful to understand the complexity
of amodal completion and to test the effectiveness of the theoretical approaches previously described.
The role of contrast polarity will be investigated in relation to T-junctions, good continuation,
and regularity.
The basic condition for the first set of stimuli is the Greek cross-like shape with all arms of
equal length and equal sides illustrated in Figure 6. The cross is composed of five adjacent squares.
This geometrical description becomes challenging for our purposes when it is compared with the
following phenomenal report: a cross composed and made up of two centered and intersected
orthogonal rectangles of equal size. The rectangles are overlapping, defined only in their boundaries
or perimeter (outlined only) with the inner edges totally transparent or empty.
Figure 6. A cross geometrically composed of five adjacent squares or a cross made up of two-centered
and intersected orthogonal rectangles of equal size?
In terms of simplicity and Bayes’ inference, this description is privileged in relation to the cross
composed of five juxtaposed squares. From the perspective of Bayes’ inference, the geometrical
five-squares solution, although unlikely, is processed anyway.
The phenomenal outcome is privileged, primarily, because the number of elements is minimized:
two rectangles vs. five squares. Secondly, the ambiguity related to the number of elements is also
reduced. In this regard, we asked our subjects to answer the following questions, “Now, try to
perceive adjacent squares; what is the number of squares?” Since we have already answered this
question, namely “five”, the question is apparently trivial. Nevertheless, looking more carefully at
the stimulus, the number of squares could be four or five. In fact, eleven out of twenty subjects
answered “four”. This implies that they perceived the central square not as a filled surface but as an
empty space. This result is mainly due to Rubin’s unilateral belongingness of the boundaries (border
ownership). Indeed, to create the pattern of Figure 6, the juxtaposition of the four squares at the angles
is sufficient. The central square can be implicit, that is, given by construction. Moreover, phenomenally,
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the boundaries (i.e., the four surrounding squares) are perceptually the best candidates to describe the
whole shape (the cross). The nine remaining observers perceived five filled squares.
Actually, the geometrical and phenomenal perspectives can be considered as two different ways
of watching the stimulus, that is locally or globally, and under these conditions, there is no ambiguity:
respectively, five squares and two rectangles. Furthermore, the geometrical way reveals a phenomenal
tessellation, while the phenomenal way highlights an overlapping and intersection outcome.
There is another more effective phenomenal quality favoring the two-rectangles solution. This is
the good continuation principle that makes each longer contour appear as unique and seamless and
as a unity. It prevents the longer side of the two orthogonal rectangles from being broken in three
pieces and then brings about the adjacent-squares solution. The breakdown of the longer contours is
the opposite of the tendency of the elements with more similar orientations to be grouped together.
Actually, each intersection is a bifurcation and the visual system is expected to compute a Bayesian
decision. In phenomenal terms, the result of Figure 6 states, “All else being equal, whenever there is
a bifurcation and changes of direction, they can be prevented (minimized), unless otherwise stated,
they do not change”. An algorithmic way to code the principle of good continuation could be “Avoid
(or minimize) changes” or “Follow the minimum changes”. By writing “unless otherwise stated”, we
are referring to the new conditions that are going to be introduced (see next figure).
There is a further complexity to be considered in the two-rectangles solution: (i) the perceived
overlapping of the rectangular wires and (ii) which is in front and which is in the back. The perceived
order of superimposition in Figure 6 is perceived as reversible, i.e., alternately, the horizontal and
vertical rectangles can be perceived one in front of the other. This problem has been studied first by
Petter [86], who discovered an interesting effect concerning conditions where a full black irregular
pattern may be seen as made up of independent surfaces separated in depth and delineated by illusory
contours in the area of apparent intersection and stratification. Petter also studied patterns formed
by transparent surfaces or formed by outlined surfaces similar to the ones illustrated in Figure 6.
He suggested that the perceived stratification occurs according to a general rule stating that the
surface with the shorter contours, placed in the region where the surfaces look superimposed, has a
greater probability of appearing in front of the other surface [9,87,88]. Since the length of the contours
is equal, then the expected order of superimposition should be and it is reversible. Shipley and
Kellman [87,88] also demonstrated that completion occurs not only for two-dimensional shapes but
also for one-dimensional line figures. Moreover, inferred shapes can happen for curvilinear as well as
linear elements.
Summing up, while the geometrical five-squares are seen as juxtaposed and all placed on the
same depth plane, the two-rectangles are perceived as placed at a different depth. It seems that the
minimization of the number of elements implies the emergence of depth. The reduction of the number
of components implies the addition of a new dimension, useful to explain the reduction.
These preliminary descriptions of Figure 6 seem comprehensive and complete. However, they are
just two among a plethora of possible results not easy to calculate, although, within Bayes’ inference,
they are all taken into account and computed. Even with a simple stimulus like this, the computation
could entail an exponential algorithmic complexity.
Moreover, since the likelihood of all the combinatorial possibilities, except the two here considered,
is about zero, then a fortiori it is an algorithmic waste to compute all the possible combinations. Given
the fast and effortless answer of the subjects, it seems that the visual system knows exactly what to see
without any need to compute combinations. This is due to the good continuation that preserves the
visual system from computing futile and unlikely combinations. It is worthwhile to report that when
subjects were asked to make an effort to perceive other possible combinations, they obstructed the task,
stating that they are unable to calculate and perceive them. In Figure 7, some of these combinations are
highlighted through the contrast polarity.
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Figure 7. Conditions demonstrating the dominance of the contrast polarity over good continuation,
T-junctions, and regularity.
Another point that is worth being considered is related to the simplicity/Prägnanz of the previous
results. More particularly, among the plethora of possible combinations, we can ask if there are other
combinations that could be simpler than the two-rectangles outcome. Theoretically, the number two
can be reduced to one if only the cross could be perceived. Actually, this is what has been reported,
but phenomenally this answer is slightly but significantly different from a full perception of a cross:
“a cross made up of two rectangles”. As a matter of fact, this is not a cross, i.e., a secondary and indirect
or virtual object made up of two primary rectangles. The point remains open, but the answer might be
possible among the phenomenal results of Figure 7.
If in Figure 6, T-junctions and good continuation are the main principles involved (closure should
also be considered, but within this stimulus, they are balanced), in Figure 7 the similarity principle
elicited by contrast polarity is now pitted in favor or against the previous results and the principles
involved. More in detail, in Figure 7a, both T-junctions and good continuation are broken apart and the
unique phenomenal outcome is four squares, two white and two black. The inner squared region is
empty, as previously described, but with the difference that, in Figure 7a, this solution is much stronger
than the one in Figure 6 and totally dominant against all the others, that are unlikely.
In Figure 7b, the overlapping two-rectangles solution is restored and made more salient by the
contrast polarity. Under these conditions, the white rectangle has been reported as more vividly
perceived popping out in front of the black one. In Figure 7c,d, the two rectangles are perceived with a
clear bulging and volumetric effect. While in Figure 7c, both rectangles appear as convex, in Figure 7d
the horizontal rectangle is seen as concave.
These volumetric effects can be explained on the basis of the assumption that the direction of the
light source is from above. Actually, the qualitative volume interpretation of a visual object comes
from the light-source constraint. If the light source lies in the concave side of a cast shadow contour of
the rectangle, it should be perceived as concave; otherwise, the rectangle should be convex [73,89–98].
The convexity/concavity of the rectangle is determined by whether the shadow contour bends away
from the casting edge or toward it. The assumption or Bayes’ prior [99,100] that a single light source
comes on the right side from above disambiguates the qualitative shape of the rectangles to be convex
or concave.
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Despite this explanation, what is puzzling within these two figures is the fact that the rectangles
show a clear volumetric effect and, at the same time, they are transparent, empty, or outlined
only. Since the volumetric effect is assumed on the basis of the light source, the presence of
outline only rectangles contradicts the Bayesian prior. Alternately, it can be suggested that the
similarity and grouping induced by the contrast polarity precede the assumption of the light source;
thus, the contradiction is only apparent since it occurs at a higher level after the shape formation
and organization.
In Figure 7e, the white sides of the rectangles, placed on the extreme arms of the cross, highlight the
visibility of the cross, which emerges more and more clearly in Figure 7f,g. The similarity/dissimilarity
among components weakens the good continuation and highlights the external boundaries of the
cross. Again, the role of the contrast polarity dominates the other principles. The cross is now seen
distinctly and directly, while in Figure 7, it appears indirectly as the result of a secondary and holistic
visual process related to the arrangement of the external boundaries. Moreover, since Figure 7g shows
two objects (the cross and the square) like Figure 7b (two rectangles), the question begs, Which is the
outcome to be privileged in terms of simplicity/Prägnanz? The answer to this question is per se very
difficult if the role of contrast polarity is not appropriately considered. However, by invoking the
contrast polarity, the simplicity/Prägnanz fails when the following conditions are examined.
The grouping strength of contrast polarity is better tested in Figure 7h–j, where new figures,
invisible in Figure 6, pop up. The contrast polarity now also plays against the regularity and, more
importantly, against simplicity/Prägnanz. In Figure 7h, a straight vertical line, a zig-zagged Greek-like
pattern, and a square are perceived. Figure 7i shows an irregular grouping difficult to describe both
phenomenally and geometrically, as reported by most observers. In Figure 7j, two equal arrowhead-like
shapes pointing in opposite directions have been reported.
Given the similarity/dissimilarity and grouping/ungrouping effects of the contrast polarity within
the same pattern of stimuli, the amodal completion can be elicited even when the good continuation is
expected to be more in favor of the contrast polarity and, thus, without the need for amodal completion
(see Figure 7k–l). In Figure 7k, a horizontal rectangle is amodally perceived behind a vertical rectangle
made up and segmented by horizontal white contours. This result entails that the white contours
belong to the vertical rectangle, although on the basis of the good continuation, they are expected
to group with the horizontal amodal rectangle. Figure 7l shows a strong amodal completion of the
partially visible components of the horizontal rectangle, placed behind the vertical segmented one.
In Figure 7m, only the right white portion of the figure tends to complete amodally behind the black
remaining part of the figure.
In Figure 7n, the two upper and lower portions tend to complete amodally behind the horizontal
segmented rectangle. Finally, Figure 7o demonstrates the condition, complementary to Figure 7l, where
a horizontally segmented rectangle partially occludes a vertical black rectangle amodally completing
behind it.
It is worth noting that, in these new conditions of amodal completion, the rectangles are not
perceived only in their perimeter or boundaries. They are not transparent but appear filled and opaque;
otherwise, there would not have been any amodal completion. Actually, the continuation of the black
vertical contours of Figure 7o appear to complete amodally behind the white contours. This implies a
new kind of amodal completion without T-junctions but with I-junctions, where the continuation of
contours is behind a contour with the same orientation. The two contours, although with the same
orientation, are perceived as two different contours. Further and stronger conditions of this new case
of amodal completion will be presented in the next sections.
From these results, the contrast polarity manifests both grouping and ungrouping effects likely
due to their salience and visibility, due in turn to the largest amplitude of luminance dissimilarity
imparted. In other terms, contrast polarity operates by highlighting components that, on the basis of
the resulting similarity and dissimilarity, groups and ungroups accordingly.
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The phenomenal results of these stimuli clearly demonstrated the domination of the contrast
polarity against good continuation, T-junctions, and regularity. Since they are principles closely related
to amodal completion, their role in relation to the contrast polarity is worthy of being more deeply
examined to better understand amodal completion in itself and to answer our starting question:
What are the role of shape formation and perceptual organization in inducing amodal completion?
As a final remark, Figure 7 questions the effectiveness of simplicity/Prägnanz, information load,
and Bayes’ inference. Unless we do not consider the contrast polarity as a constraint or as a prior,
Bayes’ inference cannot easily explain these conditions. Moreover, our results cast doubts also on
Kolmogorov [101] complexity, which is a natural extension of Occam’s razor. It subsumes the principle
of the minimum description length, according to which, given stimuli and a choice of different possible
outcomes, it pushes to choose the outcome such that the description of the outcome plus the conditional
description of the data is as short as possible. Some of our results, as previously demonstrated, do not
conform to this general assumption. Moreover, the high number of possible outcomes previously
described represents already a clear weakening of the Kolmogorov complexity. Though many or all the
figures can contain a shorter description of the data, it seems that only the contrast polarity chooses the
final result, without taking into account either Kolmogorov complexity or the other related principles.
We suggest that it is exactly the popping out imparted by the reversed contrast that is the main factor
responsible for the described phenomena. The salience and visibility, derived by the largest amplitude
of luminance dissimilarity imparted by contrast polarity, precedes any holist or likelihood organization
due to simplicity/Prägnanz and Bayes’ inference.
The next step is to test the contrast polarity in more classical conditions used to study
amodal completion.
3.2. Contrast Polarity and Amodal Completion
The question of this section is as follows: What is the role of contrast polarity in eliciting amodal
completion? The basic stimulus of the following new set of conditions is now shown in Figure 8a,
where a classical example of amodal completion is illustrated and spontaneously perceived as a vertical
rectangle occluding a horizontal rectangle partially visible on its left and right sides. In Figure 8b,
the previous visual organization is strengthened and described as more vivid than the one in Figure 8a.
Figure 8. The dominance of the contrast polarity over good continuation, T-junctions, and regularity is
also demonstrated within a classical example of amodal completion.
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Figure 8c,d show the volumetric effects, previously described, without the antinomic phenomena
induced by the overlapping or intersection of outlined only rectangles. The prior light source from
above seems to be effective in both conditions, revealing clear convex (Figure 8c) and convex vs.
concave (Figure 8d) results. However, a novel issue resides in Figure 8d, where, despite the T-junctions
and the contrast polarity pitted in favor, the amodal completion is absent. Actually, the two upper and
lower squares are perceived as bulging closer to the observer than the horizontal concave rectangle.
Theoretically, there is not a reason or a constraint in terms of T-junction or border ownership that
should prevent or inhibit the amodal completion of bulging objects behind a concave surface. However,
there is a physical constraint that should prevent the amodal completion of bulging objects behind a
concave surface. It is because, in terms of depth, the concave surface (horizontal rectangle) is further
away from the observer than the background and the convex surface (top and bottom squares) is closer
to the observer. Therefore, as long as the edges of a convex vertical rectangle and a concave horizontal
rectangle are at the same depth as the background, a convex vertical rectangle cannot exist behind a
concave horizontal rectangle.
In Figure 8c, two bulging objects are perceived one behind the other. Why should a bulging object
not take place behind a concave one? The main point is likely the fact that the bulging squares are
perceived closer to the observer than the concave rectangle. This is clearly visible. However, the border
ownership and the good continuation show, still clearly, that the side of the square, geometrically in
common with the rectangle, is perceived as belonging to the rectangle. As a consequence, the longer
sides of the rectangle should be and, indeed, are perceived closer to the observer than the squares.
Furthermore, the squares should be perceived as behind and, since they are incomplete with a
missing side, they are therefore expected to complete amodally behind the rectangle. This is not the
case. The squares appear in front even if they appear behind the longer sides of the rectangle, which
are perceived as behind although the sides are seen in front of the squares. This is a true puzzle or a
visual paradox, where different scales and locations of the visual field reveal different and antinomic
results that cannot be solved through a unique logic or object hypothesis.
On these bases, both Helmholtz’s likelihood principle and Bayes’ inference are clearly questioned
since they use the same global logic in every location and on all size scales of the stimulus. Actually,
by removing the two small sides of the rectangle, the antinomy is less strong and the two squares can
more easily complete amodally behind the two horizontal contours (Figure 8e). This result is stronger
if the two long horizontal sides are not perceived as belonging to the same objects but just as two
independent segments. The spatial separation between the two upper and lower parts increases the
strength of this outcome.
In Figure 8f, the closure of the components of Figure 8a with white contours improves their
figurality and, as a consequence, the amodal completion of the visible left and right elements in a
rectangle. In Figure 8g, turning the intersecting contour of Figure 8f from black to white breaks the
amodal continuation and induces the pop out of the two lateral squares as complete objects placed in
front of the vertical rectangle. Under these conditions, a further case of I-junction, even more salient
than those previously described, is perceived. Figure 8h demonstrated that the amodal continuation
along the I-junction depends not only on the contrast polarity but also on the arrangement of white
and black contours and by the closure principle. The white and black contours segregate in two
components, eliciting a white cross with two black contours closing the two horizontal arms but not
creating any depth segregation among the regions.
A clear depth segregation is instead visible in Figure 8i, where a vertical rectangle shows, on its
left and right sides respectively, an amodal white square-like shape continuing behind its longer side
and a complete black square in front of the rectangle. The two lateral shapes reveal a T-junction on the
left and an I-junction on the right.
More complex figures to be described are demonstrated in Figure 8j,k, revealing, firstly, an irregular
and confusing arrangement of components without any global logic or intelligible likelihood and,
secondly, local groupings with local amodal completion or superimpositions separated, independent,
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and unconnected. Locally, they group and ungroup on the basis of the dominant contrast polarity rule
of similarity/dissimilarity.
Figure 8l was described similarly to Figure 8g but with the two squares placed on the upper and
lower boundaries of the rectangle and showing again the I-junctions. The effect of the I-junctions is
even stronger in Figure 8m, where the white rectangle is clearly perceived as placed and continuing
amodally behind and exactly along the sides of the two squares on the top and on the bottom. What is
completed is not the surface or area or shape but just the continuous contours of white and black lines.
The last images of Figure 8n,o show conditions that are, again, difficult to describe and locally
obey the contrast polarity grouping and ungrouping as previously stated for Figure 8j,k.
3.3. Contrast Polarity and Petter’s Effect
A special case of amodal completion is Petter’s effect [6,86], previously introduced. This effect is
seen when a homogeneous black irregular pattern is perceived as made up of independent surfaces
separated in depth and delineated by illusory contours in the area of apparent intersection and
stratification (Figure 9). Petter [86] discovered that, the larger surface, the region with simpler
boundaries and in motion appear, respectively, in front of the smaller, of the one with more complex
boundaries, and of the static one.
Figure 9. Petter’s effect: the larger surface (a) and the region with straight boundaries (b) appear in
front of the smaller one and of the region with undulated boundaries.
In Figure 9a,b, two examples of Petter’s effect are shown, where the larger rectangle is perceived
in front of the thinner one (Figure 9a) and the vertical rectangle with straight boundaries is seen in
front of the one with undulated contours (Figure 9b). Figure 9c,d demonstrates that Petter’s effect can
also be perceived with outlined patterns although with less strength.
Petter also suggested a general rule that states that the region with the shorter contours intersecting
the one where the surfaces look superimposed has a greater probability of appearing in front of the
other surface because it requires a lower energy expenditure. This idea is apparently in accordance with
Gestalt theory and with the general “minimum principle” of Prägnanz [45] (Koffka, 1935), suggesting
the tendency of neural activity toward minimum work and minimum energy, which spontaneously
elicits self-organization toward simplicity. This idea was related to the dynamics of physical systems
that naturally converges on a state of minimum energy [19,20,44,79,80,102,103].
Stoner and Albright [104] proposed that Petter’s rule is a consequence of the heuristic and stated
that larger figures should be seen in front as a result of perspective projection. Therefore, a close object
has a larger retinal projection. Nevertheless, other studies demonstrated that the length of interpolated
contours can vary independently from the figure size [105]. These results weaken the connection
of minimum principle with likelihood and, ultimately, with simplicity/Prägnanz. The supposed
connection can be weakened even more by merely observing Figure 9a–d. The question is why
should the solution that is larger in front be simpler than that which is smaller or thinner behind?
Moreover, is it more likely that objects with straight boundaries are perceived in front of objects with
undulated contours?
These questions become more intriguing by introducing the contrast polarity within the play of
Petter’s rule. The main argument is if Petter’s rule is working within a pattern of elements, then it
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should reduce or amplify the effect of the grouping induced by contrast polarity once the two rules
play against the other or synergistically.
To explore this argument, the same set of stimuli illustrated in Figure 7 has been redrawn in
Figure 10 by introducing Petter’s effect. The results can be summarized as follows. By comparing
each stimulus of Figure 10 with its counterpart of Figure 7, from Figure 10b to Figure 10e, where
contrast polarity is in favor of Petter’s effect, the larger rectangle is clearly perceived in front of the
thinner one. However, in all the other stimuli, where the contrast polarity breaks the good continuation
and the two-rectangles organization, the resulting effects previously described for each stimulus of
Figure 7 are in Figure 10 more vivid and stronger. This is likely related to the proximity principle
among nearest components, segregated and grouped through the contrast polarity, that favors their
emergence as figures segregated from the furthest. For example, in Figure 10a, the two small lateral
rectangles are perceived more clearly segregated from the large ones, since they are smaller with nearer
sides. Being smaller with close elements elicits a stronger figure–ground segregation as predicted by
Rubin’s principles.
Figure 10. The same set of stimuli of Figure 7 has been redrawn by introducing Petter’s effect according
to which the larger rectangle is expected to be seen in front of the thinner one.
There is another, more interesting factor playing in the two counterparts. While in Figure 7a, all the
elements are equal in size, in Figure 10a, they are dissimilar in pairs: The two horizontal rectangles
differ in size from the vertical ones. This dissimilarity is another factor that favors the amplified
effect of segregation in spite of the stronger Petter’s effect that is expected to weaken this segregation.
This result suggests that Petter’s effect and, more generally, amodal completion operates after the
grouping of the elements occurs on the basis of more primitive and general principles of grouping and
figure–ground segregation. The same kind of argument can be used against the global results expected
on the basis of simplicity/Prägnanz, unconscious inference, and Bayes’ inference. All the remaining
stimuli of Figure 10 obey to the same rationale.
In Figure 11, Petter’s figure, as illustrated in Figure 9b, has been extended to the entire set of
previous stimuli. In the basic Figure 9b, the similarity/dissimilarity between the two kinds of contours
is a further principle useful to test the strength of the contrast polarity. More particularly, in addition
to the grouping defined by good continuation and T-junctions, the contour similarity is now used in
favor or against the similarity imparted by contrast polarity.
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Figure 11. The same set of stimuli of Figure 7 has been redrawn by introducing Petter’s effect according
to which the vertical rectangle with straight boundaries is expected to be perceived in front of the one
with undulated contours.
The descriptions of the stimuli were basically the same as their counterpart in Figure 7.
The resulting effects, though very effective, were judged slightly weaker in terms of salience and
figure–ground segregation.
The only difference between the two sets of stimuli relates to Figure 11d, where the convex–concave
effect between the two figures is reversed. This was done to test the same kind of phenomenal attribute,
namely, the shape which should be in front is concave and the one which should be seen behind is
convex. Therefore, although the two figures are different, their visual meaning is the same.
3.4. Contrast Polarity and Tessellation
The figures studied in the previous sections mostly demonstrated the role of contrast polarity in
weakening or breaking T-junctions, good continuation, and then amodal completion, both in classical
and in Petter’s conditions. There is a limiting case of amodal completion that effectively demonstrates
the role of good continuations and of the related junctions. This is the tessellation. We have already
seen in Figure 6 potential cases of tessellation made up of adjacent squares. They are like juxtaposed
pavement tiles. Phenomenally, this is not the best condition to obtain a true tessellation, since the
junctions are such that they let the good continuation flow without changing directions. Therefore,
the result is a grid of vertical and horizontal contours, which, in Figure 6, group in two intersecting
orthogonal rectangles.
A stronger case of tessellation uses hexagons instead of squares, as illustrated in Figure 12. Under
these conditions, in terms of the good continuation principle, the bifurcation designed by the Y-junctions
elicits two possible directions in perfect equilibrium. Therefore, the flow of good continuation is not
stopped by any boundaries responsible for the amodal continuation but proceeds seamlessly. This kind
of fluid dynamics description is a metaphorical way to make explicit the role of good continuation
with this kind of junction.
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Figure 12. Phenomenal hexagonal tessellation.
Given the grouping/ungrouping effectiveness of contrast polarity, the main question to be answered
here is the following: Can contrast polarity elicit amodal completion within a univocal condition of
tessellation like the one illustrated in Figure 12?
In Figure 7o, we have seen that reversed contrast switched T-junctions to I-junction. Now,
to answer the previous question, contrast polarity is supposed to be able to elicit amodal completion
without changing the kind of junctions, i.e., to induce amodal completion with Y-junctions.
In Figure 13, the number of hexagonal cells has been reduced to only four to annul potential
global and reference effects of the contest. Figure 13a can be considered the simplest case of amodal
completion according to which, by turning one of the four hexagons into a white one, it induces a
depth segregation and a change in the inner shape configuration of the two adjacent hexagons that
continue amodally behind the white one. Therefore, the oblique sides of the two black hexagons
converge amodally and meet in about the center of the white hexagon.
Figure 13. Different kinds of amodal completion induced by contrast polarity within
hexagonal tessellations.
In Figure 13b, the white boundaries become a unique object and, given the unilateral belongingness
of the boundaries, induce an amodal completion of the left and right black components that appear like
a rectangle-like shape with pointed sides. An analogous amodal result was reported for Figure 13c.
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The figure perceived amodally in Figure 13d is a black shape with three pointed sides. In Figure 13e,
the white contours are perceived as the boundaries of a four-pointed shape and the inner black elements
are its decoration or the visible parts of something larger seen through a window.
In Figure 13f, the upper and lower black contours complete amodally as a kind of rhombic shape
behind the two white joined and filled hexagons. Some observers reported something equivalent but
in different terms: a diamond face with white glasses.
Figure 13g shows a white shape with three pointed corners in front of some kind of hexagonal
shape. It is worth noting that the black contours inside the white shape do not belong to the amodal
hexagonal shape but to the white one.
Finally, in Figure 13h, the white contours separating the upper and lower black components are
seen as belonging unilaterally to the lower hexagons; therefore, the upper black contours continue
amodally behind them.
The role of contrast polarity can be expanded and generalized within a larger tessellation (as in
Figure 12), thus creating the effective amodal organizations illustrated in Figure 14. Depth segregation
and unilateral belongingness of the boundaries are imparted by the contrast polarity in two regions,
one bulging closer to the observer and capturing the inner black contours and the other as an irregular
window or as a hole showing the white net of contours in depth.
Figure 14. Two different kinds of amodal completion within hexagonal tessellations.
In Figure 15, two polygonal white shapes are perceived as joined together in some kind of annulus
or alternately as two overlapping shapes, with the larger behind the smaller one. The depth segregation
of the surrounding black hexagons is also clearly visible.
Figure 15. Two polygonal white shapes are perceived as joined together in some kind of annulus or,
alternately, two overlapping shapes with the larger behind the smaller one.
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A further simple but more effective condition is illustrated in Figure 16, where isolated alternated
hexagons have been highlighted with white boundaries. Behind them, the amodal perceived texture
is very different from the surrounding hexagons, although they should trigger the “unconscious
inference” of a homogeneous hexagonal texture according to simplicity and Bayes’ framework.
Figure 16. White hexagons partially occluding an amodal texture, different from the surrounding
black hexagons.
It is worthwhile to focus on some phenomenal details within this stimulus. First of all,
a deformation of the black polygons adjacent to the white ones is perceived according to their
amodal continuation behind them. Second, the inner grey of the white hexagons appears different
from the one of the black hexagons. This is likely due to contrast-assimilation effects, not further
deepened here.
The results of this section support the important role of contrast polarity in perceptual organization.
Its strength has been tested here against tessellation, which depends on good continuation and
Y-junctions. By taking into consideration all these outcomes, the grouping and ungrouping strengths
of contrast polarity could be phenomenally interpreted as a consequence of the border ownership that,
in turn, is imparted by the visual salience and highlights effects due to the largest contrast among
elements and, thus, by the similarity/dissimilarity among white and black elements. In terms of visual
salience, the emergence of the components highlighted through the contrast polarity is, indeed, much
stronger than the emergence due to the good continuation alone with its junctions. We suggest that it is
exactly the popping out imparted by the reversed contrast that is mainly responsible for the described
phenomena. Its salience effect is so strong it dominate other principles when it is pitted against them.
While these approaches are supposed to operate more appropriately at a global and holistic level
of vision, explaining the whole percept beyond the single local components, the contrast polarity is
a property of the stimulus and a visual attribute that operates locally, eliciting results that could be
independent from any global scale and even paradoxical, with contradictory object hypothesis or
without any likelihood, as shown in Figure 8 and as reported in the next section. The local highlighted
elements of the contrast polarity also manifest global effects when they group together on the basis
of the similarity/dissimilarity principle that segregates black and white components as belonging to
different visual objects.
3.5. Contrast Polarity and I-Junctions
In this section, the I-junctions and the contrast polarity will be tested in limiting conditions that
cannot be otherwise explained with the theories considered here. Before introducing the crucial cases,
let us first go back to a known effect studied by Kanizsa [9,10,66].
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He demonstrated that the shapes of the four partially occluded figures, as illustrated in Figure 17,
are not determined by the Gestalt principle of symmetry. In spite of the symmetry and regularity
principles suggested by their modal visible portions the amodal shapes perceived are instead influenced
by the good continuation of the contours intersecting the occluding square. As a consequence,
the amodal completions of the stimuli in Figure 17 appear as four asymmetrical shapes.
Figure 17. The figures, partially occluded by the square, complete amodally as asymmetrical shapes.
By introducing the contrast polarity as a new player, the occluder–occluded relationship and
the amodal completion are reversed (see Figure 18). What previously have been partially hidden
by the occluding square now appears as an occluder, and the square in the four conditions is seen
partially occluded in its lower right side and exactly on the boundary contours. The I-junction effect
is clearly perceived together with the black boundary of the square amodally continuing behind the
white boundaries of the white emerging figures. This result occurs also when the luminance contrast
among the components is inverted (not illustrated). Again, contrast polarity dominates over good
continuation, T-junctions, and regularity.
Figure 18. The contrast polarity reverses the amodal completion of Figure 17: The square is now
perceived as partially occluded by the asymmetrical objects.
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It could be noted that the third stimulus with two circular sectors with opposed corners due to
contrast polarity turns back from irregular, as perceived in Figure 17, to regular in Figure 18. Kanizsa’s
argument against regularity and in favor of good continuation is reversed here.
Some might argue that, in Figure 18, the geometrical conditions are restored against the phenomenal
ones. This is not totally true since, in Figure 18, amodal completion is still occurring but it is simply
reversed in relation to the one perceived in Figure 17.
Within the likelihood and the avoidance-of-coincidences principles, these results are not expected,
since the visual system is supposed to prevent interpretations elicited by coincidences. In all the critical
conditions studied in this work, the coincidences are not discharged but highlighted.
The next step is to extend the I-junction effect to conditions where there are no junctions at all but
just isolated close figures, like the four stars arranged to create a whole cross, as shown in Figure 19a.
It should be noted that the perceived cross is just virtual, namely, a simple arrangement of figures.
As a matter of fact, there is not any modal or amodal completion that can combine and unite the four
stars that are perceived as such. Figure 19b shows how to join them by reversing the contrast of the
four close sides near the center of the group of stars.
Figure 19. From four stars to a cross partially occluded by a white square-like shape.
Under these conditions, they are not stars anymore but, due to their amodal completion behind
the white square shapes, they become a unity, a unique object more similar to a cross (not virtual) with
its extreme parts similar to stars.
The following final step is a further extension of our rationale to a limiting case made up of a
single shape, i.e., a closed contour, which, by definition, univocally and trivially should be assumed as
a unique indivisible object or, at least, made up of sides and angles without any amodal completion
that implicitly and explicitly requires two objects placed at different depths.
3.6. The Limiting Case of Amodal Completion
As our analysis proceeds, we demonstrate that the strength of the reversed contrast is so great in
defining visual objects and amodal completion that it can be considered the optimal tool to test the
appropriateness of the theories of which the main purpose is to answer the fundamental question
“What is a perceptual object?”.
Since amodal completion can be inverted in conditions where multiple elements play together to
create different objects, the question is now the following: Can amodal completion be instilled along
the boundary contours of a single shape?
This is indeed the limiting case useful to explore the perceptual principles involved in amodal
completion and to test the maximum effectiveness of the contrast polarity. The paradigm of the limiting
conditions is reminiscent of the one used in physics to explore the properties of elementary particles,
and it is opposite to the holism embraced by Gestalt psychologists [45], mainly based on the assumption
that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, thus implying that the whole cannot be broken down.
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Following this paradigm, a detrimental and disproving limiting case for both the simplicity and
likelihood principles are the conditions illustrated in Figure 20, where the black boundaries of a regular
eight-pointed star have been discontinued by reversing the contrast polarity in different portions of
each figure. In terms of grouping, the closure principle is mainly responsible for the perception of the
eight-pointed star. Also, the good continuation plays a role. Since there are no junctions, the flow of
continuation is always good without bifurcations to be chosen or barriers to be amodally completed
or continued.
Figure 20. Contrast polarity breaks the unitariness of the stars and elicits amodal completion without
junctions (cfr. (a) and (b) rows).
Phenomenally, the uniqueness and wholeness of each star illustrated appear weakened or broken
down. Each shape of the first row partially splits into two black and white adjacent components that are
seen as belonging to two different things. The two things do not show a traditional amodal completion
but something that is anyway comparable to it. In fact, the most extensive black components more
easily reveal the formation of a whole shape that, given the segregated white sides become “something
else”, do not appear as eight-pointed stars but as the shapes illustrated in Figure 20b. These shapes,
shown here as fragments, tend to complete amodally behind the white sides. Although the removal of
the white components improves the virtual grouping of the black segments, they appear more clearly
as complete and full objects only in Figure 20a, where the closure and good continuation principles are
fully functional. The missing sides of Figure 20a do not affect the whole shape but appear as gaps
favoring the good continuation of the modal sides and the amodal wholeness [7,68–70]. Given the
black and white alternation of the sides on the last condition of the first row, the last condition of the
first row appears analogous to the star of the last condition of the second row.
Further examples are illustrated in Figure 21, where the reverse contrast breaks the oneness and the
unitariness of the eight-pointed star and significantly influences its shape. New organizations emerge
as follows: a concave polygonal shape rather than a star (Figure 21a); two rotated and perpendicular
intersecting square shapes with illusory curved sides (Figure 21b); and irregular shapes different from
the stars in Figure 21c–g. Figure 21h is the control.
Figure 21a,b displays something that is worth noticing, namely the emergence of the concavity
and of the convexity within the star. As a matter of fact, the two figures could be perceived as stars.
However, the first appeared as a sort of “eight-concave star” or “eight-indented star” while the second
was more similar to a convex star when the subjects were forced to perceive a star. The first, more
vivid, and immediate outcome is the one reported above.
The breaking of the uniqueness and unitariness is very effective even though good continuation,
closure, and even Prägnanz together favor the grouping. The dissimilarity imparted by the reversed
contrast splits the figure. The question is why are these irregular and parceled solutions preferred to a
simpler result like “a star with black and white edges”? With this solution, both the whole shape and
the local changes would have been preserved and saved. Even if this ideal solution is possible, it does
not prevail.
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Figure 21. Contrast polarity breaks the unitariness of the stars and induces amodal completion
without junctions.
3.7. The Limiting Case of the Limiting Case of Amodal Completion
The limiting case of amodal completion is very useful to make explicit the inner phenomenal
dynamics. First of all, the contrast polarity can be considered like a barrier analogous but stronger than
the one created by T-junctions. Most of our stimuli demonstrated this statement. This barrier is set up
by the highest luminance contrast between the black and white poles on the gray background. This is
the immediate corollary. This barrier is like a high step phenomenally stating “here starts something
different, a new thing.”
The result is the phenomenal salience of something highlighted or accentuated. As a matter of
fact, the white elements placed on a gray background pop up with the greatest emphasis since they
play with black elements placed on the other extreme of the contrast pole.
It follows that similar highlighted elements can group together on the basis of the similarity
principle to elicit a new visual object, to which the boundaries unilaterally belonging. In other terms,
the emphasized salient elements group or ungroup on the basis of their similarity or dissimilarity with
the remaining elements, thus creating an occluder–occluding duality and, more generally, an effective
object segregation and figure–ground organization.
This is a true sequential dynamics, according to which “the first is the phenomenal salience and,
then, the similarity/dissimilarity”. This can be proven through the final set of stimuli illustrated in
Figure 22.
In the first column of Figure 22, the two black polygons are the controls: two octagons, on which
the main vertical and horizontal axes are placed, respectively, along the corners (top) or on the sides
(bottom). They are perceived as two different octagons with accentuated corners or sides. For a full
description of these and related figures based on the accentuation principle, see Pinna [11,68,69].
The main predictions can be summarized as follows. The contrast polarity induces a phenomenal
salience within the boundaries of the octagon. The salience can become (i) a full object through the
similarity principle or (ii) an accent for the attributes of the shape location where the reversed contrast
is placed. It becomes a full object if a sufficient number of similar components are present and then
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grouped. It appears as an accent when few elements or only one play(s) within a large set of elements
with opposite contrast.
Figure 22. Octagons apparently different due to the accentuation imparted by the contrast polarity.
The creation of a full object has been already demonstrated in Figures 20 and 21. The accent
emergence can be tested and seen in the other stimuli of Figure 22, where two (first row) or one (second
row) polar accentuation(s) is/are placed on adjacent sides (second and fourth column) or on the top
corner of the octagon (third column). All these figures are geometrical replicas of the first octagon on
the top resting on one of its corners.
Phenomenally, when the polar accentuations are placed on the sides, the octagons are perceived
as tilted (22.5 deg.) polygons, previously resting on one of their sides. They are perceived as more
similar to the octagon at the bottom of the first column, although they are geometrically identical to the
octagon on the top. Furthermore, they are perceived as tilted in opposite directions in relation to the
vertical axis: the first tilted on the left and the second tilted on the right.
When the accentuation is placed on the corners, the octagon is seen like the octagon at the top of
the first column. Only one accent (second row) is sufficient to highlight the attributes of the figure
where the accent occurs. We called these attributes sidedness and pointedness [58,68,82,106].
Within this figure, we leave out the letters, which are useful to distinguish and name each stimulus,
since the letters can also play like accents although less strongly than the contrast polarity [71,107,108].
When the observers were suggested to perceive and report about the segregation or belongingness
of the white spots, the most frequent answers were that they can be seen both as part of the polygon
or as something different, independent, attached, and extra and as an intruder located above the
boundary contours of the polygons.
These outcomes suggest that the white spots behave like true emerging objects placed in front of
an amodal black polygon. If this is true, the conditions illustrated in Figure 22 can be considered the
limiting case of the limiting case of amodal completion.
4. Discussion
In this work, we demonstrated unique and relevant visual properties imparted by contrast
polarity in perceptual organization and, more particularly, in eliciting amodal completion that is
one of the most common and interesting visual phenomena and compelling issues of vision science.
Amodal completion is the vivid completion of a single continuous object of the visible parts of an
occluded shape despite portions of its boundary contours not actually being seen. Psychophysical
data have demonstrated that T-junction, good continuation, and closure are the main principles
involved [1,2,7,14–18].
We discussed the most relevant explanations of amodal completion based on Helmholtz’s
likelihood principle [28] and Gregory’s “unconscious inference” [29,30]. According to these theories,
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the amodal object is similar to a perceptual hypothesis postulated to explain the unlikely gaps within
the stimulus pattern and the one that most likely produces the sensory stimulation. Along the same
theoretical line, Rock [31,32] proposed the so-called avoidance-of-coincidences principle, stating that
the visual system tends to prevent interpretations elicited by coincidences [8,33–36]. More recently
these approaches have been reconsidered in terms of probabilistic Bayesian inference [37–43], applied
successfully in many classical amodal conditions [42,43]. Bayes’ theorem computes a probabilistic
decision-making aimed at choosing the amodal outcome as the result of the convolution between
the prior p(H), modelling the constraint, and prior assumptions on the structure of the environment
necessary to solve underdetermination and the conditional p(D|H) that models optics and the projection
on the retina.
Another approach consistent with the previous ones and largely used to explain amodal completion
is based on the simplicity–Prägnanz principle of Gestalt psychologists, according to which the visual
system is aimed at finding the simplest and most stable organization consistent with the sensory inputs.
All these approaches focus attention mostly on the shape that amodally completes the visible
fragments; therefore, they assume amodal completion as the cause of the amodal shape formation.
The main interest of this perspective is to explain how the occluded object is completed, what is the
amodal shape, and how contours of partially visible fragments are relatable behind an occluder.
Different from these approaches, we adopted the complementary perspective, assuming amodal
completion not as the cause but as the resulting effect. The related questions we addressed through our
stimuli are the following: “What is the role of shape formation and perceptual organization in inducing
amodal completion? What are the perceptual conditions that elicit the segregation of occluded and
occluding objects and, finally, amodal completion? What is the role of the local contours, junctions and
termination attributes in eliciting the phenomenon of amodal completion?”
Within this perspective, amodal completion has been considered here as a visual phenomenon
not as a process, i.e., the final outcome of perceptual processes and grouping principles. Moreover,
the contrast polarity with its related similarity/dissimilarity outcomes has been used as the main
grouping and ungrouping attribute to explore amodal completion as a visual phenomenon elicited by
good continuation, T-junctions, and regularity.
The stimuli were designed as instantiae crucis (crucial instances) and studied through the
experimental phenomenology, according to the general methods used by Gestalt Psychologists.
Together with traditional stimulus configurations, we introduced novel patterns of stimuli, which have
been reduced more and more to extreme limiting conditions.
Through our stimuli, contrast polarity has been demonstrated to be effective in inducing amodal
completion in conditions where, on the basis of the known principles and of the previous theoretical
approaches, it is not expected and vice versa: Amodal completion was annulled or disrupted in the
patterns of stimuli where it was supposed to be effective. More in detail, contrast polarity has been
able to elicit/disrupt amodal completion when pitted against or in favor of the following conditions
reduced to limiting cases: (i) classical patterns (Figures 7 and 8); (ii) Petter’s effect and Petter’s rule
(Figures 9–11); (iii) tessellation with T-junctions replaced by Y-junctions (Figures 12–16); (iv) group of
isolated figures arranged in a cross (Figures 17–19); and (v) a single shape (Figures 20–22).
The results demonstrated the domination of the contrast polarity against good continuation,
T-junctions, and regularity. Moreover, the limiting conditions explored revealed a new kind of
junction next to the T- and Y-junctions, respectively responsible for amodal completion and tessellation.
We called them I-junctions. They elicited the amodal continuation of contours behind a contour with
the same orientation.
Contrast polarity was shown to operate locally, eliciting results that could be independent
from any global scale and that could also be paradoxical. These results weaken and challenge
theoretical approaches based on notions like oneness, unitariness, symmetry, regularity, simplicity,
likelihood, priors, constraints, and past knowledge. Therefore, Helmholtz’s likelihood principle,
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simplicity/Prägnanz, and Bayes’ inference were clearly questioned since they are supposed to operate
especially at a global and holistic level of vision.
An alternative explanation of the specific outcomes, particularly related to the limiting conditions
of amodal completion, could be based on the phenomenal dynamics made explicit by contrast polarity.
First of all, the contrast polarity was perceived like a barrier analogous but stronger than the one
created by T-junctions. Most of our stimuli demonstrated this general statement. From this, as a
corollary, it follows that this barrier is raised by the highest luminance contrast between the black and
white poles on the gray background. This barrier phenomenally represents the starting point for a new
emergent “thing”, a new attribute, or a new object.
In other terms, the phenomenal salience, elicited by the highest luminance contrast going from
black to white on a gray background, triggers a process of object segregation and its related dynamics:
unilateral belongingness of the boundaries and similarity/dissimilarity principles.
The dominance of contrast polarity over good continuation and T-junctions is related to its stronger
phenomenal salience and highlight effect. The same argument can account for the emergence of amodal
continuation on I-junction, groups of isolated figures, and single shapes. Moreover, the imparted
salience can disrupt, both locally and globally, arrangements of figures or can alternately rearrange
the elements according to their similarity/dissimilarity. The highlighting strength of contrast polarity
determines even the grouping effectiveness against the global and holistic rules and factors expected
by Helmholtz’s likelihood principle, simplicity/Prägnanz, and Bayes’ inference.
In favor of the basic and essential role of the phenomenal salience, we can invoke deceiving
strategies used in nature by most living organisms. Flowers, birds, and fishes use colors and contrast
polarity to attract, reject, show, and hide: to show some parts more clearly than others; to show
something that would be otherwise invisible; to show parts that are not natural parts; to show fragments;
to show in order to hide; to show not to show; to show to break and split; to show to separate; to show
to multiply; to show the oneness; to show some elements, some more or less important elements;
to show something and not to show something else; and to show some parts and not to show the
whole [85,109]. In short, the phenomenal salience strongly improves the biological fitness of living
organisms and, therefore, the capability of an individual of a certain genotype to reproduce and, thus,
to propagate an individual’s genes within the genes of the next generation.
The phenomenal salience is a basic requirement also in human beings, in the way we dress, invent
fashion and design, in the way we use the maquillage, and in the existence of the maquillage itself [110].
The strength of phenomenal salience imparted by contrast polarity enables the full independence
from local or global organizations and top-down or bottom-up dynamics. It eludes all these categories
since it can play in favor or against each of them, as demonstrated in our stimuli. It represents a true
challenge for the theories discussed here, which cannot easily incorporate it (e.g., as a prior) without
losing explanatory power somewhere else. Inside these arguments, it is important to underline that
phenomenal salience is a perceptual attribute not restricted to contrast polarity, but it can also be
triggered by color, shape, motion and every other visual property [109]. Among them, contrast polarity
is one of the most powerful.
Given the significance of this attribute, further experimental studies based on phenomenological,
psychophysical, and neurophysiological techniques are required to measure the strength of the
phenomenal salience imparted by contrast polarity against other attributes involved in amodal
completion. Further studies can shed light on the role of contrast polarity as a general tool useful in
testing the range of scientific effectiveness of visual theories, approaches, and models.
Finally, our phenomenological results suggest several extensions and implications for vividness,
imagery, and consciousness, shortly described below.
Implications for Vividness, Imagery, and Consciousness
There are several phenomenological elements that might turn the scientific attention from amodal
completion to the notion of vividness, considered as a property expressing the self-rated degree of
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richness, details, resolution, and clarity of a mental image, as compared to the experience of actual
perception [111] (D’Angiulli & Reeves, 2007). Although this simple definition is supported by a plethora
of correlations, studied and measured in literature [112–121], the function and underlying processes
of vividness are still sources of deep scientific challenges and theoretical controversies [111,122–124].
Without getting too deep into detail, we suggest that our work might make a contribution by placing
new clues and ideas on the debate about the role of vividness in cognitive neuroscience and of its
meaning as a phenomenological component of consciousness.
To show how amodal completion could be related to the notion of vividness, we go back to the
simple definition of amodal completion reported here: Amodal completion is the vivid outcome of a
complete object unity, i.e., the vivid completion as a single continuous object of the visible parts of an
occluded shape despite portions of its boundary contours not actually being seen. For our purposes,
two interesting terms of this description that are worth highlighting are “vivid” and “completion”.
Phenomenally, they belong to close domains although different: “Vivid” is a clear visual outcome
under our conditions, and “completion” is in between vision and imagery. This is due to the fact
that, even though the sensory experience of completeness and unity is perceptual, the portions of
boundary contours actually seen are not directly visible, namely amodal. This distinction becomes
more salient under complex, simple, or uncertain conditions (e.g., some of the stimuli shown in the
previous sections), where completion elicits different and alternative solutions and mental image
formations. Moreover, as a supporting common result, naive subjects spontaneously assume amodal
completion as a sort of mental construction (completion) of the invisible part of an object due to past
experience, imagery, or some kind of memory association. This kind of ingenuous theory emerges
very often at the end of an experiment, testing amodal completion, when subjects ask for its meaning.
Related to the term “completion” is “amodal”, commonly accepted by the scientific community
and defined as the vivid experience of completeness without seeing the occluded part of the object.
The expression “without seeing” suggests that something that cannot be seen is clearly perceived.
This is definitely in between something perceived and something that is not perceived. The need to
introduce the term “amodal” is aimed at explaining this uncertain and twofold meanings. Again,
the best conditions to perceive the in-between placement of the term “amodal” are specific experimental
tasks or ambiguous-complex stimuli (e.g., Figures 6 and 7), requiring time to be clearly seen and
described. Under these circumstances, the amodal completion of possible emerging percepts manifests
different degree of vividness.
Indeed, the phenomenological task adopted here can be considered a very functional tool to
explore the complexity of these terms, which are, in turn, interesting phenomena to be explored.
Moreover, testing simple stimuli, like the previous ones, where grouping principles are pitted one
against the other, is useful to explore the no man’s land where vision and imagery meet. Although in
everyday life, we perceive effortless complete objects, under unfamiliar, crowded, or camouflaged
conditions, the terms “vivid”, “completion”, and “amodal” can easily assume the twofold and
in-between meanings described.
A further element is the notion of amodal completion considered as a visual phenomenon, i.e.,
the final outcome of perceptual processes and grouping principles. This entails that object formation
comes first before amodal completion. In short, the priority is to perceive objects, while amodal
completion is usually a hidden or a secondary phenomenon. This kind of phenomenal organization
clearly improves the biological fitness of living organisms and imparts explicit psychological advantages.
Indeed, the need to perceive or create a mental image of an occluded object is compelling since objects
are true invariants required in the foreground, while amodal completion can vary widely and can
therefore be placed in the background.
It is not a coincidence that, to perceive amodal completion as a phenomenon, naive people need
to be trained; otherwise, it remains in the background or totally invisible. This is also what occurred
in the history of vision science. Despite how prevalent and important is this phenomenon, it went
unnoticed by scholars for a long time.
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More generally, as many other object properties and meanings, amodal completion does not pop
up perceptually with the same salience and vividness as others, but it is less prominent and placed at
the lower steps of the so-called “gradient of visibility” [59,71].
A final element, even more clearly related to the notion of vividness, is the phenomenal salience,
elicited by the reversed contrast. As demonstrated, the contrast polarity can easily play against or in
favor of all the objects potentially included in Figure 6, by highlighting one or the other and, conversely,
by hiding and making the others invisible. Again, this means that vision always plays under these
conditions with modal and amodal perception along the higher and lower steps of the gradient of
visibility and consciousness.
All these clues could be useful to explore the role of vividness acting as an index of availability of
sensory information and traces and playing a basic phenomenological role in understanding the access
to percepts and memories.
Finally, they suggest that the phenomenal salience imparted by reversed contrast and the gradient
of visibility might be, as well as vividness, significant tools to isomorphically define, measure,
and express the grades of the conscious experience that pops up from the brain’s complexity of
sensory information in perception. In other terms, they express variations and different states of inner
first-person experience of the input and the environmental input itself.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, the vividness of amodal completion under the conditions here studied, together
with the phenomenal salience imparted by the reversed contrast and the related gradient of visibility,
can be considered phenomenological features of primary sensory consciousness, thus supporting the
hypothesis that consciousness is a graded phenomenon.
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Abstract: Pinna and Conti (Brain Sci., 2019, 9, 149, doi:10.3390/brainsci9060149) presented phenomena
concerning the salience and role of contrast polarity in human visual perception, particularly in
amodal completion. These phenomena are indeed illustrative thereof, but here, the focus is on their
claims (1) that neither simplicity nor likelihood approaches can account for these phenomena; and (2)
that simplicity and likelihood are equivalent. I argue that their first claim is based on incorrect
assumptions, whereas their second claim is simply untrue.
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1. Introduction
In the context of this journal’s special issue Vividness, consciousness, and mental imagery: Making the
missing links across disciplines and methods [1], Pinna and Conti [2] presented fine phenomena concerning
the salience and role of contrast polarity in human visual perception, particularly in amodal completion.
They also claimed (1) that these phenomena go against existing simplicity and likelihood approaches
to visual perception, and (2) that simplicity and likelihood are equivalent. Before they submitted their
article to this journal, however, they had been informed that these claims are incorrect—a matter, by the
way, of formal facts rather than psychological opinions. To set the stage, I first sketch the perceptual
topic of their study.
2. Contrast Polarity
The role of contrast polarity in human visual perception is a long-standing research topic (see, e.g.,
in [3–7]). As a consequence, the phenomena presented by Pinna and Conti are not really as novel or
surprising as they suggested them to be, but they are indeed illustrative of the effects of, in particular,
contrast polarity reversals. For example, Figure 1 shows, in the style of Pinna and Conti, a stimulus in
which such a reversal triggers a substantial change in the way in which it is perceptually organized.
Depending on stimulus type, contrast polarity also affects visual regularity detection. For instance,
the evident symmetry in the checkerboard pattern in Figure 2a is perceptually destroyed by the contrast
polarity reversal in its right-hand half in Figure 2b (see, e.g., in [9]). In dot patterns, however, such
a reversal does not seem to do much harm (see, e.g., in [10–12]). Furthermore, Figure 2c depicts a
rotational Glass pattern with dipoles consisting of either two black dots or two white dots. It exhibits a
moiré effect that is perceptually about as strong as when all dipoles consist of black dots (personal
observation). However, when all dipoles are identical with one black dot and one white dot, as depicted
in Figure 2d, the moiré effect disappears (see, e.g., [4,13,14]). The moiré effect does not disappear,
by the way, when every dipole consists of differently shaped elements [15].
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Figure 1. Contrast polarity and perceptual organization. Both compound stimuli can be described
(i.e., interpreted) as consisting of, for instance, two triangles, two diabolos, or two parallelograms.
The parallelogram interpretation is probably the weakest one in panel (a); but due to contrast polarity
reversals, it is definitely the strongest one in panel (b) (after [8]).
c dba
Figure 2. Contrast polarity and regularity detection. The symmetry in the checkerboard pattern in
panel (a) is perceptually destroyed by the contrast polarity reversal in its right-hand half in panel (b);
The Glass pattern in panel (c), with dipoles consisting of either two black or two white dots, exhibits a
clear moiré effect, which disappears in panel (d), where all dipoles are identical with one black dot and
one white dot.
Therefore, I agree with Pinna and Conti that contrast polarity is a factor to reckon with. However,
I think that, in their first claim, they concluded too easily—in fact, based on incorrect assumptions—that
contrast polarity triggers local groupings that precede the global groupings allegedly predicted by
simplicity and likelihood approaches. Next, this is discussed in more detail.
3. Incorrect Assumptions
The following three quotes from Pinna and Conti illustrate their first claim, that is, their stance
about contrast polarity versus simplicity and likelihood approaches:
“The salience and visibility, derived by the largest amplitude of luminance dissimilarity imparted by
contrast polarity, precedes any holist or likelihood organization due to simplicity/Prägnanz and Bayes’
inference.” [2] (p. 12 of 32)
“Contrast polarity was shown to operate locally, eliciting results that could be independent
from any global scale and that could also be paradoxical. These results weaken and challenge
theoretical approaches based on notions like oneness, unitariness, symmetry, regularity, simplicity,
likelihood, priors, constraints, and past knowledge. Therefore, Helmholtz’s likelihood principle,
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simplicity/Prägnanz, and Bayes’ inference were clearly questioned since they are supposed to operate
especially at a global and holistic level of vision.” [2] (p. 26 of 32)
“The highlighting strength of contrast polarity determines even the grouping effectiveness against the
global and holistic rules and factors expected by Helmholtz’s likelihood principle, simplicity/Prägnanz,
and Bayes’ inference.” [2] (p. 26 of 32)
It is true that simplicity and likelihood approaches may aim to arrive at global stimulus interpretations,
but a general objection against the above stance is that they (can) do so by including local factors as well.
For instance, van Lier [16] presented a theoretically sound and empirically adequate simplicity model
for the integration of global and local aspects in amodal completion (see also [17]). A methodological
objection is that Pinna and Conti introduced contrast polarity changes in stimuli but pitted these
against alleged simplicity and likelihood predictions for the unchanged stimuli. As I specify next,
this is unfair, and in my view, scientifically inappropriate.
3.1. Likelihood
Probabilistic approaches in cognitive science, and beyond, span a large spectrum (see Table 1,
upper part, for a first impression thereof). At one end of this spectrum are Bayesian approaches like
Friston’s free-energy predictive coding approach [18]. This approach claims to have high explanatory
power, but in fact, hardly goes beyond data accommodation, hardly produces falsifiable predictions,
and suffers from computational intractability (see, e.g., [19–23]). In my view, it therefore qualifies as
what Chomsky called an “analogic guess”, that is, it “creates the illusion of a rigorous scientific theory
with very broad scope” [24] (p. 32).
Most Bayesian models in cognitive science, however, take a stance that, in my view, is more
appropriate and adequate. Instead of considering the likelihood principle as a strong explanatory
principle, they rather consider it as a powerful modeling principle by which free-to-choose probabilities
can be assigned to free-to-choose things in order to perform sophisticated data fitting and data
extrapolation. This may not always be easy to do, but it means that there is no fundamental obstacle
for the inclusion of local aspects like the effects of contrast polarity. Pinna and Conti wrote “[If] we do
not consider the contrast polarity as a constraint or as a prior, Bayes’ inference cannot easily explain
these conditions” [2] (p. 12 of 32)—indeed, but why would we? Therefore, they knowingly ignored
the above flexibility and applied likelihood as if it is fundamentally blind to contrast polarity. Thereby,
they missed the mark in their assessment of likelihood approaches.
3.2. Simplicity
Compared to the likelihood principle, the simplicity principle is less of a modeling principle and
more of an explanatory principle. By this, I do not mean to claim that simplicity explains all contrast
polarity phenomena. For instance, in Glass patterns, simplicity predicts stronger moiré effects for
identical dipoles than for nonidentical ones, which may often be adequate but, as indicated, not in
the case of Figure 2c,d. The point is that I consider simplicity to be a fundamental force in perception,
which nevertheless—just as gravity in physics, for instance—interacts with other forces, yielding
results that now and again may deviate from what simplicity on its own would yield.
In this respect, notice that the contrast polarity reversal in Figure 2b can be said to trigger
local groupings which destroy the symmetry. It can also be said, however, to yield antisymmetry,
which, on formal theoretical grounds within the simplicity paradigm, is predicted to be not one
of the instantaneously detectable visual regularities [25,26]. The earlier mentioned reversal in
dot patterns seems an exception to both rules [9]. Furthermore, the reversal in Figure 1 clearly
implies that the parallelogram interpretation becomes less complex compared to the other two
interpretations—provided one applies, unlike Pinna and Conti did, the simplicity idea correctly.
This idea is specified next in some more detail (see Table 1, lower part, for a first impression thereof).
In both mathematics and perception research, the simplicity idea falls within a descriptive
framework. It relies on regularity extraction to obtain simplest descriptive codes, which capture
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hierarchical organizations of given input. There are a few domain-dependent differences (see Table 1).
Unlike algorithmic information theory in mathematics does, structural information theory in perception
research employs a fixed descriptive coding language extracting theoretically and empirically grounded
visual regularities, and it classifies things on the basis of the hierarchical organizations described by
simplest descriptive codes (which are taken to reflect mental representations) [27–35].
Table 1. Overview of probabilistic and descriptive frameworks.
Probabilistic framework
Classical information theory:
• information load of thing with probability p is surprisal − log(p) [36,37]
(information quantified by its probability, not by its content)
• codes are nominalistic labels referring to things (as, e.g., in the Morse Code)
• optimal coding by label codes the length of surprisals [38]
(implying minimal long-term average code length, not individually shortest codes)
Likelihood principle [39]:
• preference for things with higher probabilities, i.e., with lower surprisals
Bayesian inference (incomputable [21]):
• in cognitive science: free-to-choose probabilities for free-to-choose things
• minimum message length principle (message length measured i.t.o. surprisals) [40]
Surprisals do not enable descriptive formulation
Descriptive framework
Modern information theory (triggered by the question: what if probabilities are unknown?):
• codes are hierarchical descriptions (i.e., reconstruction recipes) of individual things
• shorter descriptive codes by extracting regularities i.t.o. identity relationships between parts
• information load of thing is its complexity C, i.e., the length of its shortest descriptive code
(information quantified by its content, not by its probability)
Simplicity principle:
• a.k.a. minimum principle [41] or minimum description length principle [42]
• preference for simpler things, i.e., things with shorter descriptive codes
Algorithmic information theory (mathematics) [43–45]:
• extraction of any imaginable regularity (incomputable)
• classification by complexity of simplest descriptive code
Structural information theory (cognitive science) [27–29]:
• extraction of theoretically and empirically grounded visual regularities (computable) [30–33]
• classification by hierarchical organization described by simplest descriptive code [34,35]
Precisals 2−C, a.k.a. algorithmic probabilities, enable probabilistic formulation
A shared point, however, is that descriptive codes constitute reconstruction recipes for stimuli
(just as computer algorithms are reconstruction recipes for the output they produce). Therefore,
if a stimulus contains different contrast polarities, then these are necessarily also accounted for by
descriptive codes of this stimulus. In Figure 1b, for instance, this implies that the contrast polarity
changes in the triangles and diabolos make them more complex than the parallelograms without such
changes are. Pinna and Conti knowingly ignored this and applied simplicity as if it is fundamentally
blind to contrast polarity. Thereby, they missed the mark in their assessment of simplicity approaches.
3.3. Summary (1)
My objective here was not to show that simplicity and likelihood approaches can account for all
contrast polarity phenomena (on their own, they certainly can account for some but probably not for
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all). Instead, my objective was to show that Pinna and Conti applied these approaches incorrectly,
even though they had been warned about this. Thereby, they knowingly ignored that these approaches
are far more flexible than they assumed them to be. In my view, this is scientifically inappropriate.
4. Simplicity and Likelihood Are Not Equivalent
Pinna and Conti formulated their second claim, about the alleged equivalence of simplicity and
likelihood, as follows.
“[...] the visual object that minimizes the description length is the same one that maximizes the
likelihood. In other terms, the most likely hypothesis about the perceptual organization is also the
outcome with the shortest description of the stimulus pattern.” [2] (p. 3 of 32)
This is an extraordinary claim. It therefore requires extraordinary evidence, but Pinna and Conti
actually provided no corroboration at all (in their earlier draft, they cited Chater [46]; see Section 4.1.
Instead, they seem to have jumped on the bandwagon of an idea that, for the past 25 years, has lingered
on in the literature—in spite of refutations. As said, Pinna and Conti had been informed about its
falsehood but chose to persist. It is therefore expedient to revisit the alleged equivalence of simplicity
and likelihood (see Table 1 for a synopsis of relevant issues and terminologies).
Before going into specific equivalence claims, I must say that, to me, it is hard to even
imagine that simplicity and likelihood might be equivalent. Notice that descriptive simplicity
is a fairly stable concept. That is, as has been proved in modern information theory (IT) in
mathematics, every reasonable descriptive coding language yields about the same complexity ranking
for things [43–45]. Probabilities, conversely, come in many shapes and forms. For instance, on the
one hand, in technical contexts like communication theory, the to-be-employed probabilities may be
(approximately) known—though notice that they may vary with the situation at hand. For known
probabilities, one may aim at minimal long-term average code length for large sets of identical and
nonidentical messages (i.e., Shannon’s [38] optimal coding), and by the same token, at compounds of
label codes that yield data compression for large compounds of identical and nonidentical messages
(see, e.g., in [47,48]). On the other hand, the Helmholtzian likelihood principle in perception is now
and again taken to rely on objective “real” probabilities of things in the world. This would give it
an explanatory nature, but by all accounts, it seems impossible to assess such probabilities (see, e.g.,
in [49,50]). In between are, for instance, Bayesian models in cognitive science. In general, as said, such
models employ free-to-choose probabilities for free-to-choose things, where both those things and
their probabilities may be chosen subjectively on the basis of experimental data or modeller’s intuition.
Therefore, all in all, how could one ever claim that fairly stable descriptive complexities are equivalent
to every set of probabilities employed or proposed within the probabilistic framework?
Yet, notice that Pinna and Conti are not alone in their equivalence claim. Equivalence also has
been claimed by, for instance, Friston [51], Feldman [52,53], and Thornton [54]. They too failed to
provide explicit corroboration, which raises the question of where the claim actually comes from. As a
matter of fact, for alleged support, they all referred consistently to either Chater [46] or MacKay [55],
or to both. These sources are discussed next (for more details, see in [17,22,56,57]).
4.1. Chater (1996)
The main issue in the well-cited article by Chater [46] may be explained by means of Figure 3,
starting at the left-hand side. The upper-left quadrant indicates that, for some set of probabilities
p, one can maximize certainty via Bayes’ rule, that is, by combining prior probabilities p(H) and
conditional probabilities p(D|H) for data D and hypotheses H to obtain posterior probabilities p(H|D).
[Note: in general, priors account for viewpoint-independent aspects (i.e., how good is hypothesis H in
itself?), whereas conditionals account for viewpoint-dependent aspects (i.e., how well do data D fit
hypothesis H?).] The lower-left quadrant indicates information measurement in the style of classical
IT, that is, by the conversion of probabilities p to surprisals I = − log p (term coined by Tribus [58];
concept developed by Nyquist [36] and Hartley [37]). As said, the surprisal can be used to achieve
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optimal coding [38], but as indicated in Figure 3, prior and conditional surprisals can, analogous to
Bayes’ rule, also be combined to minimize information as quantified in classical IT. The latter constitutes
the minimal message length principle (MML) [40], which, considering the foregoing, clearly is a full
Bayesian approach that merely has been rewritten in terms of surprisals [59].
minimize information I(H|D) = I(H) + I(D|H)
maximize certainty p(H|D) = p(H) ∗ p(D|H)
I : complexity C
modern ITclassical IT
I : surprisal − log p
p: some probability p: precisal 2−C
Figure 3. Surprisals versus precisals. For data D and hypotheses H, probabilities p can be used to
maximize Bayesian certainty under these probabilities (top left), and via the surprisal conversion
I = − log p, also to minimize information as quantified in classical information theory (IT) (bottom
left). Descriptive complexities C can be used to minimize information as quantified in modern IT
(bottom right), and via the precisal conversion p = 2−C, also to maximize Bayesian certainty under
these precisals (top right) (adapted from [57]).
Turning to the right-hand side of Figure 3, the lower-right quadrant indicates that, for some
descriptive coding language yielding complexities C, one can combine prior and conditional
complexities to minimize information as quantified in modern IT. This is the minimum description
length principle (MDL) [42], which can be seen as a modern version of Occam’s razor [60]. It also reflects
the current take on the simplicity principle in perception [16,17]. The upper-right quadrant indicates
that complexities C can be converted to what are called algorithmic probabilities p = 2−C, also called
precisals [17]. These are artificial probabilities but, just as holds for other probabilities, prior and
conditional precisals can, for instance, be combined to maximize certainty via Bayes’ rule. This reflects
Solomonoff’s [44,45] Leitmotif: because classical IT relies on known probabilities, he wondered
if one could devise “universal” probabilities, that is, probabilities that can be used fairly reliably
whenever the actual probabilities are unavailable. In modern IT, precisals are proposed to be such
universal probabilities and much research goes into their potential reliability. In cognitive science,
they can be used, for instance, to predict the likelihood of empirical outcomes according to simplicity
(i.e., rather than assuming that the brain itself uses them to arrive at those outcomes).
The surprisal and precisal conversions are convenient in that they allow for sophisticated
theoretical comparisons between simplicity and likelihood approaches (see, e.g., in [59,60]). Chater,
however, jumped to the conclusion that these conversions imply that simplicity and likelihood are
equivalent. Notice that the left-hand and right-hand sides in Figure 3 represent fundamentally
different starting points and lines of reasoning. Therefore, equivalence would hold only if, in the lower
half, the left-hand probability-based quantification of information and the right-hand content-based
quantification of information—or, in the upper half, the related left-hand and right-hand sets of
probabilities—are identical. Apart from the fundamental questionability thereof, these were not issues
Chater addressed. It is true that the conversions imply that simplicity and likelihood can use the same
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minimization and maximization formulas, but Chater fatally overlooked that equivalence depends
crucially on what they substitute in those formulas—here, it is clear that they substitute fundamentally
different things. Chater’s mistake is in fact like claiming that Newton’s formula ma for force F is
equivalent to Einstein’s formula mc2 for energy E—allegedly because both could have used a formula
like mX, but fatally ignoring that X is something fundamentally different in each case. Therefore, all in
all, Chater provided no evidence for equivalence of simplicity and likelihood at all.
4.2. MacKay (2003)
In what soon became a standard Bayesian textbook, MacKay [55] devoted one chapter (Chapter
28) to links between simplicity and likelihood. He actually did not claim equivalence, but as I discussed
in [57] and revisit here, he mistakenly equated surprisals and description lengths, and he made an
admittedly compelling argument that, however, was overinterpreted by others—who, subsequently,
did claim equivalence.
One of MacKay’s conclusions was that “MDL has no apparent advantages over the direct
probabilistic approach” [55] (p. 352). However, he attributed MDL not to MDL developer Rissanen
[42] but to MML developers Wallace and Boulton [40]—just as [61] later did too, by the way.
In fact, in the entire chapter, Mackay mistakenly wrote “MDL” instead of “MML” and “description
length” instead of “message length” or “surprisal” (Baxter & Oliver [62] noticed this mistake also
in MacKay [63]). Therefore, he in fact discussed the Bayesian MML and not the non-Bayesian MDL.
No wonder, therefore, that he saw “no apparent advantages”. Unfortunately, his mistake added to the
already existing misconceptions surrounding simplicity and likelihood. For instance, subsequently,
Feldman [53,64–67] also mixed up MDL’s description lengths (which, i.t.o. modern IT’s descriptive
codes, aim at minimal code length for individual things) and MML’s surprisals (which, i.t.o. classical
IT’s label codes, minimize long-term average code length for large sets of identical, and nonidentical
things).
MacKay’s mistake above already may have triggered equivalence claims, but unintentionally,
another conclusion may have done so more strongly. That is, he also argued that “coherent inference
(as embodied by Bayesian probability) automatically embodies Occam’s razor” [55] (p. 344). This is
easily read as suggesting equivalence (see, e.g., in [52,53]), but notice that MacKay reasoned as follows.
“Simple models tend to make precise predictions. Complex models, by their nature, are
capable of making a greater variety of predictions [...]. So if H2 is a more complex model
[than H1], it must spread its predictive probability P(D|H2) more thinly over the data space
than H1. Thus, in the case where the data are compatible with both theories, the simpler H1
will turn out more probable than H2, without our having to express any subjective dislike
for complex models.” [55] (p. 344)
In other words, he argued that conditional probabilities, as used in Bayesian modeling, show a bias
towards hypotheses with low prior complexity. This is definitely interesting and compelling, and as he
noted, it reveals subtle intricacies in Bayesian inference.
Currently relevant, however, is that it does not imply equivalence of simplicity and likelihood.
For instance, regarding both priors and conditionals, it is silent about how close (fairly stable)
simplicity-based precisals and (fairly flexible) Bayesian probabilities might be. Furthermore, whereas
prior precisals are nonuniform by nature, MacKay explicitly assumed uniform prior probabilities
(he needs this not-truly-Bayesian assumption, because nonuniform prior probabilities could easily
overrule the bias he attributed to conditional probabilities). This assumption as such already excludes
equivalence. Notice further that he neither gave a formal definition of complexity nor a formal proof
of his argument. This means that his argument, though certainly compelling, does not reflect a
formally proven fact. Thereby, it has the same status as, for instance, van der Helm’s [17] argument
that, specifically in visual perceptual organization, simplicity-based conditional precisals are close
to intuitively real conditional probabilities—which would imply that precisals are fairly reliable
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in the everyday perception by moving observers. It is true that both arguments reflect interesting
rapprochements between simplicity and likelihood, but neither argument asserts equivalence.
4.3. Summary (2)
My objective here was to trace back where Pinna and Conti’s misguided equivalence claim came
from. This led to Chater [46] and MacKay [55], whose flawed comprehension of the links between
classical IT and modern IT seems to have given rise to various misconceptions. It is true that they
pointed at interesting things, but they did not provide any evidence of equivalence of simplicity and
likelihood. With fundamentally different baits, classical IT and modern IT are fishing in the same pond
of probabilities and information measurements—using a perhaps mind-boggling body of terms. It is
therefore understandable that comparisons between them may be confusing, particularly to those who
are less trained in formal reasonings. Persisting in an equivalence claim after having been informed in
detail that such a claim is nonsense—as Pinna and Conti did—is another matter however, and in my
view, scientifically inappropriate.
5. Conclusions
In this comment, I revisited the claims put forward by Pinna and Conti. First, they argued
that simplicity and likelihood approaches cannot account for the contrast polarity phenomena they
presented. I showed, however, that their argument was based on incorrect assumptions and that
simplicity and likelihood approaches are far more flexible than they assumed them to be—without
claiming, by the way, that they can account for all contrast polarity phenomena. Second, even though
it did not seem essential in their article, they argued that simplicity and likelihood are equivalent.
I showed, however, that, although this issue is prone to confusion, there is no reason whatsoever
to suppose that simplicity and likelihood might be equivalent. Considering that this is a matter
of formal facts rather than psychological opinions, it is, in my view, worrying that—in spite of
refutations—unsubstantiated equivalence claims linger on in the literature.
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Abstract: In this work, we discussed and counter-commented van der Helm’s comments on our
previous paper (Pinna and Conti, Brain Sci., 2019, 9, 149), where we demonstrated unique and relevant
visual properties imparted by contrast polarity in eliciting amodal completion. The main question we
addressed was: “What is the role of shape formation and perceptual organization in inducing amodal
completion?” To answer this question, novel stimuli were studied through Gestalt experimental
phenomenology. The results demonstrated the domination of the contrast polarity against good
continuation, T-junctions, and regularity. Moreover, the limiting conditions explored revealed a
new kind of junction next to the T- and Y-junctions, respectively responsible for amodal completion
and tessellation. We called them I-junctions. The results were theoretically discussed in relation to
the previous approaches and in the light of the phenomenal salience imparted by contrast polarity.
In counter-commenting van der Helm’s comments we went into detail of his critiques and rejected all
of them point-by-point. We proceeded by summarizing hypotheses and discussion of the previous
work, then commenting on each critique through old and new phenomena and clarifying the meaning
of our previous conclusions.
Keywords: amodal completion; contrast polarity; simplicity principle; likelihood principle; Bayes’
framework
1. Introduction
Van der Helm [1] commented in a surprisingly polemical way on a recent paper of ours [2]. In this
work, we answer his comments by proceeding in an objective manner on the basis of what was truly
written and demonstrated in that paper on the basis of mere phenomenal evidence. In addition to the
previous conditions, several others will be shown to make even more clear to the reader our previous
purposes and conclusions, as well as the following counter-comments.
Our reply will be organized into sections based on van der Helm’s comments. However, primarily
for the sake of clarity, a short summary of Pinna and Conti [2] is required. This is useful to correctly
inform readers about our previous purposes and conclusions necessary for a better understanding of
our responses.
2. Pinna and Conti (2019) in Short
In this work, we demonstrated unique and relevant visual properties imparted by contrast polarity
in perceptual organization and, more particularly, in eliciting amodal completion, where T-junction,
good continuation, and closure are considered as the main factors involved.
Some of the most relevant explanations of amodal completion based on Helmholtz’s likelihood
principle [3] and Gregory’s “unconscious inference” [4] were discussed. In short, the amodal
object is similar to a perceptual hypothesis postulated to explain the unlikely gaps within the
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pattern of stimuli and the one that most likely produces the sensory stimulation (cf. the so-called
avoidance-of-coincidences principle [5,6]). More recently these approaches have been reconsidered in
terms of probabilistic Bayesian inference, applied successfully in many classical amodal conditions.
Another approach discussed within the paper is the simplicity–Prägnanz principle of Gestalt
psychologists, according to which the visual system is aimed at finding the simplest and most stable
organization consistent with the sensory inputs.
These approaches focus on the shape completed behind the occluder by assuming amodal
completion as the cause of the formation of the shape partially occluded. Therefore, the main interest
is to account for how the occluded object is completed, what is the amodal shape, and how contours of
partially visible fragments are relatable behind an occluder.
Differently, we adopted a complementary perspective, assuming amodal completion not as the
cause but as the resulting effect. Therefore, the questions are now the following: What is the role of
shape formation and perceptual organization in inducing amodal completion? What are the perceptual
conditions that elicit the segregation of occluded and occluding objects and, finally, amodal completion?
What is the role of the local contours, junctions, and termination attributes in eliciting the phenomenon
of amodal completion?
Within this perspective, amodal completion was considered as a visual phenomenon not as a
process, i.e., the final outcome of perceptual processes and grouping principles. Therefore, the contrast
polarity has been used as the main grouping and ungrouping factor aimed to explore and test amodal
completion as a visual phenomenon elicited by good continuation, T-junctions, closure, and regularity.
Together with traditional configurations, novel stimuli, which have been reduced more and more
to extreme limiting conditions, were introduced.
Phenomenally, we showed that contrast polarity is effective in inducing amodal completion in
conditions where, on the basis of the known principles and of the previous theoretical approaches,
it is not expected and vice versa. In this way, amodal completion was annulled or disrupted in the
stimuli where it was supposed to be effective. More particularly, contrast polarity has been able to
elicit/disrupt amodal completion when pitted against or in favor of the following conditions reduced
to limiting cases: (i) Classical patterns (Figures 7 and 8); (ii) Petter’s effect and Petter’s rule (Figures
9–11); (iii) tessellation with T-junctions replaced by Y-junctions (Figures 12–16); (iv) group of isolated
figures arranged in a cross (Figures 17–19); and (v) a single shape (Figures 20–22).
Our results demonstrated the compelling domination of the contrast polarity against good
continuation, T-junctions, closure, and regularity. Moreover, the limiting conditions explored revealed
a new kind of junction next to the T- and Y-junctions, respectively responsible for amodal completion
and tessellation. They were called I-junctions, since eliciting amodal continuation of contours behind a
contour with the same orientation.
Under our conditions, contrast polarity was shown to operate locally, eliciting results that could
be independent from global scale and also paradoxical. We suggested that these results weaken and
challenge theoretical approaches based on notions like oneness, unitariness, symmetry, regularity,
simplicity, likelihood, constraints, and past knowledge. Moreover, Helmholtz’s likelihood principle,
simplicity/Prägnanz, and Bayes’ inference are clearly questioned since they are supposed to operate
especially at a global and holistic level of vision.
We proposed an alternative explanation of the specific outcomes based on the phenomenal
dynamics made explicit by contrast polarity. First of all, the contrast polarity was perceived like a
barrier analogous to, but stronger than, the one created by T-junctions. In other terms, the phenomenal
salience, elicited by the highest luminance contrast going from black to white on a gray background,
triggers a process of object segregation and unilateral belongingness of the boundaries.
The dominance of contrast polarity over good continuation, closure, regularity, and T-junctions
is related to its phenomenal salience and highlighting effect. The same argument can account for
the emergence of amodal continuation on I-junction, groups of isolated figures, and single shapes.
Moreover, the imparted salience can disrupt, both locally and globally, arrangements of figures or can
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alternately rearrange the elements according to their similarity/dissimilarity. The highlighting strength
of contrast polarity determines even the grouping effectiveness against the global and holistic rules
and factors.
In favor of the basic and essential role of the phenomenal salience, we invoked deceiving strategies
used in nature by most living organisms. Flowers, birds, and fishes use colors and contrast polarity
to attract, reject, show, and hide. We suggest that the phenomenal salience strongly improves the
biological fitness of living organisms and, therefore, the capability of an individual of a certain genotype
to reproduce and, thus, to propagate an individual’s genes within the genes of the next generation.
The phenomenal salience is a basic requirement also in human beings, in the way we dress, invent
fashion and design, in the way we use the maquillage, and in the existence of the maquillage itself.
The strength of phenomenal salience imparted by contrast polarity enables the full independence
from local or global organizations and top-down or bottom-up dynamics. It eludes all these categories
since it can play in favor or against each of them, as demonstrated in our stimuli. It represents a true
challenge for the theories discussed here, which cannot easily incorporate it (e.g., as a prior) without
losing explanatory power somewhere else. Inside these arguments, it is important to underline that
phenomenal salience is a perceptual attribute not restricted to contrast polarity, but it can also be
triggered by color, shape, motion, and every other visual property. Among them, contrast polarity is
one of the most powerful.
Given the significance of this attribute, further experimental studies based on phenomenological,
psychophysical, and neurophysiological techniques are required to measure the strength of the
phenomenal salience imparted by contrast polarity against other attributes involved in amodal
completion. Further studies can shed light on the role of contrast polarity as a general tool useful in
testing the range of scientific effectiveness of visual theories, approaches, and models.
This summary is taken on purpose almost verbatim from the final Discussion section of Pinna
and Conti.
To make clear these hypotheses and, above all, to demonstrate the partial and incorrect
interpretations and judgments of van del Helm, it is necessary to show the way we operate with
reversed contrast. This is a novel way that cannot be reduced to the examples reported by van der
Helm. This is the topic of the next section.
3. Phenomenology of Contrast Polarity
Van der Helm wrote: “The role of contrast polarity in human visual perception is a long-standing
research topic (see, e.g., [7–10]). As a consequence, the phenomena presented by Pinna and Conti are
not really as novel or surprising as they suggested them to be, but they are indeed illustrative of the
effects of, in particular, contrast polarity reversals. For example, Figure 1 shows, in the style of Pinna
and Conti, a stimulus in which such a reversal triggers a substantial change in the way in which it is
perceptually organized.”
As mentioned in the previous section, contrast polarity has been used in our paper as a
grouping/ungrouping factor aimed to explore and test amodal completion as a visual phenomenon
elicited by good continuation, T-junctions, closure, and regularity. It is no coincidence that the title of
our work is: “The Limiting Case of Amodal Completion: The Phenomenal Salience and the Role of
Contrast Polarity.” A first difference in relation to the works [3–7], mentioned by van der Helms, is in
the purposes but, more importantly, in the pattern of stimuli. In fact, while it is true that the quoted
papers studied the role of contrast polarity, none of them used this factor the way we did, as can be
easily demonstrated through their reading and especially by comparing their conditions with ours.
This entails that, differently from van der Helm’s words—“The role of contrast polarity in human
visual perception is a long-standing research topic (see, e.g., [7–10]). As a consequence, the phenomena
presented by Pinna and Conti are not really as novel or surprising as they suggested them to be
. . . .”)—the conclusion, “As a consequence,” cannot be a correct logical implication. The fact that other
scientists studied “the role of contrast polarity in human visual perception” does not imply that our
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conditions are not new. In fact, although the first proposition is true, the second is not necessarily
true and false, as we are going to demonstrate. As a consequence, the resulting implication is false
according to the associated logic truth table.
This is not enough for a proper defense. We will now demonstrate the novelty of our conditions
by showing some of them with further supporting examples. We will proceed going from known and
trivial cases, as the one shown by van der Helm, to more and more interesting cases and demonstrations.
We start again from van der Helm’s words already quoted: “ . . . For example, Figure 1 shows,
in the style of Pinna and Conti, a stimulus in which such a reversal triggers a substantial change in the
way in which it is perceptually organized.”
The example reported is only partially in our style. To be more precise, it is just the starting
condition that in our paper became much more complex figure after figure. Van der Helm played here
with perceptual grouping by pitting similarity against good continuation. This is a classical procedure
used by Gestalt psychologists. A similar basic condition is illustrated in the following stimulus (cf.
Figure 1).
 
Figure 1. Crosses or stars? Alternated figure-ground segregation.
Here, we do not perceive individual segments, unconnected and oriented in different directions, but
we see two main alternated and complementary shapes: Crosses and eight-pointed stars. By perceiving
the crosses, the stars are invisible and vice versa. This is related to the unilateral belongingness of
the boundaries. The two main results of Figure 1 are reversible and they can be easily switched by
changing the focus of attention or just by moving the gaze in different locations of the stimulus pattern.
By introducing the grouping principle of similarity on the basis of the reversed luminance contrast,
the salience of the crosses is now enhanced to the detriment of the stars (Figure 2, left). The opposite
outcome is perceived in Figure 2, right.
The story becomes more interesting in Figure 3, where, reversing the contrast of only one of the
two objects is sufficient to highlight and, thus, elicit the emergence of all the other similar objects.
The accentuation of one object (e.g., one cross) spreads to all the others (all the remaining crosses).
This figure suggests that reversed contrast could act as an accentuation principle [11–16] and not just
as similarity.
The strong connection between figure-ground segregation and grouping is clearly shown in
Figure 4, where the closure and proximity principles induce a clear object segmentation: Stars on the
left and crosses on the right.
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Figure 2. Crosses and stars due to the similarity principle of contrast polarity.
 
Figure 3. Crosses and stars spreading and filling in.
 
Figure 4. Crosses and stars elicited by the closure and proximity principles.
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In Figure 5, contrast polarity enables the emergence of the complementary regions or, at least, it
weakens the results of Figure 4.
 
Figure 5. Similarity by contrast polarity pitted against closure and proximity principles.
Figure 6 shows a further and more interesting example, already reported within the paper.
 
Figure 6. Similarity by contrast polarity pitted against closure and proximity principles.
Further conditions are illustrated in Figure 7. Here, by overlapping six stars, the grouping of the
components, recombined by contrast polarity, becomes even more complex and unexpected.
Under these conditions, the regularity and homogeneity of the resulting object is impaired.
The strength of contrast polarity in terms of salience against other principles can be further
perceived and appreciated in Figures 8 and 9.
Note that we are now introducing the term “salience,” as a phenomenal attribute imparting a
strong highlighting effect. Under these conditions, contrast polarity is used as a special case of the
similarity principle, i.e., one of the many possible kinds of similarity, but in the next figures, due to the
salience effect, it can be considered as a special case of the accentuation principle.
It is worth emphasizing that among the similarities, the reversed contrast is, in our opinion, one of
the strongest and likely the strongest factor, and, as it happens in Figure 9, this is due to its highlighting
effect that immediately jumps to the eye. Here, starting from two nested eight-pointed stars, namely,
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from two simple, singular, symmetrical, and Prägnant figures, we can highlight and then pop out
new configurations.
 
Figure 7. New complex results by overlapping six eight-pointed stars.
 
Figure 8. New regular and simpler results elicited by contrast polarity.
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Figure 9. Different results on the basis of contrast polarity.
Figure 10 shows Figure 9a that becomes a sort of intertwined flower-like spiral without clean and
univocal external boundaries.
 
Figure 10. An intertwined flower-like spiral.
Regularity and likelihood of the previous figures become irregular and unlikely in Figure 11 and,
more efficiently, in Figure 12.
 
Figure 11. Iregular shapes from contrast polarity.
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Figure 12. Regular and irregular shapes from reversed contrast.
From these examples, contrast polarity is not used as a similarity principle but more and more
to accentuate and highlight new elements previously invisible and camouflaged. This idea, already
discussed in our paper, will be developed in the next figures starting from the following variations of
Necker cube (cf. Figure 13).
 
Figure 13. Different views of the Necker cube (first row) and weakened, disrupted, camouflaged, and
invisible cube (second row).
What is worthwhile to be considered in this figure is the set of cubes of the first row, where
highlighting one view or the other, by means of reversed contrast, the same cube seems to be differently
oriented in 3D space. The reversed contrast is now more related to accentuation principle than
to similarity.
Given the salience effect, we finally explore limiting conditions, more directly related to simplicity
and likelihood approaches. These conditions represent a further level of application of the reversed
contrast, no more within multiple contours highlighting, disrupting, or camouflaging one or another
possible configuration, but within a unique closed shape, more simple as possible, and where the
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possibility to perceive further inset subcomponent is very unlikely. These cases allow to test more
appropriately simplicity and likelihood. Some of these conditions are illustrated in Figure 14.
 
Figure 14. The black boundaries of a regular eight-pointed star discontinued by reversing the
contrast polarity.
Now, the black boundaries of a regular eight-pointed star have been discontinued by reversing
the contrast polarity in different portions of each figure. In terms of grouping, the closure principle
is mainly responsible for the perception of the eight-pointed star. Phenomenally, the uniqueness
and wholeness of each star illustrated appear weakened or broken down. Each shape of the first
row partially splits into two black and white adjacent components that are seen as belonging to two
different objects.
The most extensive black components reveal more easily the whole shape that, given the ungrouped
white sides, do not appear as eight-pointed stars, but as the related shapes illustrated in Figure 14b, with
inner gaps interrupting the boundary continuation. The removal of the white components improves
the grouping of the black segments on the basis of the closure and good continuation principles.
The missing sides do not affect the whole shape but appear as gaps favoring the good continuation of
the modal sides and the amodal wholeness [12]. Given the black and white alternation of the sides, only
the last condition of the first row appears as analogous to the star of the last condition of Figure 14b.
Further examples are illustrated in Figure 15. Again, the reverse contrast breaks the oneness and
the unitariness of the eight-pointed star and influences significantly its shape. New organizations
emerge as follows: A concave polygonal shape rather than a star (Figure 15a); two rotated and
perpendicular intersecting square shapes with illusory curved sides (Figure 15b); irregular shapes
different from stars in Figure 15c–g. Figure 15h is the control.
Figure 15a,b display something that is worth noticing, namely the emergence of the concavity and
of the convexity within the same geometrical star. As a matter of fact, the two figures are perceived as
stars. However, the first appears as a sort of ‘eight-concave star’ or ‘eight-indented star.’
The breaking of the uniqueness and unitariness is very effective even though good continuation,
closure, and Prägnanz together favor the grouping. The dissimilarity imparted by the reversed contrast
split the figure. The question is: Why are these irregular and parceled solutions preferred to a simpler
result like ‘a star with black and white edges?’ With this solution, both the whole shape and the
local changes would have been preserved and saved. Even if this ideal solution is possible, it does
not prevail.
These outcomes clearly challenge the theoretical assumptions of oneness, unitariness, symmetry,
regularity, simplicity, minimization of description length, likelihood, and previous knowledge.
These limiting conditions can be even more pushed over by drastically reducing the role of the
discontinuities due to the reversed polarity and, therefore, by improving the good continuation and
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the similarity of remaining parts of the figure. This is the case of the polygons illustrated in Figure 16,
where the perception of a polygon is the only possibility with the maximum likelihood.
 
Figure 15. Further examples of the role played by contrast polarity in breaking the unitariness of a star.
Figure 16. Octagons apparently different due to the accentuation imparted by contrast polarity.
In Figure 16 top-center, a regular octagon is perceived with the vertices oriented along the main
directions of space (vertical and horizontal). By introducing achromatic discontinuities on two vertices
placed along the vertical or on the horizontal axes of the polygon (second and third figure in the first
row), the same kind of oriented regular octagon is seen. However, by introducing similar discontinuities
in two opposite sides placed along an oblique axes (second and third figure in the second row), the
polygons are now perceived as equal and, at the same time, different: Their shapes appear more similar
to the first octagon of the second row, i.e., with the sides, rather than the vertices, oriented along
the main directions of space. Moreover, the second and third octagons of the second row appear as
oriented on opposite oblique directions with respect to the vertical axes.
Similar results can be produced with just a single white discontinuity (see Figure 17).
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Figure 17. The octagons appear different due to a single white accentuation imparted by the
contrast polarity.
Unlike the stars of Figures 14 and 15, the wholeness of the polygons is not broken down or
disrupted. This effect mainly occurs due to the significant size reduction of the white components
that let the good continuation and, hence, the unitariness and the wholeness of the boundaries at
work. Phenomenally, the white discontinuities, placed on the vertices (angles) and sides, highlight and
accentuate within the same shape different components (angles and sides) and object attributes.
The white dashes within the polygons behave phenomenally like accents inducing the pop out of
one or another geometrical basic component of the polygon, i.e., angle or side. The white dashes do
not represent the source of the disruption of the object, as shown in the previous figures, but behave
like accents of a specific attribute of the figure that is ipso facto highlighted. This accent determines a
change of the whole object, not only of its orientation or tilt, but of one of the two attributes. In other
terms, the accent changes the nature and the geometry of the object. The accentuated pointedness and
sidedness create two different polygons (same but different), one more pointed and the other flatter.
The accentuation induced by contrast polarity can also disrupt the regularity of the octagons as
illustrated in Figure 18.
 
Figure 18. The octagons appear irregular and oriented in opposite directions.
Counter Comments: Reversed Contrast and Amodal Completion
Differently from van der Helm’s judgment, the stimuli presented in this section demonstrate the
novelty of the way contrast polarity was used.
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It is surprising that van der Helm based his critiques only on the example produced by himself
and not on our stimuli. This is unfair, and in our view, scientifically inappropriate, to quote the same
words used by van der Helm. It would have been scientifically more correct to comment in detail on
each of our figures.
Further interesting conditions for the discussion are shown in Figures 19–21. In Figure 19, the
reversed contrast is pitted in favor or against T-junctions, good continuation, closure, simplicity, and
likelihood. A detailed description of this set of stimuli can be found in our paper.
Figure 19. Conditions demonstrating the dominance of the contrast polarity over good continuation,
T-junctions, regularity, simplicity, and likelihood.
Unfortunately, van der Helm did not discuss these stimuli that represent the core of our work.
Moreover, he did not notice the novelty of the I-junctions, more clearly shown in Figure 20 (Figure 21 is
a control), where the continuation of contours is behind a contour with the same orientation. In other
terms, two contours, although showing the same orientation, are perceived as two different contours
where one appears to complete amodally behind the other. The effect of the I-junctions occurs against
T-junctions, regularity, good continuation, closure, simplicity, likelihood. For a detailed description of
this novel outcome see Pinna & Conti [2].
 
Figure 20. The contrast polarity reverses the amodal completion: The square is now perceived as
partially occluded by the asymmetrical objects (for a control see Figure 21).
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Figure 21. A control for Figure 20. The figures, partially occluded by the square, complete amodally as
asymmetrical shapes.
4. On Local vs. Global Assumption: Likelihood and Simplicity
Van der Helm judged and labelled three sentences of our paper as incorrect assumptions.
The sentences are the following:
i. The salience and visibility, derived by the largest amplitude of luminance dissimilarity imparted
by contrast polarity, precedes any holist or likelihood organization due to simplicity/Prägnanz
and Bayes’ inference.
ii. Contrast polarity was shown to operate locally, eliciting results that could be independent
from any global scale and that could also be paradoxical. These results weaken and challenge
theoretical approaches based on notions like oneness, unitariness, symmetry, regularity,
simplicity, likelihood, priors, constraints, and past knowledge. Therefore, Helmholtz’s
likelihood principle, simplicity/Prägnanz and Bayes’ inference were clearly questioned since
they are supposed to operate especially at a global and holistic level of vision.
iii. The highlighting strength of contrast polarity determines even the grouping effectiveness
against the global and holistic rules and factors expected by Helmholtz’s likelihood principle,
simplicity/Prägnanz and Bayes’ inference.
A simple response to this judgement is that the three sentences are not assumptions but just
evidence based on our results and on the phenomenology of the stimuli. On the contrary, we think
that van der Helm’s judgement is based on an incorrect assumption. In fact, he did not comment on
the three sentences on the phenomenology of our effects, i.e., by showing and demonstrating that our
results are not consistent with our conclusion. Instead, he assumed as incorrect our sentence on the
base of the following results obtained by van Lier:
It is true that simplicity and likelihood approaches may aim to arrive at global stimulus interpretations,
but a general objection against the above stance is that they (can) do so by including local factors as
well. For instance, van Lier [16] presented a theoretically sound and empirically adequate simplicity
model for the integration of global and local aspects in amodal completion.
We think that this is unfair and scientifically inappropriate, in his own words. In fact, he continues:
A methodological objection is that Pinna and Conti introduced contrast polarity changes in stimuli
but pitted these against alleged simplicity and likelihood predictions for the unchanged stimuli. As I
specify next, this is unfair, and in my view, scientifically inappropriate.
Starting from our purpose—according to which contrast polarity has been used as the main
grouping and ungrouping factor aimed to explore and test amodal completion as a visual phenomenon
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elicited by good continuation, T-junctions, closure, and regularity—this is not unfair and it is not
scientifically inappropriate since our predictions are not based on unchanged stimuli but, on the contrary,
on changed stimuli. For example, in the case of Figure 21 of our paper, we stated: “The breaking of
the uniqueness and unitariness is very effective even though good continuation, closure, and, even,
Prägnanz together favor the grouping. The dissimilarity imparted by the reversed contrast splits the
figure. The question is: why are these irregular and parceled solutions preferred to a simpler result like
‘a star with black and white edges?’ With this solution, both the whole shape and the local changes
would have been preserved and saved. Even if this ideal solution is possible, it does not prevail.”
A further van der Helm’s critique states as follows:
Pinna and Conti wrote “[If] we do not consider the contrast polarity as a constraint or as a prior,
Bayes’ inference cannot easily explain these conditions” [2] (p. 12 of 32)—indeed, but why would we?
Hence, they knowingly ignored the above flexibility and applied likelihood as if it is fundamentally
blind to contrast polarity. Thereby, they missed the mark in their assessment of likelihood approaches.
We did not ignore the flexibility of the Bayesian approach; in fact we wrote: “Bayes’ inference
cannot easily explain these conditions.” We just reported the most immediate prediction that could be
made and leave open the point. Nevertheless, van der Helm based his judgement on vague conjecture
and this cannot be accepted. On the contrary, it would have been acceptable whether he had explained
our stimuli according to Bayesian inference.
We do deny that this kind of explanation might be possible, we are not against Bayesian inference,
but we just casted doubts about its effectiveness in the light of our stimuli.
In commenting on simplicity, van der Helm refers to Figure 2, introduced by himself, and draws
conclusions on our work by stating: “Pinna and Conti knowingly ignored this and applied simplicity
as if it is fundamentally blind to contrast polarity. Thereby, they missed the mark in their assessment
of simplicity approaches”. We cannot accept this gratuitous judgment and critique based on general
hypothesis, far away from our work. We really do not understand this attitude. We would have
preferred a direct comment to each of our figures. This is much more useful to improve theories, useful
for science.
Anyway, we have never said that simplicity is blind to contrast polarity. We do not believe so.
Our phenomenological background is based on the notion of simplicity. Our point was just focused on
the conditions we studied. As a matter of fact, our results put to the test these important theories and
approaches in line with Popper’s falsificationism. This is scientifically appropriate.
5. On the Equivalence between Simplicity and Likelihood
Van der Helm quoted the unique sentence in our paper where he thinks we claim the equivalence
between simplicity and likelihood: “[...] the visual object that minimizes the description length is
the same one that maximizes the likelihood. In other terms, the most likely hypothesis about the
perceptual organization is also the outcome with the shortest description of the stimulus pattern.” [2]
(p. 3 of 32). He also wrote: “This is an extraordinary claim”.
As a first reply to this comment, we can confidently say that it was far from our purpose to
demonstrate or discuss the supposed equivalence. Our purposes were very different as described in
detail in the first section of the present work. Second, the supposed equivalence is just related and
based on our conditions only without any further generalization. In our opinion, based on our results,
simplicity and likelihood do not deliver different predictions. For van der Helm, it would have been
easier to indicate possible differences to give a more effective contribution.
We cannot accept that van der Helm can attribute to us generalizations never mentioned. Again,
the supposed equivalence is implicit and restricted to only our conditions. We did nothing to prove or
disprove this equivalence being far from our purposes. Third, in any case, as acknowledged even by
van der Helm, this equivalence is not an extraordinary claim. Other scientists (see below) are in favor
of some sort of equivalence.
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According to Helmholtz’s likelihood principle, the sensory input is organized into the most
probable distal object or event consistent with the sensory data (the proximal stimulus). This principle
chooses the most likely true interpretation and assumes that the visual system is highly veridical in
terms of the external world. From an evolutionary point of view, if the visual system were not veridical,
it would probably not have survived during the evolution.
On the other hand, the simplicity principle does not experience these problems, because it does
not aim specifically at veridicality. The simplicity and the likelihood principle are two competing
theories [5,17–19] of perceptual organization and visual coding, which are difficult to settle because
neither of the key elements were clearly defined. The general difference between the two is related to
the fact that the visual system, in the case of the simplicity, obeys a more general principle of economy,
while in the case of the likelihood, it obeys a general principle of probability.
Nevertheless, these two terms might be only apparently different or may be considered as two
sides or two different ways of considering the same visual process. Mach [20] suggested that vision acts
in conformity with the principle of economy, and, at the same time, in conformity with the principle
of probability. Chater [21] demonstrated mathematically that these key elements can be unified and
considered equivalent within the theory of Kolmogorov complexity [22–27].
Feldman [28–31] presented a simplicity approach, called minimal model theory, and, in agreement
with Chater [21], suggested that the visual interpretation, whose description is of minimum length, is
the one that most likely is also the most veridical. Usually, the tendency of choosing a visual object that
minimizes the description length is the same as the tendency of choosing a hypothesis that maximizes
the likelihood. In brief, the most likely hypothesis about perceptual organization is, at the same time,
the objects supporting the shortest description of the stimulus.
Far from this controversy, the point is here that we firmly reject van der Helm’s attribution of a
supposed general equivalence between the two principles.
6. Conclusions
We discussed and counter-commented van der Helm’s [1] comments on Pinna and Conti [2] going
into detail of his critiques and rejecting all of them point-by-point. We proceeded by summarizing
hypotheses and discussion of the previous work, then commenting on each critique through old and
new phenomena and clarifying the meaning of our previous conclusions. It is a pity that van der
Helm’s comments were not directly related to our stimuli. This would have stimulated a more effective
discussion and possibly some new ideas. Anyway, we hope that this exchange of views can stimulate
other scientists to further develop theories and phenomena related to amodal completion and reversed
contrast. We are convinced about the importance of these intriguing objects, not fully explained yet,
and that deserve to be further studied through different perspectives. Finally, we hope that Bayesian
simulations can cast new light on the hypothesis presented in our paper and in this discussion.
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Abstract: Using secondary database analysis, we tested whether the (implicit) familiarity of eliciting
noun-cues and the (explicit) vividness of corresponding imagery exerted additive or interactive
influences on verbal learning, as measured by the probability of incidental noun recall and image
latency times (RTs). Noun-cues with incongruent levels of vividness and familiarity (high/low;
low/high, respectively) at encoding were subsequently associated at retrieval with the lowest recall
probabilities, while noun-cues related with congruent levels (high/high; low/low) were associated
with higher recall probabilities. RTs in the high vividness and high familiarity grouping were
significantly faster than all other subsets (low/low, low/high, high/low) which did not significantly
differ among each other. The findings contradict: (1) associative theories predicting positive monotonic
relationships between memory strength and learning; and (2) non-monotonic plasticity hypothesis
(NMPH), aiming at generalizing the non-monotonic relationship between a neuron’s excitation level
and its synaptic strength to broad neural networks. We propose a dualistic neuropsychological
model of memory consolidation that mimics the global activity in two large resting-state networks
(RSNs), the default mode network (DMN) and the task-positive-network (TPN). Based on this
model, we suggest that incongruence and congruence between vividness and familiarity reflect,
respectively, competition and synergy between DMN and TPN activity. We argue that competition or
synergy between these RSNs at the time of stimulus encoding disproportionately influences long
term semantic memory consolidation in healthy controls. These findings could assist in developing
neurophenomenological markers of core memory deficits currently hypothesized to be shared across
multiple psychopathological conditions.
Keywords: DMN; TPN; vividness; familiarity; memory; mental imagery
1. Introduction
Consider the following scenario: You forgot the password for your online banking account.
Fortunately, you left yourself a password hint: “childhood telephone number”. You used the number
for many years. Yet, even though it felt so familiar, you could recall it only after experiencing a
vivid image of yourself dialing it on your old rotary dial phone. This vignette simplifies the vivid
incidental recall (VIR) effect. This effect has been replicated in experiments where participants are
tasked with generating the visual mental images corresponding to a list of cuing object-nouns, and,
after an intervening task or rest delay, they are surprised with the request to recall the words. The cues
which correspond to relatively higher subjectively vivid images generally yield a higher probability of
being successfully retrieved during unexpected recall [1–4].
Yet, the neurocognitive processes or variables underpinning effects, such as VIR, have not been
addressed directly in terms of underlying memory mechanisms. A possible link can be made with dual
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process theories of recognition memory, according to which retrieval can take two forms: a recollection
of contextual and qualitative details, or a subjective feeling of familiarity about the stimulus in
question [5,6]. For stimuli to be recalled during an incidental recall task, the memory of the stimuli
must be retrieved with its associated qualitative details, and therefore, must rely on the recollection
process of recognition memory. On this account, VIR could occur because more vivid mental imagery
strengthens the process of recollection, resulting in higher scores in incidental recall tasks. However,
these theories also imply that another key factor should be involved in the vivid incidental recall effect,
namely, previous and repeated exposure to the given stimulus, in this case, the familiarity associated
with word cuing mental imagery and recall [7]. Still, it is unclear whether a level of familiarity strength
similar (or congruent) to that of the vividness in the underlying representation may increase or reduce
the success of its recollection, thereby modulating the extent of VIR effects. In other words: Are two
different types of relatively weak encodings better than a single relatively strong one for consolidating
the same memory? To rephrase in terms of our opening anecdotal vignette: Would we still be able
to recall our password hint successfully if we had a vivid image of dialing it, but the number itself
lost its familiarity? Would this incongruence between the level of familiarity and vividness hinder
recollection? This question is the focus of this paper.
According to associative theories, such as Paivio’s dual coding theory, two memory representations
should have cooperative effects on the probability of accurate incidental retrieval [8]. That is, the relative
strengths of two memory representations should be additive and should always yield a higher
probability of reinstating recollection of the original stimulus during incidental recall. Accordingly,
having only one strong encoding should be equivalent to having two different weak ones, and two
strong encodings will always be better than two weak ones. Hence, the success of incidental retrieval
should increase monotonically with the strength of the memory representation.
Most recently, however, accounts based on the neurobiology of learning and memory challenged
associative explanations. In particular, the non-monotonic plasticity hypothesis (NMPH) holds that
learning effects (recall accuracy) vary as a non-monotonic function of the amount of excitation associated
with competing memory representations [9]. Specifically, NMPH predicts that strong learning effects
result from overwhelmingly high levels of excitation in one of the two competing representations;
poor learning effects result from moderate excitation in both representations, while no learning effects
result from low levels of excitation overall [10]. That is, two strong encodings or a strong single
one will always better than two weak ones, but two moderately intense encodings will result in
the worst learning outcome. As a result, the neural strength of memory representations should be
non-monotonically related to the probability of accurate incidental retrieval.
While the NMPH proposes a theory of memory formation and learning, it is first and foremost a
neurobiological theory that is rooted at processes taking place at the level of the neuron. It is still unclear
whether theories of synaptic strengthening, such as the non-monotonic plasticity hypothesis, are useful
frameworks to utilize when modeling higher order phenomenon, such as memory consolidation and
retrieval. Recent work using large functional brain networks have identified clear functional and
spatial differential specialization for both memory consolidation and memory retrieval processes. More
importantly, clear differences in neural specializations are observed when assessing the influence of
the accuracy of memory retrieval (performance) as compared to the cortical activation observed at the
time of encoding and retrieval [11,12].
A related, known challenge for theories which attempt to reduce the content of recollections to
relatively simple neural mechanisms is that they do not adequately describe the relationships between
phenomenal consciousness, for example, in the present context, what seems phenomenally available
in imagery (i.e., vivid), and what is ultimately accessed in the underlying memory representations
(see [13] for the general argument). This is indicative that building robust and replicable models of
memory processes at the level of large functional brain networks can provide insightful analysis that
may be able to bridge the gap between the phenomenal, the behavioral, and the neural.
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Over the last decade, large functional brain networks have been reliably identified across a
variety of independent cognitive states using both functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
and Electroencephalography (EEG). These large functional brain networks, coined resting-state
networks (RSNs), have been shown to be accurate biomarkers for different states of consciousness, and
more importantly accumulating evidence suggests that abnormal RSN activation patterns underly
numerous psychopathologies [14,15]. A growing consensus suggests that functional brain activity
can be divided into two anti-correlated RSNs: namely, the default mode network (DMN) and the
task-positive-network (TPN) [16]. The DMN is generally referred to as a baseline state or a mind
wandering state that involves dynamic activity between multiple cortical and subcortical areas that
principally involves the medial temporal subsystems (hippocampus, parahippocampal cortex, and
retrosplenial cortex), and the dorsal medial subsystems (dmPFC, TPF, and the temporal pole) [17].
Functionally, the DMN is thought to be responsible for the regulation of emotional processing,
self-referential mental activity, and the recollection of prior experiences [18]. The TPN is generally
considered to reflect externally mediated cognition that involves activity in a number of subsystems,
including the dorsal attention network (intraparietal sulcus, sections of the precentral and frontal
sulcus, and middle frontal gyrus), the posterior visual network (retinotopic occipital cortex and the
temporal-occipital region), the auditory–phonological network (bilateral superior temporal cortex),
and the motor network (regions of the precentral, postcentral, and medial frontal gyri, the primary
sensory-motor cortices, and the supplementary motor area) [19].
The literature on the role of RSNs in incidental recall paradigms is sparse. One study has
investigated the role of RSNs in the incidental retrieval of episodic memories, concluding that relative
deactivation of the DMN results in poor incidental recall scores at the time of retrieval [20]. These
results confirm the function of the DMN, namely that suppressing it serves to reduce task-irrelevant
processing during sensory intensive tasks. While brain activity during incidental recall appears to
be TPN dominant (given the high attentional demand of such a task), little is known about how
RSNs influence incidental recall at the time of encoding. According to Craik and Lockhart’s levels of
processing effect, accurate incidental recall of semantic memories is strongly influenced by modulatory
variables at the time of encoding. For example, the familiarity of a semantic memory will influence the
accuracy by which it can be successfully incidentally recalled [5]. Additionally, memories with greater
mental imagery vividness also tend to be recalled at a higher percentage as imagery vividness is often
tied to emotional salience [21]. Such modulatory variables are thought to influence the dominant RSN
activation pattern at the time of memory encoding [22,23].
Despite the generalized anti-correlated nature of the DMN and the TPN, significant variation
in task-dependent RSNs have been observed in both experimental conditions involving healthy
controls [24,25] and in numerous psychological disorders [26–36]. Task-based RSN variation in healthy
controls is thought to represent inherent genetic variability [37], with some individuals demonstrating
dominant TPN activation, others demonstrating dominant DMN activation and some reporting mixed
RSN activation for a given task.
One such task that elicits large individual variation in dominant RSN activation is visual mental
imagery. Very recently, it has been shown that individuals capable of highly vivid imagery visualization
capabilities overwhelmingly utilize the TPN, while individuals with low mean vividness ratings
overwhelmingly utilize the DMN [38]. Similarly, in memory recognition paradigms the strength
associated with stimulus familiarity demonstrates a dichotomous RSN activation pattern. Specifically,
individuals with strong familiarity judgments at the time of stimulus presentation demonstrate a
dominant TPN activation, and individuals with weak familiarity judgments demonstrate a dominant
DMN activation [39]. Research on the relationship between the strength of neuropsychological variables
(in this case familiarity and vividness), at the time of stimulus encoding, and their corresponding RSN
activation is of critical importance to understand how learning occurs at the level of large-scale neural
networks. Our study is among the first to investigate how the strength associated with traditional
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modulatory psychological variables affects RSN activation and whether differential RSN activation has
significant effects on memory consolidation.
In the present study, we report a secondary data analysis on a corpus of cuing-nouns, which
examines how the naturally varying strength of word familiarity and imagery vividness influences
performance in an incidental free-recall task. We entertain a novel theory as to how VIR can be
explained, incorporating aspects of both dual-rote associative models and neurobiologically-inspired
NMPH. We propose that VIR is best explained by a dualistic neuropsychological model mimicking the
global activity in two large RSNs, the DMN and the TPN. Our proposed model of memory consolidation
posits that it is not solely the strength of neuropsychological variables that influences future memory
consolidation, it is the dominant pattern of RSNs at the time of encoding that accounts for most of the
variability in memory consolidation scores. We hypothesize that dominant RSN activity plays a critical
role in memory consolidation given the substantial findings in the clinical literature which demonstrate
that abnormal RSN connectivity, particularly high frequencies of DMN and TPN activation, result
in memory deficits [24–34]. As a result of these findings, our model hypothesizes that conditions in
which stimulus encoding reflects competing activation of DMN and TPN will result in poor memory
consolidation scores. That is, two encodings, even if weak, will result in better learning outcomes
compared to a mix of one strong and one weak encoding.
The approach of testing our dualistic RSN neuropsychological model of memory consolation
by relying on psychological evidence is supported by previous research which has established
that some psychological variables of low strength have the ability to selectively engage the DMN,
while other psychological variables of high strength have the ability to selectively engage the
TPN. Overall, our study aimed to investigate how RSN variability at the time of encoding affects
memory consolidation, as measured by scores on an incidental recall task. We expected to find that
higher RSN variability/competition, represented by noun-cues associated with mixed scores on our
neuropsychological variables (low vividness and high familiarity, or vice versa), would be associated
with poor memory recall, whereas congruent levels (high vividness and high familiarity; low vividness
and low familiarity) would be associated with higher memory recall (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Schematic depicting the dualistic resting-state networks (RSN) neuropsychological model
of memory consolidation. The model depicts its predicted memory consolidation score in relation to
the three possible combinations of variable strength at the time of encoding. The width of the arrows
indicates the strength of the variables at encoding.
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The proposed analysis permits us to contrast our predictions using our dualistic RSN
neuropsychological model with those derived from Paivio’s dual coding theory and the NMPH,
as they relate to VIR. Since as mentioned, NMPH proposes to explain (i.e., reduce) retrieval in terms of
basic neurobiological mechanisms, such a framework, can be extended by incorporating current brain
imaging research which indicates that higher mental imagery vividness ratings are associated with an
overall increase in neural excitability in the relevant cortical areas [40]. Similarly, familiarity related
cortical regions, such as the left angular gyrus, have been shown to increase in neural excitability
when participants report that a memory is experienced as more familiar [41]. Thus, relating the above
neural excitability patterns with the observed memory performance, if NMPH were to be correct,
we would expect higher recall probabilities from noun-cues associated with high vividness and high
familiarity ratings (high neural excitability). We would expect low recall probabilities from noun-cues
associated with low vividness and high familiarity ratings or vice versa (moderate excitability), and we
would expect average recall probabilities from noun-cues associated with low familiarity and low
vividness ratings (low neural excitability). In contrast, if Pavio’s dual coding theory were to be correct,
we would expect that a higher probability of recall would manifest when both types of memory
representations, imagery vividness and imagery familiarity, are strengthened. The recall probability
should increase monotonically in relation to the strength of both imagery vividness and imagery
familiarity (for comparison of model predictions see Figure A1).
2. Method
2.1. Design and Analytic Strategy
The present investigation consisted of secondary analyses of a corpus of well-characterized
stimuli. The analyses involved a by-item approach followed by a confirmatory linear mixed logistic
regression model.
In the by-item analysis, we applied a mixed ANOVA model on the means of recall probability
and incidental noun recall and image latency times (RTs) for the stimulus words collapsed across
all participants. This procedure, which is ordinarily the most widely used for by-item analysis [42],
permits to avoid violating the assumption of independence needed to perform statistical hypothesis
testing. By averaging all observations for each stimulus word, it was ensured that only one instance of
a participants’ data was used per stimulus word. Thus, the stimuli were the units of analysis, as they
were treated as random variables (as if they were “subjects”). The generalizability of results, therefore,
referred to both subjects and items populations, washing out individual difference effects (see [42]).
To confirm the ANOVA model, the linear mixed logistic regression approach consisted of analyzing
each individual observation nested within participants and stimuli, instead of comparing the averaged
responses by stimulus word. This supplementary method was adopted because of its ability to account
for within-subjects effects, thereby enabling statistical testing within and between subjects without
violating the assumption of independence, further allowing for stronger statistical power than the
ANOVA model. (For details on the particular use of linear mixed regression models followed here
see [43]).
The database used in this study is available on the archived website [44].
2.2. Stimuli
2.2.1. Initial Stimulus Selection
Fifty noun cues were selected from an initial body of 150 noun description-cues from previous
extensive research [3,45–48]. The selection of the nouns for inclusion in the present database was
operated through a series of stages. The first stage was one of data reduction to minimize the possibility
of confounding attributes. The stimuli in the initial set were saved with an id number and variable
columns of attribute variables in an excel file and successively underwent a series of automatic match
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via the merge command using IBM SPSS Statistics version 25 (Chicago, IL, USA) with regards to noun or
compound word frequency, imageability, concreteness, emotional valence (all neutral), and readability
attributes all drawn from updated online version of the dictionary file from the Medical Research
Council (MRC) Psycholinguistic Database Version 2.0 (MRC2.DCT) [49].
The processed items included single and two-noun descriptions comprising both animate (e.g., dog,
cat) and inanimate objects (e.g., car, bottle). To be included in the final database, the stimuli had to be
above the mean imageability concreteness and meaningful attributes. All MCR values lie in the scaled
range 100 (actual rating of 1) to 700 (actual rating of 7) with the maximum entry of 660 (i.e., 6.6), a mean of
490 (i.e., 4.9) and a standard deviation of 99 (i.e., 0.99). Extensive research in our lab revealed no reliable
differences between these two subsets of stimuli in terms of the vividness or latency of elicited imagery.
Other secondary analyses indicated that these descriptions are generally rated as relatively emotionally
neutral, with negligible inter-item variability along a simple emotional rating scale [50]. These stimuli
underwent further automatic merge and selection for several other aspects known to have potentially
confounding correlations with other factors in the study. Verbal cues with higher concreteness levels
are recalled at significantly higher rates [51,52]. Imageability, which refers to how easily a mental image
can be generated from a word, correlates with concreteness [53]. We used the norms reported in the
MRC2.CTC to confirm and validate that the selected cuing words had approximately the same scores
on these factors [54]. This indirectly controlled for age of acquisition (average age a word enters a
subject’s lexicon), as the latter is very strongly predicted by both imageability and concreteness [55,56].
Nonetheless, we still used age of acquisition score norms from the MRC Psycholinguistic database
to check for potential confounding effects. All diagnostic analyses showed age of acquisition had no
significant or relevant effects. Hence, this variable was dropped from further analysis. At the end of
this initial stage, only sixty descriptions were retained.
The second stage involved the collection of direct vividness ratings from raters as part of an
imagery and incidental recall experiment using the sixty items which survived the first selection stage.
It is important to point out that the MRC2.DCT does not contain vividness norms for the body of
nouns contained in it. The procedure and protocol used in the stage are described in detail in the
following section.
2.2.2. Vividness Rating Procedure
Since vividness was our main independent variable and was not derived from commonly available
databases, we here report a summary of the rating procedure used to obtain the corresponding data for
the sixty stimuli which survived the first selection stage, which is graphically represented in Figure 2A.
This protocol was modeled after the paper and pencil procedures used in the normative studies
merged in the MRC2.DCT (additional details of the experimental procedures can be found in [3]). The
protocol was approved by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board, in strict adherence with the
Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans [57].
Sample of Vividness Raters
Participants serving as raters were 26 first-year university students (age range = 17–25; 14 female
and 12 male). None had participated in an imagery study before. Participants signed up through a
subject pool within 3 weeks of beginning introductory psychology courses, with 2% credit toward
their final grade used as an incentive. No significance was found for gender or age against any factors,
so these variables were dropped from further consideration. Participants under the age of 18 had to
provide a written informed consent letter signed by their legal guardian to participate.
Image Generation Phase
Participants were seated facing a computer monitor and pressed the right mouse button to begin
each trial. Upon clicking the mouse, an alerting beep was sounded, followed 250 ms later by the
display of a noun-cue at the center of the screen. Participants were instructed to read the cue silently
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and as quickly as possible. They were immediately asked to generate an image that corresponded
to the noun-cue. When participants felt that their mental image generation was at its most vivid
state, they pressed the right mouse button. Upon pressing the button, another alerting beep was
sounded, followed 250 ms later by a horizontal array of seven choices appearing near the bottom of the
screen. From left to right, each button was labeled with one of seven vividness level descriptions in a
seven-point scale format: ((1), “no image”; (2), “very vague/dim”; (3), “vague/dim”; (4), “not vivid”; (5),
“moderately vivid”; (6), “very vivid”; and (7), “perfectly vivid”), as seen in previous research [47,58].
Participants were familiarized with the rating system during pre-test practice sessions. Participants
used the mouse to click on one of these seven buttons and were instructed to rate any failure to generate
an image as a “no image.” There was no deadline for their response.
 
Figure 2. Schematic depicting the overall design of the imagery-generation incidental recall task. (A)
Participants pressed the right mouse button to begin each trial (1). Upon clicking the mouse, an alerting
beep was sounded, followed 250 ms later by the display of a noun-cue at the center of the screen (2).
Participants were instructed to read the cue silently and as quickly as possible. They were immediately
asked to generate an image that corresponded to the noun-cue (3). When participants felt that their
mental image generation was at its most vivid state, they pressed the right mouse button (4). Upon
pressing the button, another alerting beep was sounded, followed 250 ms later by a horizontal array of
seven choices appearing near the bottom of the screen (5). From left to right, each button was labeled
with one of seven vividness level descriptions in a seven-point scale format: ((1), “no image”; (2), “very
vague/dim”; (3), “vague/dim”; (4), “not vivid”; (5), “moderately vivid”; (6), “very vivid”; and (7),
“perfectly vivid”). Following the vividness response during the rating procedure, the array of buttons
disappeared, and the display reverted back to a screen instructing the participant to click the mouse
when they were ready to begin the next trial (6). A minimum of 5 s was needed between vividness
response and the start of the next trial. (B) After completing the image generation phase, participants
were told to take a break and fill out paperwork, including a debriefing session. (C) Exactly 30 min
from their last trial, participants were asked to recall as many of the noun cues as possible on a blank
excel spreadsheet (7).
Stimulus Familiarity Matching and Diagnostic Procedure
The third stage of the selection involved finding a complete archival match of familiarity for
the sixty stimuli, again using the MRC2.DCT and using the same merging procedure outlined in
Section 2.2.1. to consolidate the present database. MRC2.DCT is an online dictionary file being
provided for public research use along with some programs which can be used either to access the
dictionary or as examples on which to model programs which match users’ specific needs. The
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dictionary file does not contain any information which is original to it but was assembled by merging
a number of smaller databases published in the psycholinguistic and imagery literature [59]. The
original procedure for rating the items consisted of paper and pencil protocol similar to the one we
used, albeit in computerized form. In the original norms, the equivalent range of the ratings was 1.00 to
7.00. This database dictionary differs from other machine usable dictionaries in that it includes not only
syntactic information but also psychological data for the entries. The file contains 9392 words which
possess imagery and other attributes and familiarity ratings except for vividness. The columns 26 to
28 labeled as “FAM” Familiarity stands for ’printed familiarity’. The FAM values were derived from
merging three sets of familiarity norms: Paivio, Yuille and Madigan, Toglia and Battig, and Gilhooly
and Logie [60–62]. The method by which these three sets of norms were merged is described in detail
in Appendix 2 of the MRC Psycholinguistic Database User Manual [63]. FAM values lie in the range
100 to 700 with the maximum entry of 657, a mean of 488, and a standard deviation of 99: Note that
they are integer values.
The fourth and final stage involved analysis of the distribution of the vividness and familiarity
values to avoid range restriction and diagnostics to eliminate outliers. The latter stage narrowed the
final number of stimuli in the database further to fifty.
Filler Stimuli
In addition, we selected ten other noun-cues from previous earlier research (Paivio, Yuille,
and Madigan in 1968) to use as buffer items during the incidental recall phase of the experiment (i.e., to
filter out recency and primacy effects during recall) [60]. The sixty cues were presented in random
order, preceded by 4 buffer noun-cues and followed by 4 other buffer noun-cues (which were presented
in a fixed order).
2.3. Dependent Variables
2.3.1. Image Latency Times Measure
A main dependent variable in our study was image latency time. Following the vividness response
during the rating procedure, the array of buttons disappeared, and the display reverted back to a
screen instructing the participant to click the mouse when they were ready to begin the next trial. In an
effort to minimize imagery persistence between trials, stimuli were presented in random order with a
minimum inter-trial interval of 5 s, as was done in Craver-Lemley and Reeves [64]. Participants were
not informed that latency times (RTs) were covertly measured from when the stimulus was presented
to when they gave the first response prompting the appearance of the vividness buttons screen (see (4)
in Figure 2). Button presses were justified as the way of communicating to the experimenter a complete
image was formed, which was ready to be rated, and prompted the appearance of the vividness
scale buttons.
2.3.2. Free Incidental Recall Measure
The main dependent measure in our study was correct recall rates of the noun cues presented
during the vividness rating procedure. After completing the image generation phase, participants
took a 20 min break. Afterward, they were asked to return to the lab to fill out additional paperwork,
to receive course credit, and complete the debriefing process. Prior to the image generation phase,
participants had not been informed that they would be required to recall any of the stimuli. Upon their
return, precisely 30 min from the end of the image generation phase, they were asked to complete the
incidental recall task, wherein they were required to recall and record as many of the previously read
noun cues as possible on a blank excel spreadsheet.
Each phase of the previously described procedures was exclusively conducted by one of two paid
undergraduate research assistants. Both research assistants received training in their module, yet were
unaware of the specific purposes and hypotheses of the study.
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3. Results
In this section, before reporting the results related to the main hypothesized effects, we describe
the characteristics of the by-item analysis in terms of descriptive and correlational statistics.
3.1. Stimuli Characteristics: Descriptive and Correlations
For an illustration of the relationship between variables, tables are shown in the following section.
Table 1 contains descriptive information of the variables under considerations, including scores of the
variables measured. Table 2 shows the correlations between all variables.
Table 1. The descriptive information of the experimental variables.
Variables M SD Min Max
Vividness mean 5.26 0.52 3.99 6.12
RTs (ms) 3892.59 524.24 2692.87 5271.39
Familiarity mean 5.60 0.74 3.82 6.84
Recall probability 0.40 0.22 0.08 0.9231
Vividness and familiarity ratings: Min = 1 to Max = 7. RTs = Image latency times in milliseconds.
Table 2. Pearson Correlations between the experimental variables.
Variables Vividness Reaction Time Familiarity Recall Probability
Vividness −0.39 ** 0.48 ** −0.16
Reaction time −0.39 ** 0.04 −0.01
Familiarity 0.48 ** 0.04 0.01
Recall Probability −0.16 −0.01 0.01
** p < 0.001 (2-tailed).
3.2. Mental Imagery Vividness and Familiarity
The mean vividness score across all noun-cues significantly correlated with each noun-cue’s
familiarity rating (rp (50) = 0.48, p (two-tailed) < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.23), as shown in Table 2. This correlation
confirms the relationship between vividness and familiarity posited by previous research, suggesting
that our dataset demonstrates the typical relationship observed between the two variables [7].
3.3. Mental Imagery Vividness and Reaction Time
The mean vividness score across all noun-cues significantly correlated with each noun cue’s mean
reaction time (rp (50) = −0.39, p (two-tailed) < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.15), as shown in Table 2. This correlation,
known as the “vivid-is-fast” phenomenon, has been observed in previous research and therefore helps
to validate our experimental dataset [65].
3.4. Effects of Resting State Networks on Learning Outcomes
3.4.1. By-Item Analysis Approach
Following our hypotheses, to assess how RSN activation pattern’s influence mean recall probability
across noun-cues, we devised a one-factor ANOVA with three levels, each representing distinct resting
state activation patterns. As was described in the introduction, when a dominant DMN activation is
observed in human participants, both mental imagery vividness and object familiarity are experienced
consciously as a weak stimulus. Inversely, when a dominant TPN activation is observed, both mental
imagery and object familiarity are experienced consciously as a strong stimulus. Given this relationship,
it is possible to infer how RSNs affect learning outcomes by investigating the relationship between mean
familiarity, mean vividness, and mean recall probability ratings. Applying a widely-used continuous
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variable partitioning technique [66], we created a variable with three levels that aimed to represent
the following three distinct resting state network activation patterns: 1. TPN dominant activation
(composed of noun cues which have high vividness and high familiarity ratings); 2. Mixed TPN and
DMN activation (composed of noun cues with high vividness/low familiarity or low vividness and
high familiarity); 3. DMN dominant activation (composed of noun cues with low vividness and low
familiarity ratings). The decision to create a three-leveled variable characterized by the strength of mean
familiarity and mean vividness scores was influenced by the NMPH model utilized in Norman and
Newman [9]. In their model, the moderate/mixed level is of critical importance to assess non-monotonic
relations between the strength of a stimulus and subsequent learning outcomes. For this reason, we
judged that three levels would be ideal given that this number of levels would adequately contrast
differences between states of stimulus competition (high/low) and states of stimulus collaboration.
The descriptive information detailing the relationship between the resulting RSN variables and recall
probability is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of total noun-cues recalled (in percentages) as a factor of resting state
network type.
Descriptive
Variables N M SE Min Max
TPN dominant 18 0.40 0.06 0.08 0.92
Mixed 14 0.27 0.04 0.08 0.58
DMN
dominant 18 0.49 0.04 0.15 0.77
The percentage of noun-cues recalled for each of the three RSN levels were entered on a 1 (recall
probability) × 3 (RSN levels: low, mixed and high activation) one-way ANOVA. This procedure
yielded a significant effect of resting state network type on recall probability (F(2,47) = 4.51, p = 0.016).
Additionally, the ANOVA resulted in a large effect size, ηp2 = 0.16 indicating that 16% of the
variance in recall probability is attributable to dominant RSN activation. To investigate whether
the mixed resting state activation level impaired recall probability, as previously hypothesized
(i.e., our switching hypothesis), a polynomial quadratic planned contrast was further applied to the
data. The contrast demonstrated a significant quadratic trend (F(1,47) = 7.18, p = 0.01, ηp2 = 0.13).
This quadratic trend can be clearly observed as represented in the continuous connecting line in
Figure 3. To investigate how well our results fit within the dualistic RSN neuropsychological model
of memory consolidation, we conducted Dunnett’s post-hoc testing using the DMN-Dominant level
as our main comparison criteria. Dunnett’s post hoc test revealed that there were no significant
differences between the DMN-Dominant and TPN-Dominant levels (Dunnett’s t(47) = 1.45, p = 0.154),
however there was a significant difference between the DMN-Dominant and the Mixed levels
(Dunnett’s t(47) = 3.01, p = 0.004). These results confirm the hypothesized quadratic pattern of the
dualistic RSN neuropsychological model of memory consolidation, as shown in the (Figure 3).
To investigate if the quadratic trend was present across different percentiles of the recall probability
distribution, the data were converted into proportions as detailed in Table 4. Planned quadratic
proportion contrasts were performed on each third of the recall probability distribution. For both
the top third (i.e., high recall probability) and middle (i.e., medium recall probability) percentile
there were significant positive quadratic trend (z = 3.24, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.21; and z = 2.42, p = 0.008,
ηp
2 = 0.12, respectively). Conversely, the low recall group showed a significant negative quadratic
trend (z = −4.3464, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.38). To adjust for multiple comparisons, a two-tailed Bonferroni
correction was applied to each contrast using 95% confidence intervals. Given that the data being used
are proportions, the confidence intervals were treated as the hypothesis test wherein if an interval
crossed the 0 threshold it would signify that the null hypothesis failed to be rejected and therefore,
the contrast would be interpreted as not significant. The following equation was used to test for
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2, for further clarification on planned contrast in proportions
see Rosenthal and R Rosnow (1985) and Hays (1994) [67,68]. The results of the two-tailed Bonferroni
correction are as follows: High recall probability (0.445 ± (−0.301)), Medium recall probability
(0.6031 ± 0.2477), Low recall probability (−1.0476 ± 0.2394). Each contrast’s 95% confidence interval did
not cross the 0 threshold, indicating that the quadratic contrast amongst each level of the recall variable
were significant at p < 0.025. The two significant positive quadratic trends in the top 2 percentiles of
the recall probability distribution in addition to the significant negative quadratic trend in the bottom
percentile demonstrate that noun cues associated with competing RSN activation patterns result in
poor recall probability.
Figure 3. Percentage of words recalled in relation to the dominant resting state network
activation pattern.
Table 4. Proportions and (total counts) of noun-cues recalled at three different types of resting state
network action pattern.
Variables DRSNAP
Variable Levels TPN Mixed DMN Total
High 0.06 (3) 0 0.1 (5) 0.16 (8)
Recall Medium 0.14 (7) 0.04 (2) 0.18 (9) 0.36 (18)
Low 0.16 (8) 0.24 (12) 0.08 (4) 0.48 (24)
Total 0.36 (18) 0.28 (14) 0.36 (18) 1.00 (50)
3.4.2. Linear Mixed Logistic Regression Approach
To assess how RSN activation patterns influence recall probability across each trial observation
(N = 1300) we devised a linear mixed logistic regression model where recall of stimuli served as our
binary target variable (1 = recalled, 0 = not recalled) and where dominant RSN activation patterns
served as our fixed predictor variable. Similar to the by-item analysis, our RSN predictor variable
contained three levels, each representing distinct resting state activation patterns. To demarcate each
level of the predictor variable, we used the same partitioning technique used in the by-item analysis [66].
Specifically, the underling neuropsychological variable strength used to model the three RSN levels are
as follow: 1. TPN dominant activation (composed of trial observations which have high vividness and
high familiarity ratings); 2. Mixed TPN and DMN activation (composed of trial observations with high
vividness/low familiarity or low vividness and high familiarity ratings); 3. DMN dominant activation
(composed of trial observations with low vividness and low familiarity ratings). The descriptive
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information detailing the relationship between the resulting RSN variables and recall proportions are
shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Descriptive statistics of total noun-cues recalled across all trials (in proportion) as a factor of
resting state network type.
Descriptive
Variables N M SE 95% CI 95% CI
TPN dominant 519 0.36 0.02 0.32 0.40
Mixed 528 0.29 0.02 0.25 0.33
DMN
dominant 253 0.36 0.03 0.30 0.42
All values have been adjusted for within-subject effects.
Controlling for nested within-subjects data, we tested whether recalled noun-cues following
a binomial logit link function could be predicted by the fixed effect categorical RSN predictor
variable which reflected our three RSN levels (low, mixed, and high activation). This procedure
yielded a significant fixed effect of resting state network type on noun-cue recall (F(2,1297) = 3.30,
p = 0.037). To investigate whether these results supported the dualistic RSN neuropsychological model,
we conducted Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) post-hoc testing. The LSD post-hoc test was
used over other more conservative statistical tests for two primary reasons. First, since our predictor
variable only consisted of three groups, the LSD procedure permits to preserve the experiment-wise type
I error rate at nominal levels of significance, which nullifies the use of post-hoc tests that control for the
family-wise error rate [69]. Second, for each level of our RSN predictor variable, the variance-covariance
matrix demonstrated that covariance scores were all equal, and variance scores did not significantly
differ among each other, suggesting that our data did not violate the assumption of compound
symmetry needed for appropriate application of the LSD post-hoc test [70]. The LSD post-hoc test
revealed that there were no significant differences between the DMN-Dominant and TPN-Dominant
levels (LSD’s t(1297) = 0.178, p = 0.859), however there were significant differences between both
DMN-Dominant (LSD’s t(1297) = 1.97, p = 0.049) and TPN-Dominant (LSD’s t(1297) = 2.31, p = 0.021)
when contrasted with the Mixed RSN level. These results confirm the hypothesized quadratic pattern
of the dualistic RSN neuropsychological model of memory consolidation. Additionally, the results
generated using the linear mixed logistic regression model helped to validate the findings derived
from the by-item approach. Both statistical approaches demonstrated that learning outcomes are
significantly predicted by the characteristic non-monotonic quadratic pattern of our dualistic RSN
model of memory consolidation.
3.5. Effects of Resting State Networks on Mental Imagery Latency (Reaction Time)
The mean reaction times associated with each noun-cue for each of the three resting state network
levels were entered in a 1 (reaction time) × 3 (resting state network levels: low, mixed, and high
activation) one-way ANOVA. Results showed a significant effect of resting state network type on
reaction time (F(2,47) = 8.06, p = 0.001). Additionally, the ANOVA resulted in a large effect size,
ηp
2 = 0.26, indicating that 26% of the variance in reaction time is attributable to dominant resting
state network activation. Dunnett’s post hoc test revealed that visual mental image generation
associated with the high strength level, reflecting TPN-Dominant activity, was significantly faster
than visual mental image generation associated with both Mixed (t(47) = 3.936, p = 0.0003) and
DMN-Dominant (t(47) = 2.299, p = 0.013) RSN activity levels (which did not differ between each other:
t < 1). Additionally, we found equivalent results when testing whether imagery latency could be
predicted by RSN activation, within and between each trial, by using a linear mixed regression model
which assumed a normal distribution with an identity link (since this time our target was measured
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on a continuous scale). These results confirmed that image generation latency is quicker when the
relevant imagery is associated with high strength.
4. Discussion
In the present study, we explored the degree to which imagery visualization and word familiarity
affected learning outcomes in a traditional incidental recall paradigm. In doing so, the current
study compared contrasting theoretical predictions regarding the relationship between the strength
of neuropsychological variables and learning outcomes. Specifically, we contrasted associative
theories that claim that the relative strength of neuropsychological variables should be additive [8],
non-monotonic theories that claim that the relative strength of neuropsychological variables should be
non-monotonic in relation to learning outcomes [9,10], and RSN theories which predict that learning
outcomes should improve when competition between DMN and TPN is reduced [25,34,71].
Our main results demonstrate that recall probability is at its highest when the strength of our
neuropsychological variables (noun familiarity/imagery vividness) are in a congruence at the time
of stimulus encoding. In other words, when the strength of noun familiarity and imagery vividness
are both strong or both weak, recall of the stimulus is at its highest probability. Using our dualistic
RSN neuropsychological model, we were able to infer that the strength of our neuropsychological
variables was associated with DMN activation when variables were of low strength and associated
with TPN activation when variables were of high strength. When considering the inferred pattern of
RSN activation, our results show that a competing activation pattern between DMN and TPN at the
time of stimulus encoding results in significant impairment of recall probability.
An additional secondary finding was that the mean reaction time to complete the mental imagery
task was quickest when the strength of our neuropsychological variables was high. In other words,
it was quicker to generate visual mental images from noun cues under conditions where TPN was
dominant at the time of encoding. The vivid-is-fast correlation between high image latency speed and
high strength of neuropsychological variables has been reported in previous research [48,65,72,73].
However, our findings suggest that in addition to high strength variables, dominant-TPN at the time
of encoding is also a key predictor of quick imagery generation latency. These results suggest an
intriguing, novel explanation for the vivid-is-fast phenomenon. Namely, that it is not only the strength
of neuropsychological variables that predict imagery generation latency but rather the dominant RSN
pattern utilized during a mental imagery task. However, given the incongruent results between RSN
patterns among our dependent variables (imagery latency was only significantly faster in the TPN
grouping, while recall probability was significantly greater in both the DMN and TPN groupings), it is
unclear whether image latency is related to the same processes responsible for memory consolidation.
This is a research question open for future investigations.
In terms of the findings concerning the recall probability variable, our results do not support
associative theories, as high memory consolidation is predicted to be exclusively a result of the
additive strength of the preceding memory representations. Therefore, it can be concluded that
Paivio’s associative dual coding theory does not accurately model the incidental recall effect when
operationalizing the strength of both mental imagery vividness and noun cue familiarity.
While our results did demonstrate a non-monotonic relationship between the strength of memory
representations and recall probability, the directionality of our non-monotonic relationship did not
align with that of Norman’s non-monotonic-plasticity-hypothesis (NMPH). In the NMPH model,
low strength memory representations result in lower memory consolidation scores compared to high
strength memory representations. In our results, we found no significant differences between the high
and low memory representations strength in terms of recall probabilities, suggesting that the NMPH
may not accurately model memory consolidation at levels of reduction greater than single neurons.
It is important to note that while our results did not precisely match the type of non-monotonic
relationship that characterizes a neuron’s level of excitation and the change in its associated synaptic
strength, our results still demonstrated a non-monotonic relationship. This could suggest that there
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is, at the very least, a partial carryover effect of synaptic neuroplastic principles at the level of large
scale distributed neural representations, given that non-monotonic results are rare within memory
paradigms. However, the most likely interpretation of our results, that accounts for the largest amount
of variability in our data, appears to be related to the variability in RSN dominance at the time of
stimulus encoding. Utilizing the current RSN brain imaging literature [36,37] we were able to map
the strength of our neuropsychological variables (imagery vividness/stimulus familiarity) with their
associated dominant RSNs (DMN or TPN). This permitted the comparison of recall probability scores
with the inferred dominant RSN at the time of encoding. Our data clearly suggest that when there
is an antagonist relationship between the inferred DMN and TPN activation at the time of stimulus
encoding, recall probability, and therefore, memory consolidation is significantly impaired.
Our overall findings help to confirm a hypothesis emerging from the mental health literature
suggesting that a possible causal mechanism of memory deficits in neuropsychiatric disorders,
such as depression, anxiety, attention-deficit-hyperactivity disorder, autistic spectrum disorder,
and schizophrenia, are characterized by abnormalities in RSN activation [24–34]. For example,
in schizophrenia, there is a significant increase in DMN activity during attention-demanding tasks,
which normally recruits the TPN in healthy controls [74]. The increased DMN activation in schizophrenic
patients results in a metabolic competition between the two anti-correlated RSNs, which is hypothesized
to explain their stunted performance on such tasks [75]. The strongest evidence of the RSN memory
interference hypothesis originates from research on ADHD. In a recent randomized, double-blinded,
placebo-controlled clinical trial, researchers explored the RSNs of both ADHD patients and healthy
controls while they performed attention-demanding tasks. Their results demonstrated that ADHD
patients were unable to suppress the appropriate RSN both during the task and in-between trials. More
importantly, ADHD patients were shown to have a significant amount of RSN activation variability
during the task. This increased RSN variability, or increased competition between DMN and TPN,
is hypothesized by the researchers to be responsible for the reduced scores on the behavioral task
compared to controls [25]. Critically, however, these clinical findings provide general evidence that
RSN homeostasis is important for efficient memory consolidation, but it is still unclear how abnormal
RSN activation arises from such a wide variety of neuropsychiatric disorders. Hopefully, further
experiments using healthy controls could help to determine the neurophenomenological marker’s
responsible for these core memory deficits.
To our knowledge, this study is the first to investigate how RSN variability might affect memory
consolidation in healthy controls by manipulating the strength of neuropsychological variables that
influence memory formation. While the results tend to validate the RSN memory deficit hypothesis
in the mental health literature, there are still methodological limitations that should be considered
prior to generalizing the results of this study. An initial limitation is a result of our reliance on indirect
measurements of RSNs. While our dualistic RSN neuropsychological model is inferred from reliable
brain imaging research [36,37], it is possible that the interaction between imagery vividness strength
and stimulus familiarity at the time of stimulus encoding could reveal RSN activity which differs
from our predicted inferences. Further studies using direct RSN imaging classification paradigms
will need to be used to more precisely measure changes in dominant RSN activation in the function
of both behavioral performance and of the strength of the chosen modulatory variables. A potential
modulatory variable that could be used in future studies to help model the role of RSNs in memory
consolidation is acute cannabis use. It has recently been demonstrated that cannabis is one of few
pharmacological substances that has the effect of acutely increasing DMN connectivity during an
attentionally demanding task [76]. Therefore, cannabis, in conjunction with psychological variables,
such as mental imagery vividness and familiarly strength, could be used to artificially create an
environment where individuals experience high degrees of competition between both the TPN and
the DMN. Such experimental conditions could offer insight as to how various neuropsychological
variables influence RSNs and therefore, memory consolidation processes.
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5. Conclusions
In this study, we explored how varying degrees of both stimulus familiarity and mental imagery
vividness ratings influenced verbal learning scores, as measured with an incidental recall task.
Importantly, using relevant imaging research, we inferred dominant RSN activation patterns based
on the reported strength of our neuropsychological variables at the time of stimulus presentation.
We contrasted our results amongst three theoretical frameworks, namely: Paivio’s associative theories,
Normans’ non-monotonic plasticity theory, and the newly postulated RSN memory interference
hypothesis. The findings supported the latter hypothesis given that noun cues with the highest
probability of being recalled were associated with noun cues which had the least amount of predicted
RSN competition during stimulus presentation. The outcomes of this study, although preliminary,
support the idea that a critical component of successful and efficient memory consolidation does
not rely on the particular RSN present at the time of memory encoding (DMN or TPN), but rather it
relies upon having minimal RSN activation variability between DMN and TPN at the time of memory
encoding. This distinction could highlight relevant RSN biomarkers in the diagnosis of the mental
health disorders affected by memory deficits. The RSN memory interference hypothesis could also help
to illuminate our understanding of the broader neurophysiology of memory processes, complementing
and expanding single-neuron neuroplasticity theories.
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Appendix A
 
Figure A1. Schematic depicting the three contrasting models of memory consolidation. Each model
depicts its predicted memory consolidation scores in relation to the three possible combinations of
variable strength at the time of encoding. The width of the arrows signifies the strength of the variables
at encoding.
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Abstract: Organisms are adapted to each other and the environment because there is an inbuilt
striving toward security, stability, and equilibrium. A General Theory of Behavior connects imagery,
affect, and action with the central executive system we call consciousness, a direct emergent property
of cerebral activity. The General Theory is founded on the assumption that the primary motivation of
all of consciousness and intentional behavior is psychological homeostasis. Psychological homeostasis
is as important to the organization of mind and behavior as physiological homeostasis is to the
organization of bodily systems. Consciousness processes quasi-perceptual images independently of
the input to the retina and sensorium. Consciousness is the “I am” control center for integration and
regulation of (my) thoughts, (my) feelings, and (my) actions with (my) conscious mental imagery
as foundation stones. The fundamental, universal conscious desire for psychological homeostasis
benefits from the degree of vividness of inner imagery. Imagery vividness, a combination of clarity
and liveliness, is beneficial to imagining, remembering, thinking, predicting, planning, and acting.
Assessment of vividness using introspective report is validated by objective means such as functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). A significant body of work shows that vividness of visual imagery
is determined by the similarity of neural responses in imagery to those occurring in perception of
actual objects and performance of activities. I am conscious; therefore, I am.
Keywords: vividness; mental imagery; consciousness; cognitive neuroscience; neuroimaging;
cognitive psychology; behavior; verbal report; phenomenology; perception
1. Preliminaries
A General Theory of Behavior concerns the “I am” control center for (my) thoughts, (my) feelings,
and (my) actions with (my) conscious mental imagery. Thus, 382 years after Descartes stated his
“cogito, ergo sum” discovery, the evidence from cognitive neuroscience suggests the possibility of a
more satisfying claim: “I am conscious, therefore, I am”. The certainty of human existence relies not on
the ability to think, but on the richer endowment provided by consciousness. It is not too large a stretch
to assert that consciousness brought humans their privilege of pole position in the food chain. Without
consciousness, humans would not benefit from what, I claim, is the pre-eminent force of nature that
drives evolution, homeostasis. Organisms are adapted to each other and the environment as conscious
beings because they possess an inbuilt striving toward stability, security, and equilibrium. Arguably,
human homeostatic activity in niche construction generates less variation in the source of selection
than where there is no feedback from organisms’ activities to the environment [1].
The General Theory connects imagery, affect, and action with consciousness and the primary
motivation that is psychological homeostasis. It is suggested that homeostasis provides a unifying
concept across biology and psychology. Psychological homeostasis is as important to the organization
of mind and behavior as physiological homeostasis to the organization of bodily systems. According
to the theory, psychological homeostasis is available to organisms with consciousness, a process that
Brain Sci. 2019, 9, 107; doi:10.3390/brainsci9050107 www.mdpi.com/journal/brainsci95
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embraces a near infinite supply of quasi-perceptual-affective images independently of the retina and
sensorium. Homeostatic striving for security, stability, and equilibrium is a precondition for well-being.
One major form of behavioral homeostasis is niche construction which alters ecological processes,
modifies natural selection, and contributes to inheritance through ecological legacies. To do full justice
to this very broad topic within the confines of the special issue, this invited review article refers to
previous publications as supporting material, with all of the detailed references, a more complete
explanation of the ideas, and the ongoing state of the research. One major purpose of the review is
to present a summary of the evidence that mental imagery plays an essential role in the control of
behavior. Mental imagery is an essential component of a new General Theory of Behavior involving
homeostasis. A second purpose of this review is to explore the executive function of consciousness in
the organization and control of behavior.
Central to the General Theory is the construct of mental image vividness, that combination
of clarity and liveliness, so beneficial to consciousness and all its works: imagining, remembering,
thinking, feeling, predicting, planning, pretending, dreaming, and acting. Introspective reports and
objective indicators suggest the existence of wide individual differences in mental imagery vividness.
Only in rare cases do is there evidence of absolutely no vividness at all. Vividness was studied under
controlled conditions with standardized questionnaires, including the Vividness of Visual Imagery
Questionnaire (VVIQ) [2–4]. An alternative method for studying vividness in experimental settings
is to ask participants to provide vividness ratings (VR) on a “trial-by-trial” basis corresponding to
the subjective experience at each particular moment in time [5]. This procedure avoids the problem
leveled at the VVIQ that people cannot evaluate their private imagery along a common vividness
scale because they have no objective reference points. However, this objection is refuted by validating
data from controlled experiments. Assessment of vividness using introspective report was validated
in multiple studies like those reviewed below using objective measures such as functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). Also, the two end-points of the vividness scale are universally anchored by
the descriptor “perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision” at one end and “no image at all, you only
‘know’ that you are thinking of an object” at the other end of the scale.
Philosophers and psychologists discussing the vividness construct and its measurement sometimes
displayed the characteristics of a “streetlight effect”, the observational bias that occurs when searching
for something and looking only where it is easiest, where there is light [6]. Searching in familiar terrains
of logic and theory of mind while ignoring less familiar terrains of neuroscience and psychology can
produce a fragmentary review and false conclusions. These problems come to the fore in a recent
paper on “imaginative vividness” by Kind [7], in which the author suggests that it would be “best
to retire our reliance on this notion entirely”. These dismissive conclusions, I suggest, are based on
incomplete examination of the evidence and faulty analysis of vividness and its phenomenology. For
pragmatic reasons, I confine the present discussion to visual imagery, although similar principles are
thought to apply to images of all modalities.
The General Theory assumes there is universal and constant striving for stability and equilibrium,
a process termed “psychological homeostasis” [1]. Neuroscientific theories automatically fall under
suspicion of material reductionism. However, a reductive approach is not required or desired and is
not the approach taken here. The idea that behavior is reducible to physico-chemical reactions or to
mechanistic “cogs and wheels” is rejected. This point is stated in the following working principle:
Working Principle: The voluntary behavior of conscious organisms is guided by a universal striving
for equilibrium, a striving with purpose, desire, and intentionality.
Psychological homeostasis, as a process of consciousness, is intentional, purposeful, and driven by
the desire for security, safety, and equilibrium. It is necessary to assume that the mind/body system as a
whole can be studied using objective methods. For one hundred years, mental imagery, vividness, and
consciousness remained under-investigated in psychology and neuroscience for being too “subjective”.
The so-called “subjective” processes of vividness, mental imagery, and consciousness are amenable to
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objective study with tools and methods designed specifically for the purpose. This article indicates
how these once “tabooed” areas became part of the scientific mainstream. A primary function of
consciousness is the mental rehearsal of adaptive, goal-directed action through the experimental
manipulation of perceptual-motor imagery. Every cycle of mental activity includes a goal, the means
to reach it, and the consequences for the organism and objective world. The control system has a “meta
level”, a “schema level”, and an “automatized level” in a hierarchical relationship. The meta level,
which is a major function within “consciousness”, sets the goals for a project of activity. The schema
level monitors and controls the flow of action, making moment-by-moment adjustments in light of
the goal set for it by the meta level above. The automatized level carries out repetitive and routine,
everyday tasks that require zero planning or attention from higher up. When one hammers a nail into
a piece of wood, one checks if the nail straight, if it is going in properly, whether it hit an obstacle, and
so on. In cooking a soup, one tastes and seasons it with salt and pepper, not too much and not too little.
In driving on the highway, one keeps to one’s lane, attends to the road, monitors the other vehicles,
and keeps to the speed limit, constantly vigilant for signs and warning signals, adjusting, adapting,
and correcting. Conscious goal-setting lends purpose to our every action, striving for equilibrium with
desire and intentionality.
2. Vividness
What exactly do I mean by “vividness”? It is necessary to be clear to avoid misunderstanding. I
need search no further than the definition provided in an earlier publication: “a combination of clarity
and liveliness. The more vivid an image, therefore, the closer it approximates an actual percept” [4].
The two elements, clarity and liveliness, are equally important. From the get-go, it is noted that
vividness is independent of detail: there can be a lot of detail or none. Clarity and liveliness are the
defining criteria. A vivid mental image of a red flag blowing in the wind requires nothing more than
color, movement, and clarity—the quality of being clear, distinct, and intentional—a red flag, not a
red rag. Liveliness is vitality, being animated, and the ability to evoke feelings of, say, attraction or
repulsion. A vivid image is alive with vitality, energy, ebullience, and the potential to evoke activity
and feeling.
A “life-like” image allows a person to experience it in a very real way. “Evoke” means to cause
someone to sense or feel something. I appreciate this fact from personal experience. When I am
watching a film of people lighting a camp fire, or smoking a cigarette, I actually can “smell” the smoke
at the camp fire or the stench of a cigarette. These olfactory imaginings occur as if I am actually
carrying out the activity, albeit on a lessor scale. Note that it is an activity, not a picture. Evoking a
vivid image produces a life-like activity of “seeing”, “hearing”, “tasting”, “smelling”, “touching” or
“feeling” something; mental imagery is a sensory-affective process that resembles, but is not identical
to, perception with action.
Imagery, observation, and activity are produced by similar neural processes within a single
system of representation in the brain. The evidence shows that the neurophysiological mechanisms
that are active during physical skill acquisition are active during imagery and observation of the
same skill [8]. Visual ideas may be cashed out as actions or they may be entirely covert. There is a
ceaseless progression of ideas and associations in consciousness with or without the path markers
of vivid imagery. In truth, every person has an Angie Thomas or a Khaled Hosseini sitting inside.
Without vividness, however, no The Hate U Give or Kite Runner. There would also be fewer scientific
discoveries—no Maxwell’s demon, Einstein’s elevator, or Schrödinger’s cat (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Leonardo da Vinci, Ramón y Cajal, Marie Curie, and Albert Einstein—creative people who
used vivid mental imagery to make world-changing discoveries. Einstein’s thought experiments and
his statements on the imagination are particularly salient.
Whatever else humans can do, our visual imagery ability is vital to our humanity, whether it is
the everyday problem-solving required for stability, safety, and survival at home, in the workplace,
or in the community. The essentially visual nature of thinking is “reflected” in the words used
in conversation about “seeing”, “views”, “standpoints”, “outlooks”, “perspectives”, “prospects”,
“angles”, and “horizons”, to mention only a small sample. Antonio Damasio explains the value of
mental imagery to “creative intelligence” in human evolution: “Creative intelligence was the means
by which mental images and behaviors were intentionally combined to provide novel solutions for
the problems that humans diagnosed and to construct new worlds for the opportunities humans
envisioned” [9] (p. 71).
The analysis of vividness risks entering a cul-de-sac when entertaining unhelpful metaphors such
as the Platonic “picture” theory or the “descriptive”, propositional theory [10] are adduced as if our
mental hardware is akin to the technology for editing digital photographs or code. Mental images
are not internal “pictures” or “photographs”; they are not anything like them. The mistake of the
picture theory created insuperable problems and confusion. This review offers a different perspective
on the nature and function of mental imagery, beginning with the measurement of vividness. It was
demonstrated that conscious imagery is not equally vivid in all people and the reasons for, and
consequences of, this fact stimulated a great deal of research. In the next section, I review one of the
instruments employed in this research.
3. Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire
To date, around 2000 studies have used the VVIQ or Vividness of Movement Imagery Questionnaire
(VMIQ) [11] as a measure of imagery vividness. In this article, I address the VVIQ and leave the VMIQ
to another occasion. The VVIQ is a self-report measure of the clarity and liveliness of visual imagery
and, in so doing, aims to evoke images that vary in vividness, ambiance, and feeling as well. The
instructions state the following:
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“Visual imagery refers to the ability to visualize, that is, the ability to form mental pictures, or to
‘see in the mind’s eye’. Marked individual differences are found in the strength and clarity of reported
visual imagery and these differences are of considerable psychological interest.
The aim of this test is to determine the vividness of your visual imagery. The items of the test
will possibly bring certain images to your mind. You are asked to rate the vividness of each image by
reference to the five-point scale given below. For example, if your image is ‘vague and dim’, then give
it a rating of 4. After each item, write the appropriate number in the box provided. The first box is for
an image obtained with your eyes open and the second box is for an image obtained with your eyes
closed. Before you turn to the items on the next page, familiarize yourself with the different categories
on the rating scale. Throughout the test, refer to the rating scale when judging the vividness of each
image. Try to do each item separately, independent of how you may have done other items.
Complete all items for images obtained with the eyes open and then return to the beginning of
the questionnaire and rate the image obtained for each item with your eyes closed. Try and give your
‘eyes closed’ rating independently of the ‘eyes open’ rating. The two ratings for a given item may not
in all cases be the same.” [4].
The five-point rating scale of the VVIQ is presented in Table 1. Some researchers prefer to reverse
the numerical scale to make 5 = perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision, and 1 = no image at all,
you only “know” that you are thinking of an object.
Table 1. The rating scale in the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire [4].
Rating The Image Aroused by an Item Might Be
1 Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision
2 Clear and reasonably vivid
3 Moderately clear and vivid
4 Vague and dim
5 No image at all, you only “know” that you are thinking of an object
The 16 items are arranged in blocks of four, in which each has a theme and at least one item in each
cluster describes a visual image that includes movement (Table 2). Each theme provides a narrative to
guide a progression of mental imagery. It is noted that at least one item in each cluster describes an
activity or movement, indexing liveliness. The aim of the VVIQ is to assess visual imagery vividness
under conditions which allow a progressive development of scenes, situations, or events as naturally
as possible. The items are intended to evoke sufficient interest, meaning, and affect conducive to image
generation. Participants rate the vividness of their images separately with eyes open and eyes closed.
Table 2. Items in the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire [4] *.
Item Theme Description
Relative or friend †
For items 1 to 4, think of some relative or friend whom you frequently
see (but who is not with you at present) and consider carefully the
picture that comes before your mind’s eye.
1 Relative or friend The exact contour of face, head, shoulders, and body.
2 * Relative or friend Characteristic poses of head, attitudes of body, etc.
3 * Relative or friend The precise carriage, length of step, etc. in walking.
4 Relative or friend The different colors worn in some familiar clothes.
Natural scene: Rising sun Visualize a rising sun. Consider carefully the picture that comes beforeyour mind’s eye.
5 * Natural scene: Rising sun The sun is rising above the horizon into a hazy sky.
6 * Natural scene: Rising sun The sky clears and surrounds the sun with blueness.
7 * Natural scene: Rising sun Clouds. A storm blows up, with flashes of lightening.
8 * Natural scene: Rising sun A rainbow appears.
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Table 2. Cont.
Item Theme Description
Shop Think of the front of a shop which you often go to. Consider the picturethat comes before your mind’s eye.
9 Shop The overall appearance of the shop from the opposite side of the road.
10 Shop A window display including colors, shape, and details of individualitems for sale.
11 Shop You are near the entrance. The color, shape, and details of the door.
12 * Shop You enter the shop and go to the counter. The counter assistant servesyou. Money changes hands.
Natural scene: Lake Finally, think of a country scene which involves trees, mountains, and alake. Consider the picture that comes before your mind’s eye.
13 Natural scene: Lake The contours of the landscape.
14 Natural scene: Lake The color and shape of the trees.
15 Natural scene: Lake The color and shape of the lake.
16 * Natural scene: Lake A strong wind blows on the tree and on the lake causing waves.
* Eight of 16 items indicate activity or movement (marked *). † The first four items are from Peter Sheehan’s (1967)
shortened form of the questionnaire designed by Betts (1909).
For a small minority of people, the capacity for visual imagery is unavailable. In the absence
of mental imagery, consciousness consists of “unheard” words, “unheard” music, and “invisible”
imagery. This minority needs to employ more generic, verbal methods to recall events, and to plan
goals and future activity—compensatory strengths that remain under-investigated.
4. The Nature and Function of Imagery
A large body of psychological and neuroscientific research is consistent with the tenet that imagery
is functionally equivalent to, but not identical to, perception. Research summarized in a later section
indicates similar anatomical patterning of neural activity in the cerebral cortex. I am discussing a
graded phenomenon in which “the ordinary course of thought involves an interaction at sensory input
with the central processes . . . ” [12] (p. 476), which can range from the very vivid to the completely
abstract. As in perception, potentiality for action and a corresponding degree of anticipatory feeling
and volition are part and parcel of a vivid mental imagery experience. Mental images come laden
with associations in the form of feelings, e.g., attraction, calm, tranquility, fear, anger, or anticipation,
useful “reflections” on life events in psychotherapy through image evocation in sessions of imagery
therapy [13]. It is these attributes of mental imagery that enable works of literature to move readers to
experience narrative and characters as if they are “real”. Yet, it is vividness itself rather than arousal
that is most closely correlated with the aesthetic appreciation of poetry, such as haiku or sonnets [14].
Another method to explore a person’s imagery experience is to provide simple color suggestions
while the participant looks into the center of a circle drawn on paper—the Open Circle Test [15]. When
a vivid imager is invited to describe the imagery evoked by a color name, then a sequence of lively
images may be experienced including isomorphisms and visual metaphors. For example, in one
38-year-old woman, the suggestion “yellow” produced a sequence starting with a yellow canary and
transitioning into a variety of increasingly complex, dynamic images (Figure 2).
Each image connected and overlapped with the previous one. The sequence could have been
continued indefinitely but we stopped after four transitions. The dynamic images triggered by a simple
color name show the defining feature of liveliness. This attribute is neglected in practically all analyses
of imagery. Vividness, action, and affect are the foundation stones for the General Theory of Behavior
and of consciousness itself.
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Figure 2. Sequence of projected visual images in response to the suggestion “yellow”.
An extensive literature on mental “practice” refers to both imagery “rehearsal” and mental
“simulation” [16,17]. Imagery is routinely and systematically employed in preparation and rehearsal of
sports activity and was shown to produce enhanced performance across a wide variety of skillsets [18,19].
Studies of skilled performers show that activity cycles are more effectively rehearsed when they
incorporate vivid imagery [20]. Studies of Olympic athletes and performers capable of specialist
skills suggest that high imagery vividness is of most benefit to performances that have significant
perceptual-motor components or require visualization of complex interactions at the object level [21].
Converging evidence suggests that mental simulation of movement and actual movement share
similar neurocognitive and learning processes, leading to considerable interest in imagery simulation of
movement as a therapeutic tool in the rehabilitation of stroke patients, patients with Parkinson’s disease,
and other neurological syndromes [22]. Conscious imagery enables the user to explore, select, and
prepare physical and social activity. However, mental simulation is not a process of inspecting a holistic
visual image like a picture or photograph in the “mind’s eye”. Mental simulations are constructed
piecemeal, include non-visible properties, and can be used in conjunction with non-imagery processes,
such as task decomposition and rule-based reasoning [23].
A common neural basis exists for imitation, observational learning, and motor imagery. During
mental simulation, the excitatory motor output generated for executing the action is inhibited.
The autonomic system is also activated during motor imagery. The principal function of consciousness
is to plan and make predictions about the consequences of actions. Simulation enables the imager to
mentally try out a sequence of goals, schemata, and actions that minimize hazard, loss, and pain.
The principal measures of vividness, the VVIQ and VR, are strongly associated with performance in
different kinds of tasks: self-report, physiological motor, perceptual, cognitive, and memory [4,5,24,25].
To quote Runge et al. [5], “vividness can be considered a chief phenomenological feature of primary
sensory consciousness, and it supports the idea that consciousness is a graded phenomenon”. Recent
research reviewed below showed that reported vividness is associated with early visual cortex activity
relative to the whole-brain activity measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and
the performance on a novel psychophysical task.
Vividness of visual imagery correlates with fMRI activity in early visual cortex scores,
demonstrating that higher visual cortex activity indexes more vivid imagery. Variations in imagery
vividness depend on a large network of brain areas, including frontal, parietal, and visual areas. The
more similar the neural response during imagery is to the neural response during perception, the more
vivid or perception-like the imagery experience will be. From these findings, it can be concluded that
an image is an idea with visual attributes. The more vivid the image, the more strongly a person will be
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aware of it. Upon reflection of the alternative actions available, it is possible to inhibit certain actions
and implement others, or to keep actions “on hold” for the future. Thus, consciousness is able to
facilitate successful striving toward goals, including the construction of new niches and environments,
and thereby the effectiveness of type II homeostasis, providing a significant evolutionary advantage
through niche construction and other adaptive mechanisms [1].
The evidence on the VVIQ [5,25] permits the following conclusions:
1. The VVIQ is only minimally contaminated or not contaminated at all by extraneous variables
such as social desirability.
2. The VVIQ has acceptable levels of split-half and test-retest reliability.
3. The VVIQ has acceptable validity coefficients with other verbal-report measures of imagery and
with physiological, motor, memory, and cognitive tasks.
4. The VVIQ has excellent criterion validity coefficients with perceptual tasks, exceeding those
obtained with other self-report measures of imagery.
5. The ability to produce vivid visual imagery is of most benefit in tasks that are heavily loaded
with perceptual-motor components and is of considerably less benefit to memory tasks.
6. A recent meta-analysis reported large effect size estimates (ESEs) for both VR and VVIQ measures,
with larger ESEs for neuroscientific than behavioral-cognitive measures [5].
I summarize here two key findings.
STUDY 1: Vividness of mental imagery: individual variability can be measured objectively [26]. “When
asked to imagine a visual scene, such as an ant crawling on a checkered table cloth toward a jar of jelly,
individuals subjectively report different vividness in their mental visualization. We show that reported
vividness can be correlated with two objective measures: the early visual cortex activity relative to the
whole-brain activity measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and the performance
on a novel psychophysical task. These results show that individual differences in the vividness of
mental imagery are quantifiable even in the absence of subjective report” [26] (p. 474).
“Results 3.1. Vividness of visual imagery correlates with fMRI activity in early visual cortex scores.
We found a strong correlation (Figure 1C, r = −0.73, p = 0.04), demonstrating that higher relative visual
cortex activity indexes more vivid imagery (a lower VVIQ score). This result suggests one can measure
visual cortex activity to probe the vividness of a subject’s imagery, thus obtaining a more objective
measure of a previously subjective rating” [26] (p. 476).
STUDY 2: Vividness of visual imagery depends on the neural overlap with perception in visual areas [27].
I quote from the authors’ abstract, as follows: “Research into the neural correlates of individual
differences in imagery vividness point to an important role of the early visual cortex. However, there is
also great fluctuation of vividness within individuals, such that only looking at differences between
people necessarily obscures the picture. In this study, we show that variation in moment-to-moment
experienced vividness of visual imagery, within human subjects, depends on the activity of a large
network of brain areas, including frontal, parietal, and visual areas. Furthermore, using a novel
multivariate analysis technique, we show that the neural overlap between imagery and perception in
the entire visual system correlates with experienced imagery vividness. This shows that the neural
basis of imagery vividness is much more complicated than studies of individual differences seemed to
suggest” [27] (p. 1327).
“Significance statement: Visual imagery is the ability to visualize objects that are not in our direct
line of sight—something that is important for memory, spatial reasoning, and many other tasks. It is
known that the better people are at visual imagery, the better they can perform these tasks. However,
the neural correlates of moment-to-moment variation in visual imagery remain unclear. In this study,
we show that the more the neural response during imagery is similar to the neural response during
perception, the more vivid or perception-like the imagery experience is” [27] (p. 1327).
“Results: To directly compare activity between perception and imagery, we contrasted the two
conditions (see Figure 3). Even though both conditions activated the visual cortex with respect to
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baseline, we observed stronger activity during perception than imagery throughout the whole ventral
visual stream. In contrast, imagery led to stronger activity in more anterior areas, including insula, left
dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, and medial frontal cortex . . . We modeled the imagery response for
each vividness level separately.” In Figure 4 the investigators plotted the difference between the main
effect of perception and the main effect of imagery in the early visual cortex, for each vividness level.
.
Figure 3. Perception versus imagery. Blue-green colors show t-values for perception versus imagery
and red-yellow colors show t-values for imagery versus perception. Shown t-values were significant
at the group level. Even though both conditions activated the visual cortex with respect to baseline,
stronger activity occurred during perception than imagery throughout the whole ventral visual stream.
In contrast, imagery led to stronger activity in more anterior areas, including insula, left dorsal lateral
prefrontal cortex, and medial frontal cortex. Reproduced from Reference [27] with permission.
Figure 4. Difference between the effect of perception and the effect of imagery, separately for the four
vividness levels. The higher the vividness is, the lower the difference between imagery and perception
will be. In each trial, participants were shown two objects successively, followed by a cue indicating
which of the two they subsequently should imagine. During imagery, a frame was presented within
which subjects were asked to imagine the cued stimulus as vividly as possible. After this, they indicated
their experienced vividness on a scale from one to four, where one was low vividness and four was
high vividness. The results are shown for a voxel in the early visual cortex that showed the highest
overlap between the main effect of perception and the main effect of imagery. More vivid imagery was
associated with a smaller difference between perception and imagery [27] (p. 1335). Reproduced from
Reference [27] with permission.
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5. Action
“I always like to picture the game the night before: I’ll ask the kitman what kit we’re wearing, so I
can visualize it. It’s something I’ve always done, from when I was a young boy. It helps to train your
mind to situations that might happen the following day. I think about it as I’m lying in bed. What will
I do if the ball gets crossed in the box this way? What movement will I have to make to get on the end
of it? Just different things that might make you one percent sharper,” said Wayne Rooney [28].
The foundation for one’s mental model of the world is coded in the central nervous system, which,
among its many functions, represents the perceived and imagined worlds in various modalities of
sensory-affective imagery. Visual imagery is understood to be a quasi-sensory experience which shares
at least some of its generating processes with perception [29,30]. It is accepted that the perceptual
system is inextricably linked to the action system, such that perceiving something often leads to some
corresponding activity, either covert or overt [31]. Perceiving and imaging are not merely processes
of identification brought about by looking and listening, but active performances in which specific
intentions, purposes, and actions need to be fulfilled [32] (p. 6). In part, this is the distinction between
“seeing what” and “seeing as”. What something is seen as has implications for action. This fact is
problematic for any theories in which perception and action are not functionally interlinked. If I am
feeling thirsty in the desert and I see a reflection as a lake, I will move as rapidly as possible toward it
feeling hopeful and encouraged. If I see the reflection as a mirage, I will try to ignore it and continue
slowly on my way feeling discouraged. Note that the example includes an affective-motivational
component, which is a characteristic of all types of activity and not just a selected example. We arrive
at the activity cycle theory (ACT) [32,33] (Figure 5). The arrows in this and all the other figures in this
article represent cause-and-effect connections, not correlational associations.
Figure 5. Activity cycle theory (ACT) consists of four systems, three representing a functional module
for a psychological domain (affect, schema, activity) and one (object) representing physical objects or
internal images and ideas. Private (internal) and public (external) processes are executed across the
meta level, object level, and social level of organization. The system enables outcomes of alternative
future actions to be appraised prior to committing to any course of action. Conscious imagery serves
as a mental “toolbox”, providing its internal contents for the user to explore in the selection and
preparation of future physical and social activity. The affect system co-activates goals and schemata
enabling the organism to strive toward desired outcomes. Please note that psychological homeostasis
was not included in the ACT. However, the ACT formulation was a crucial step in formulating the
General Theory of Behavior. Reproduced from Reference [33] with permission.
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The activity cycle theory of conscious imagery claims that a primary function of consciousness
is the mental rehearsal of adaptive, goal-directed action through the experimental manipulation of
perceptual-motor imagery [33]. As predicted by this theory, meta-analyses [5,25] showed that the
vividness of conscious mental imagery is strongly associated with precisely those performances most
likely to benefit from the use of perceptual-motor imagery and mental practice. ACT helps to explain
the existence and function of conscious experience.
The image is a cycle of activity triggered by any of four processes: object, affect, schema, and
activity. As the evidence shows, the more vivid the image is, the more closely neural activation
resembles that activated in real physical activity with actual objects. Covert actions are similar in
neural terms to the state of execution of that action overtly. Mental imagery can be as simple as
imagined looking, listening, or touching, or as complex as preparing a gourmet dinner or designing a
scientific theory. The triggering schemata can be activated top-down or bottom-up. A cycle of mental
activity always must include a goal, the means to reach it, and the consequences on the organism and
objective world.
Evidence for the affective and somatic components of mental imagery is strong and was discussed
for at least a century. In 1907, Wundt [34] wrote the following:
“When any physical process rises above the threshold of consciousness, it is the affective elements
which, as soon as they are strong enough, first become noticeable. They begin to force themselves
energetically into the fixation point of consciousness before anything is perceived of the ideational
elements . . . They are sometimes states of pleasurable or unpleasurable character, sometimes they are
predominantly states of strained expectation . . . Often there is vividly present . . . the special affective
tone of the forgotten idea, although the idea itself still remains in the background of consciousness . . .
In a similar manner . . . the clear apperception of ideas in acts of cognition and recognition is always
preceded by feelings” [34] (pp. 243–244).
Silvan Tomkins taught us that the primary motivational system is the affective system, and that
biological drives have impact only when amplified by the affective system [35]. A similar view was
reached by Robert Zajonc [36]. When subjects imagine happy, sad, and angry situations, different
patterns of facial muscle activity are produced that can be measured by electromyography [37]. People
see objects with feeling. Affective representations of visual sensations are included in the brain’s
predictions of what sensations stand for and how to act on them in the future [38]. Similar affective
responses occur when people mentally image not only faces, but more complex objects, scenes, and
activities; however, the physiological responses are generally less intense in mental images [13].
6. Volition
Volition or will is the process by which an individual needs, wants, and commits to a course of
action or goal. Volition is purposive striving, a primary psychological function for stability, security,
and survival. Unsurprisingly, goal-directedness is at the root of many psychological theories and
a significant feature of theories of consciousness [39,40]. In The Theatre of Consciousness, Bernard
Baars [39] stated the following:
The only conscious components of action are as follows:
a. the “idea” or goal (really just an image or idea of the outcome of the action);
b. perhaps some competing goal;
c. the “fiat” (the “go signal”, which might simply be release of the inhibitory resistance to the goal);
d. sensory feedback from the action.
Most actions are automatically generated. Only when there is novelty or special care required are
actions conscious and under voluntary control. In his ideomotor theory of voluntary control, William
James proposed that ideas and images trigger automaticity in brain centers that carry out voluntary
actions. Conscious events are only needed to specify new goals and actions. When people focus on their
movements, they may actually interfere with the automatic control processes that normally regulate
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movements, whereas focusing on the effect of movement allows the motor system to self-organize
more naturally [41].
Affect, feelings, and drives are intimately related to the sense of striving to satisfy desires
and goal attainment. Volition is the driving force of mental image generation and the contents of
consciousness [42]. William James stated that “the pursuance of future ends (goals) and the choice
of means for their attainment [schema] are the mark and criterion of the presence of mentality
(consciousness) in a phenomenon” [42] (p. 8). Goals are set at a meta level governed by drives, values,
and beliefs to allow planning of actions, inhibition of actions, and reflection (“wait and see”) as the
situation requires. A similar theory was independently developed by Marc Jeannerod (1999) [43].
The evidence suggests that consciousness evolved earlier in human evolution than language [44].
How much earlier is a matter for debate. Feinberg and Mallatt [45] argued that consciousness
evolved 520 to 560 million years ago. Developmentally, also, consciousness is accessible earlier than
language [44]. For these reasons, language and speech are subservient to imagery. Among its many
uses, vivid imagery plays a key role in planning goal-directed behavior. The cognitive system has a
meta level to control and monitor the object level. This duality of levels is advantageous because it
enables moment-by-moment adjustments to goal-seeking behavior at the object level. Mental imagery
instantiates the conscious representation of the self—the “I” of “I am”—and the environment, and
interactions between self and others. Conscious imagery allows the conduct of mental simulations
of action sequences at the object level without energy expenditure or risk. The object level interfaces
with the social level in the public domain of shared activities and object levels. The possible outcomes
of alternative future actions may be appraised prior to a course of action. In this way, conscious
mental imagery serves as a mental toolbox, producing its internal contents for the user to explore
and manipulate in the selection and preparation of future physical and social activity. This idea was
anticipated by Francis Bacon more than 400 years ago when he wrote the following:
“For sense sendeth over to imagination before reason have judged; and reason sendeth over to
the imagination before the decree can be acted; for imagination ever precedeth voluntary action” [46].
The principal role of mental imagery is to perform “thought experiments” by rehearsing activation
of schemata and simulating alternative cycles of action to evaluate potential outcomes in the objective
world before making actions physically. Conscious imagery provides the necessary competence
to perform thought experiments in a risk-free manner. Thought experiments enable the imager to
generate a sequence of interacting processes consisting of goals, schemata, actions, objects, and affects.
The envisaged processes are similar to those of the scientist establishing theories and hypotheses and
testing them using controlled investigation. The aims, methods, and results of the experiment are at
the meta level and are determined by needs, beliefs, and values. The remaining processes are at the
object level. Once triggered, implementation of activity cycles gives rise to actual physical activity,
perception, and feeling.
ACT describes and explains the mental processes involved in the continuous sequence of
adaptations and interactions that occur in making decisions and choices about how to act in the social
and physical worlds. Conscious mental imagery serves a basic adaptive function in enabling a person
to prepare, rehearse, and perfect his or her actions. Mental imagery provides the necessary means to
guide experimentally and transform experience by running activity cycles as mental simulations of
the real thing. Such activity rehearsal can only proceed effectively when the rehearsal incorporates
vivid imagery. Imagery that is vivid, through virtue of being as clear and as lively as possible, closely
approximates actual perceptual-motor activity, and is of benefit to action preparation, simulation, and
rehearsal. In cases where conscious imagery is absent or removed by central nervous system (CNS)
injury, there is a need for an alternative means of action planning.
It is established that 2–3% of the population has “congenital aphantasia”, meaning that they do
not experience visual mental imagery, or lack the ability to control it, but are no less able to control their
behavior than people who can visualize. A study of 21 cases of aphantasia found that the majority of
participants had some experience of visual imagery from dreams or involuntary “flashes” of imagery,
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for example, at sleep onset. Thus, their aphantasia involved a deficiency of voluntary imagery rather
than a total absence [47]. In one recent study, an aphantasic individual performed significantly worse
than controls on the most difficult visual working memory trials [48]. Her performance on a task
designed to involve mental imagery did not differ from controls. However, she lacked meta-level
cognitive insight into her performance, which is consistent with the current theory. Aphantasic
individuals are able to use verbal intentions in goal-directed behavior, schematic spatial imagery, and
non-imaged action plans as alternative control systems.
7. Consciousness
After millennia of deep thought, a question that continues to baffle philosophers and psychologists
is why humans need consciousness. Knowledge concerning vividness helps answer this question.
Mental imagery occurs in a wide range of states of consciousness from waking to sleep. It is the tenet
of the current theory that sensory-affective mental images are basic building blocks of consciousness in
perception, memory, and imagination [32,44].
Building knowledge requires asking questions. Many times, asking a “good” question leads
straight to another question, and so on, until finally there is an answer that may be useful to somebody.
No psychological topic prompts more questions than consciousness. When I taught a university BSc
Psychology honors course on “consciousness” 40 years ago, it was seen as “off-the-wall” and irrelevant.
The only thing was that the students loved this subject and my course received higher ratings that the
more traditional courses. Apparently, I was ahead of the game. Now, consciousness is mainstream,
and more is known, but there is much more still to learn.
What is consciousness, what is it “made of”, and what is it for? To answer these questions, it is sensible
to consider what we think we mean when we speak about consciousness and to work from there. I list
here 30 claims, indicating which are part of the meta level of executive control (items in italics).
(i) Consciousness is agentic, i.e., it has purpose, desire, and intentionality;
(ii) It is deeply social in nature;
(iii) It is the center for feelings and moods;
(iv) It operates with an inbuilt motivation to drive the organism toward pleasure and away from pain;
(v) It is a center for perceptions, interoceptive and exteroceptive;
(vi) It serves as a “storehouse” of memories including autobiographical memories from which information
and images can be retrieved;
(vii) It is the control center for action, perception, attention, affect regulation, cognition, and information
processing, all of which require the making of predictions;
(viii) It has “layers” and “levels” and is capable of dissociation, splitting, and confusion;
(ix) It constructs a personal and a public identity for the “self”;
(x) It is a center for constructing and changing values and beliefs;
(xi) It can set both altruistic and selfish goals, and anything in between;
(xii) It can represent information, beliefs, and values in an honest way, or it can simulate, pretend, lie, and
be deceitful;
(xiii) It can be subject to hearing of voices and other hallucinations;
(xiv) It can be subject to illusions and delusions;
(xv) It can be accessed by introspection;
(xvi) It can be described symbolically in speech, writing, and in works of art, but it can also be ineffable;
(xvii) It varies in state of arousal from waking to sleep;
(xviii) It references values, beliefs, rules, and customs, and has pragmatic methods for following them;
(xix) It strives for the satisfaction of needs including equilibrium;
(xx) It can pay close attention to detail or its concentration can wander;
(xxi) It fantasizes and “daydreams”;
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(xxii) It plans new goals for the future;
(xxiii) It thinks and makes decisions;
(xxiv) It imagines and weighs consequences pro and con before acting;
(xxv) It receives feedback on the outcomes of action;
(xxvi) It “delegates” well-practiced routines, tasks, and habits to a lower level of automatic processing;
(xxvii) Automatic functioning, such as the autonomic system, is also below the threshold of consciousness as
long as it is performed as expected, but it becomes conscious if it fails to perform normally;
(xxviii) It dreams;
(xxix) It maintains type II homeostatic responses of the whole organism;
(xxx) It remains imperfect.
Based on the above list, a principle of consciousness (PC) can be stated as follows:
Consciousness is the central executive process of the brain that builds images of the world,
makes predictions about future events, and selects which voluntary actions to execute.
The major inputs to consciousness are exteroceptive, sensory stimuli—sight, sound, taste, smell,
touch, temperature, vibration, and pain—and also interoceptive stimuli, which form a cortical image
of homeostatic afferent activity from the body’s tissues. This system provides experiences and visceral
feelings such as pain, temperature, itch, sensual touch, muscular and visceral sensations, vasomotor
activity, hunger, thirst, and “air hunger”. Interoceptive activity is represented in the right anterior
insula, providing subjective imagery of the material self as a feeling (sentient) entity, that is, emotional
awareness [49]. As the PC states, one of the outputs of consciousness is something that human beings
could not possibly do without: predictions. Predictive simulations, otherwise known as rehearsals,
involve “what-if” or “if-then” relationships: “If I do X, will Y or Z happen”.
Anything that happens between stimulus input and response output is based on if-then operations
and simulations geared toward stability and safe prediction. Private fantasies and daydreams take
up at least a half of our waking time. It is known that there is a huge quantity of pre-conscious
automatic processing of sensory information and behavior that does not require the effortful attention of
consciousness. The controlled processing of consciousness is serial, attention-demanding, methodical,
and slow, e.g., preparing a meal using a cookery book or reading a manual on how to operate a digital
versatile disc (DVD) player. Automatic processing, on the other hand, is efficient and economical, and,
quite often, quick, e.g., reading, writing, walking, riding a bicycle, or driving a car.
Brain science supports the idea that the forebrain of the cerebral cortex is the site of the central
control system of consciousness. The forebrain itself is involved in regulation of both autonomic and
non-autonomic human responses in stress and affect. The forebrain is also the seat of both type I and
type II homeostasis.
The significant part of the content of consciousness is mental imagery, the quasi-perceptual mental
imagery that gets us from one point on our mental model of the world to the next. Before turning to
explore the nature and function of mental imagery, it is essential to say more about how imagery fits
into the system as a whole.
8. Psychological Homeostasis
The 19th century French physiologist, Claude Bernard, “the father of modern physiology and
experimental medicine”, is best known for his work on the pancreas and vasomotor system, and
for discovering glycogen. Yet, his description of the “milieu intérieur” in living organisms is
equally significant.
“The stability of the internal environment is the condition for the free and independent life.”
Bernard’s [50] “milieu intérieur” concept was ignored for many decades; nobody really knew
what to do with it. Then, in the early 20th Century, J.S. Haldane, C.S. Sherrington, J. Barcroft, and a few
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others started to work with it. In 1926, the Harvard physiologist Walter Cannon translated the French
term into Greek and coined the term homeostasis [51]. Cannon thought that the automatic function of
homeostasis freed the brain for more intellectual functions such as intelligence, imagination, insight,
and manual skill.
Homeostasis is necessary for every living system and could be the defining characteristic of life
itself. At every level of existence, from the cell to the organism, from the individual to the population,
and from the local ecosystem to the entire planet, homeostasis is a drive toward stability, security,
and adaptation to change. In an infinite variety of forms, omnipresent in living beings, is an inbuilt
function with the sole purpose of striving for equilibrium, not only in the “milieu intérieur” but also
in the “milieu extérieur”. On the other side of Bernard’s scientific coin, I postulate the following
basic principle:
“The stability of the external environment is the condition for the free and independent life.”
By changing a single word “internal” to “external”, one creates a whole new theoretical perspective
for consciousness, volition, cognition, affect, and behavior, a General Theory of Behavior based on the
construct of homeostasis. Striving for balance and equilibrium is the primary guiding force in all that
we plan, think, feel, and do. I call this homeostasis (type II) the “reset equilibrium function” (REF) [1].
Every organism automatically regulates essential physiological functions by homeostasis, and
internal drives are maintained in equilibrium using corrective behavior in the form of eating, drinking,
defecating, sleeping, and so on. This form of homeostasis was established scientifically since the time
of Bernard and was implicit as a concept within classical theories of Hippocrates. Far more than this,
without any special reflection in most instances, all conscious beings are constantly and quite routinely
reconciling the discrepancies among their thoughts, behaviors, and feelings, and in the differences with
those with whom they have social relationships. Conscious organisms strive to achieve their goals
while maximizing cohesion and cooperation with both kith and kin and, at the same time, strive to take
away or minimize the suffering and pain of others. The goal is to minimize all forms of tooth-and-claw
competition to live in a culture where the thriving of all is in the self-interest of every individual.
This idea was described by Antonio Damasio [9] as “cultural instruments first developed in relation
to the homeostatic needs of individuals and of groups as small as nuclear families and tribes. The
extension to wider human circles was not and could not have been contemplated. Within wider human
circles, cultural groups, countries, and even geopolitical blocs often operate as individual organisms,
not as parts of one larger organism, subject to a single homeostatic control. Each uses the respective
homeostatic controls to defend the interests of its organism” [9] (p. 32).
Aware of it or not, the REF is omnipresent; wherever one goes and whatever one is doing, the
REF is jogging along with us every step of the way. The REF is not something one focuses attention
on, but it is nevertheless the process by which our behavioral systems are perpetually striving to
maintain balance, safety, and stability in our physical and social surroundings. Competing drives,
conflicts, and inconsistencies can all pull the flow of events “off balance”, triggering an innate striving
to restore equilibrium.
For the majority of time, the majority of people strive to calm and quieten disturbances of
equilibrium rather than to acerbate them. It is not a battle that is always won; there is always the
possibility of instability, calamity, or catastrophe even. If one cannot win every battle, one can at least
strive to win the war.
Courtesy of homeostasis, body and mind are continuously regulating and controlling in multiple
domains and levels simultaneously, with constant resets and automatic adjustments to both voluntary
and involuntary behavior. Type I homeostasis is the inwardly striving physiological homeostasis
H[Φ] and type II homeostasis is the outwardly striving psychological homeostasis H[Ψ]. From
birth to death, these two forms of homeostasis provide optimum levels of controllable equilibrium.
The reset equilibrium function (REF) integrates the principle of homeostasis with our understanding
of psychological processes and behavior. Systems theory with cyclical negative feedback loops
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is a central feature. Feedback loops in cybernetics and control theory mirror homeostasis within
biology and neuroscience. Psychologists employ control theory as a conceptual tool for large areas of
psychology [52]. Notably, one objective of control theory was always to provide a “unified theory of
human behavior” [53]. A unified theory integrates knowledge about consciousness with knowledge
about behavior.
9. The General Theory of Behavior
This General Theory draws upon systems of homeostasis consisting of interconnected processes
in continuous feedback loops that are updated with each reset of the REF. The REF extends the reach
of homeostasis to a general control function which automatically restores psychological processes
to equilibrium and stability. The REF is triggered when any of the processes within a system strays
outside of its set point or range. The REF is innate, but it can only exist in conscious organisms which
all have two kinds of homeostasis (types I and II). Non-conscious organisms are availed with only one
type of homeostasis (Type I). Type II homeostasis exists in a system with any number of processes,
each with its own set range, making a series of resets.
Any set of processes, such as the four shown in Figure 6, is a tiny sub-set of thousands of
interconnected processes responsible for coding and communicating inside the body and the brain.
Any process can be connected to hundreds or thousands of other processes, any one of which can push
any particular process out of its “comfort zone”, thereby requiring it to reset. As any one process resets,
a “domino effect” among many other interconnected processes requires these to reset also. Thus, a
reset is often a complete reset of a large part of the entire system, not simply the resetting of a single
process. Psychological and physiological processes operate in tandem to maximize equilibrium for
each particular set of functions.
Figure 6. A network of four interconnected processes (A–D) in homeostasis. The reset equilibrium
function (REF) returns each process in to its set range. An adjustment in one process may necessitate a
compensatory adjustment in one or more of the other interacting processes until equilibrium is reached.
Thus, when A stimulates B to lower its activity level, the reduced value in B stimulates C, D, and A.
The General Theory explains the relevance of the REF to numerous psychological functions
including those where reset is a condition for change, e.g., affect, chronic stress, excessive behaviors
such as smoking, drinking, gambling, and overeating, pain, sleep loss, and low subjective well-being.
In all of these situations, the subject’s conscious acknowledgement that there is behavior in need of
change is of primary importance. This acknowledgement is a necessary precondition for purposeful
striving toward making that change.
“The purpose of a brain is not to think, but to act” [54]. The central executive system of
consciousness enables organisms to mentally map the environment, predict what might happen next,
and to act. One of the major processes for modeling, predicting, and acting is mental imagery. Mental
imagery is ideally suited to these purposes by providing preparatory images, which can exist in any
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sensory modality; however, for the majority of people, this is predominantly visual. On the other hand,
imagining the smell and taste of a delicious meal, “hearing” the sound of some enchanting music, and
imagining scenes and feelings of relaxation from a recent holiday, or, indeed, “tasting” a delicious
glass of wine are all equally possible [55]. Anomalous and paranormal experiences are reported at
significantly higher rates among people with vivid VVIQ scores, especially auras, remote healing, and
apparitions, but only among high vivid scorers in the open-eyes condition [56].
According to Frederic Bartlett (1932), schemata are much more than elementary reactions ready for
use; “they are also arrangements of material, sensory at a low level, affective at a higher level, imaginal
at a higher level yet, even ideational and conceptual” [31]. The action system is inextricably linked
to the perceptual system, such that perceiving something generally leads to activity in either covert
or overt form triggered by schemata. Imagined simulation consists of covert performances in which
specific intentions, purposes, and actions are fulfilled [32]. Mentally simulating an experience serves
as a substitute for the corresponding experience [57]. Based on this formulation, a mental imagery
principle can be stated as follows:
Mental imagery principle: A mental image is a quasi-perceptual experience that includes
action schemata, affect, and a goal.
A system based on this principle is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. A model of voluntary action (‘VOAGA’ model). Action schemata (As) control voluntary
actions (V) in response to salient objects (O) in the immediate environment, in accordance with current
goals (G). Affect (Af) influences the goal and the schemata. Action simulation using mental imagery
occurs in the same system as that used for overt action.
Involuntary images, persistent, unpleasant memories, and repetitive habits are symptomatic
of disorders, e.g., patients with posttraumatic stress disorder, anxiety disorders, depression, eating
disorders, and psychosis frequently report repeated visual intrusions concerning real or imaginary
events that can be extremely vivid, detailed, and with highly distressing content [58]. Hallucinations
are of particular interest because they are reported by much larger numbers of people than those
who have diagnoses of psychosis, and there is a significant overlapping in phenomenology with
subjective paranormal experience such as precognition and out-of-the-body experience. One definition
of hallucination states it to be “any percept-like experience which (a) occurs in the absence of an
appropriate stimulus, (b) has the full force of impact of the corresponding actual (real) perception,
and (c) is not amenable to the direct or voluntary control of the experiencer [59] (p. 23). In the first
two parts, hallucination is a form of mental imagery. The third part provides the distinguishing
feature because, to be beneficial, mental images need to be voluntary and controllable by the
experiencer. The full spectrum of conscious experience, including dissociative states, psychotic episodes,
hallucination, pseudo-hallucinations, out-of-the-body experiences, delusions, ipseity, subjective
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paranormal experience, and the varying ability to exert voluntary control, is the subject of another
paper [60].
As noted, the General Theory proposes a cyclical system of objects, schemata, affective experience,
and actions. The control system has both an executive level and a schema level. The executive level,
which is what is normally referred to as “consciousness”, controls and monitors the schema level. This
duality of levels enables moment-by-moment adjustments to goal-seeking behavior at the schema
level. Goals are set at the executive level of consciousness. Goal-setting is guided by values and beliefs
which inform actions, inhibit actions, or reflect on what action to take, as the situation requires.
In competent performers, speech, decisions, routines, and many complex behaviors normally
do not require conscious control to operate [61]. Afferents from the muscles and the activity of the
cerebellum, where movement is organized, operate entirely preconsciously and produce no conscious
images [62,63].
Conscious imagery is useful in the planning and organization of behavior through enabling the
simulation of action sequences at the object level without energy expenditure or risk. The object
level interfaces with the social level in the public domain of shared activities and object levels. The
possible outcomes of alternative future actions can be appraised prior to a course of action. In this way,
conscious mental imagery serves as a mental toolbox, producing its internal contents for the user to
explore and manipulate in the selection and preparation of future physical and social activity.
10. The Clock System
An internal clock controls physiological and behavioral processes of daily living in synchrony
with regular changes in the environment. Over hundreds of millions of years in an environment
that changes dramatically over every 24-h cycle, evolution produced universal rhythms throughout
the plant and animal kingdoms such that each organism’s biochemistry, physiology, and behavior
are organized in diurnal cycles [64]. Many circadian rhythms are persistent even in the absence of
the normal diurnal cues of night and day or temperature changes, e.g., while living in caves. Such
demonstrations are interpreted as reflecting the operation of an internal biological clock or clocks. The
circadian clock system serves as a biological “alert” that lets us know when significant events are due
to happen.
The light-dark (LD) cycle is the most reliable of the external signals enabling entrainment and is
referred to as a “zeitgeber” (i.e., time-giver). LD information is perceived by mammals with retinal
photoreceptors and conveyed directly to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus,
where it entrains oscillators in what is regarded as the master clock of the organism [65]. Other cyclic
inputs, such as temperature, noise, social cues, or fixed mealtimes, also can act as entraining and
predictive agents, although usually to a less reliable extent than LD.
An entrainable circadian clock is present in the SCN during fetal development, and the maternal
circadian system coordinates the phase of the fetal clock to environmental lighting conditions. Even
before birth, the organism is entrained to the LD cycle [66]. Having a clock system is advantageous for
predicting and preparing for important events. When food is available only for a limited time each day,
it was observed that rats increase their locomotor activity two to four hours before the onset of food
availability [67]. Similar anticipatory behavior occurs in other mammals and in birds, accompanied
by increases in body temperature, adrenal secretion of corticosterone, gastrointestinal motility, and
activity of digestive enzymes.
It was proposed that a common design principle applies to the clock in all organisms, from
bacteria to humans, and that the circadian clock existed for at least 2.5 billion years. [64]. The predictive
mechanism in which physiology and behavior are “tuned” to the timing of external events allows a
competitive advantage. When disrupted by genetic or environmental means, cardio-metabolic diseases
and cancer can be triggered, and realigning out-of-sync circadian rhythms can be beneficial in the
treatment of endocrine-related disorders [67].
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Synchronicity at a neural level with 35–75-Hz oscillations in the cerebral cortex, hypothesized to
be “the basis of” consciousness, form the binding that may be achieved by the synchronized oscillations
of neuronal groups [68]. It is suggested that two items of information (e.g., shape and color) are bound
together if the relevant neural groups oscillate with the same frequency and phase. Consciousness, I
would humbly suggest, is an emergent property of evolution.
11. The Approach Avoidance Inhibition (AAI) System
“Every person on the planet (barring illness) can tell good from bad, positive from negative,
pleasure from displeasure” [69]. Not only can one tell it, one can feel it also. From the pre-Socratic
philosophers until the present day, the role of pleasure and pain as motivators of human behavior is
universally accepted. Psychological hedonism, the idea that all action is determined by the degree of
pleasure or displeasure that imagining the action provokes, dates back to Epicurus (341–270 BC)), who
is alleged to have said “we begin every act of choice and avoidance from pleasure . . . ” [70]. The idea
that organisms strive for pleasure and the avoidance of pain was accepted for eons. Michel Cabanac
suggests that the pleasure or displeasure of a sensation is directly related to the biological usefulness of
the stimulus [71]. The seeking of pleasure and the avoidance of displeasure have useful homeostatic
consequences. That is, they depend on the internal state of the stimulated subject at the particular
moment of the stimulation. Pleasure indicates a useful stimulus and motivates approach, while pain
indicates a useful stimulus and motivates avoidance.
Emerging evidence indicates similarities in the anatomical substrates of painful and pleasant
sensations in the opioid and dopamine systems [72]. The experiences of positive and negative affect
are based on neural circuits that evolved to ensure survival. These circuits are activated by external
stimuli that are appetitive and life-sustaining or by stimuli that threaten survival. Activation of the
pain and pleasure circuits alert the sensory systems to pay attention and prompt motor action [72].
The approach-avoidance concept was pivotal in theories of behavior [73]. The approach-avoidance
system includes behavioral inhibition which takes over when there is approach-avoidance conflict.
The approach-avoidance-inhibition (AAI) system sets the bar for fight-fright-freeze decisions that are
pervasive throughout the animal kingdom. Action schemata are necessary precursors to action in a
four-pronged system for regulating approach-avoidance-inhibition (AAIS). Operating together with
action schemata, the REF, clock, and AAIS regulate voluntary action (Figure 8).
 
Figure 8. The reset equilibrium function (REF), clock, and approach-avoidance-inhibition system
(AAIS) interconnect with action schemata to regulate voluntary action.
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In the following section, the different modular systems described for imagery, timing, action, and
inhibition are integrated into a single system for behavior control.
12. Behavior Control System
As the executive controller of brain and behavior, consciousness occupies pole position, providing
a significant evolutionary advantage to the organism. Figure 9 shows the behavior control system
for the planning and execution of behavior. The system for the regulation of emotion [74] is confined
here to a single module for affect. It is accepted that consciousness is the coordinated activity of the
brain system as a whole, a direct emergent property of cerebral activity [75]. Consciousness exerts
supervening control over the entire flow pattern of cerebral excitation. The system shows large modular
functional entities with a huge range of special qualities and properties. The modules interact causally
with one another as homeostatic entities to produce the entire gamut of images, feelings, thoughts,
and actions, all working toward stability and equilibrium. Mental imagery is a benefit to the planning
and prediction roles of consciousness, to the function of psychological homeostasis. If vividness is
entirely lacking, then language provides an alternative route (e.g., “first do X, then do Y”), such that,
by whatever means, psychological homeostasis can ensure that equilibrium with the environment is
maximized at all times.
Critics claim that consciousness is an epiphenomenon and that its contents are formed “backstage”
by non-conscious systems. Oakley and Halligan [76] stated that “psychological processing and
psychological products are not under the control of consciousness . . . All ‘contents of consciousness’
are generated by and within non-conscious brain systems in the form of a continuous self-referential
personal narrative that is not directed or influenced in any way by the ‘experience of consciousness’”.
The behavior control system contains a meta level, a schema level, and an automatized level. It is
the executive meta level of consciousness that sets goals and directs the lower levels to prepare
and execute actions, and make necessary adjustments. Conscious mental images are also put into
service at the schema level, e.g., in simulation, skills, design, drawing, writing, geometry, and other
creative performance. The majority of behavior, which can be classed as routine, falls within the
automatized level and does not require consciousness. The behavior control system enables decisions
about outcomes of alternative future actions to be weighed and appraised prior to committing to
any course of action. In addition to language skills, conscious imagery serves as a mental “toolbox”,
providing its internal contents for the user to select and prepare future physical and social activity.
It is the meta level of consciousness, having the quality of ipseity, an awareness of a unique personal,
meaningful point of view, driven by values, beliefs, feelings, desires, and wants, by the universal
striving of psychological homeostasis, that sets new projects, monitors progress, and directs the schema
level to prepare and execute actions.
According to a personal narrative account [76], the experience of consciousness is telling stories
to ourselves about a fictive internal state of “consciousness”. I have strong doubts about this
account because it leaves so much unexplained. How does this account explain the experience of
pain [77]; why must researchers be given ethical guidelines for investigations of experimental pain
in conscious animals? [78]; why does the science of psychology require the concept of dreams [79]
and hallucinations? [80]; how are thought experiments employed to create scientific theories? [81];
why are there objective performance gains from mental rehearsal by elite athletes, footballers, and
others? [82]; why should differences in visual perspectives, “external” (third-person) and “internal”
(first-person), be differentially interfered with by a concurrent action dual task? [83]; why, in reading
poems, “vividness of imagery was the strongest contributor to aesthetic pleasure, followed by valence
and arousal”? [14]; why is vividness of mental images associated with a stronger sense of presence felt
in experiencing virtual reality scenarios? [84]; and why do visualization, first-person perspective, and
narratives representing real experiences improve memory and comprehension? [85]. Dozens more
examples of how consciousness acts as a meta-level controller of behavior are available. There would
be far too many mysteries left to explain if consciousness was simply a figment of a personal narrative.
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Another argument against the view that consciousness controls action and thought is the empirical
evidence that the outcome of a decision can be encoded in brain activity of prefrontal and parietal
cortex seconds before it enters awareness. It is presumed that this delay reflects the operation of a
network of high-level control areas that begin to prepare an upcoming decision long before it enters
awareness [86]. We need to look no further for an explanation than to Libet himself: “Although the
volitional process may be initiated by unconscious cerebral activities, conscious control of the actual
motor performance of voluntary acts definitely remains possible. The findings should, therefore, be
taken not as being antagonistic to free will, but rather as affecting the view of how free will might
operate. Processes associated with individual responsibility and free will would ‘operate’ not to
initiate a voluntary act but to select and control volitional outcomes.” [86] (p. 538). My General
Theory specifies a level of operations for automatized actions such as tying one’s shoe laces, riding a
bicycle, or visiting the bathroom, a category within which Libet’s task clearly falls (Figure 9). The last
thing consciousness needs is to be aware of every single little detail in one’s thoughts, actions, and
feelings. What it definitely must have at its disposal is the personal self, with purposes, desires, and
intentions. There were many criticisms of the original studies by Libet [86]. As Bridgeman, the first
of multiple commentators on the Libet study, pointed out, “a careful analysis of the experimental
conditions reveals that the subjects’ wills were not as free as the Libet article implies, for the small,
sharp movements that they were instructed to make were not freely willed but were requested by the
experimenter. The will of a subject was no more free in this design than in reaction-time experiments;
the only difference between this experiment and the latter paradigms is that the instruction and the
movement are decoupled in time. While performing the task, the subjects do nothing more than obey
the instructions” [87] (p. 540).
The authors of another Libet-style readiness potential study [88] suggested “free will is an illusion”
because they found evidence of high-level control areas beginning to determine an upcoming decision
10 s before entering awareness. The task consisted of pushing a button using an index finger under a
prescription by the investigators to choose “freely”. The task was basic, routine, automatized, and
under the control of another person’s demands. A free human operator would be “tied up in knots” if
all the minute details of such an elementary task needed conscious, volitional control. Nature was kind
when it took such automatized actions out of conscious control. Mechanisms for automatic control
mechanisms are on a different level to volitional control. For example, when picking up an object, one
tends to grasp at contact points that allow a stable grip. Appropriate grasp points can be re-selected
during an ongoing movement in response to unexpected perturbations of the target object, suggesting
that automatic control mechanisms guide the fingers to appropriate grasp points distinctly from those
involved with volitional control [89]. Volitional control with meta-level consciousness is only required
when a new purpose for a new project is formulated. The key point is that new project has a personal
meaning and coherence within the life-space of a unique individual. Consciousness is required only
when skilled actions are to be executed, actions that might interfere with actions already ongoing,
including those of others (Figure 9). Feeling, meaning, intention, and a sense of timing and flow are
important influences on the quality and energy of actions. Feeling is integrated with the meaning and
purpose of an action through the meta system of consciousness.
Some critics claim that totally unconscious living beings could conceivably exhibit all of the
adaptive behaviors of conscious beings, the so-called “zombie” option. They suggest that it is entirely
conceivable and coherent to state that all structural and functional characteristics of living beings could
be explained without any accompanying conscious experience. It is metaphysically possible that such
unconscious zombies could be “in the dark” and be equally effective. This is the “zombie” hypothesis
of conscious inessentialism in the philosophy of the mind [90]. The zombie is a fascinating hypothetical
concept and nobody has ever yet claimed to know, be or to have built a zombie. If so, it would be
suitably undone. The acid test would be to give it/her/him an fMRI while answering the items of the
VVIQ, or to examine the zombie’s electroencephalogram (EEG) and eye movements during sleep. Any
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mutterings about images or dreams could be quickly disposed of when the brain scans failed to show
the requisite patterns of activation. The zombie is a freak, never to be found in Nature.
Figure 9. The behavior control system shown with five levels of organization and nine modular systems
for the generation of action with consciousness at the executive level. The modules fall into three
groups: (i) the ACT group of modules from Figure 7 (gray and blue); (ii) the REF (type II homeostasis),
clock (circadian system), and AAIS (approach/avoidance/inhibition system) from Figure 8 (black and
yellow) interconnecting with the ACT group via action schemata (green); (iii) the behavior control
system/consciousness (red, white, and orange) includes modules for interoceptive and exteroceptive
sensory input, beliefs, and values. Five levels of control are sensory input, executive control, voluntary
behavior, the AAIS, action schemata, and REF, and the automatized action level. The structure of the
affective system (not shown) is mediated by the limbic system, a lateral circuit passing through the
hypothalamus regulating internal and hormonal processes, the cingulate cortex, the hippocampus,
and amygdala.
Why did consciousness evolve? I suggest the answer lies in the significant evolutionary advantages
of an emergent, purposeful, and integrative process of psychological homeostasis to direct holistic
control [9,75]. The case for consciousness as an emergent property was made by Roger Sperry in 1969:
“The long-standing assumption in the neurosciences that the subjective phenomena of
conscious experiences do not exert any causal influence on the sequence of events in the
physical brain process is directly challenged in this current view of the nature of mind and the
mind-brain relationship. A theory of mind is suggested in which consciousness, interpreted
to be a direct emergent property of cerebral activity, is conceived to be an integral component
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of the brain process that functions as an essential constituent of the action and exerts a
directive holistic form of control over the flow pattern of cerebral excitation” [75] (p. 532)
Consciousness has an explanatory role in the behavior of organisms through its
equilibrium-creating process of meta-level control. An experience that is re-represented in the
mind has conscious meta cognition, or self-reflection. The intimate connection between the self,
intentionality, and purposive goal-seeking behavior has the pre-eminent advantage of ipseity. Only
a conscious being can have the invaluable quality of selfhood, the implicit first-person quality of
consciousness that all experience articulates from a first-person perspective as “my” experience [91].
The zombie can know nothing of this.
13. Homeostasis as a Unifying Concept
Homeostasis is a unifying concept across the disciplines of consciousness studies cognitive
neuroscience, psychology, and biology. Yet, it is a much neglected concept. Recent studies of the
brain’s anatomical connectivity or “connectome” show that the CNS is at once more complex and
more simple than previously assumed. Regions of interest produce coherent fluctuations in neural
activity and distributed patterns of activation or networks. Neurobiological networks occur at different
organizational levels from cell-specific regulatory pathways inside neurons to interactions between
systems of cortical areas and subcortical nuclei. Architectures which support cognition, affect, and
action are normally found at the highest level of analysis [92]. Brian Edlow and colleagues investigated
the limbic and forebrain structures that form a “central homeostatic network” (CHN) [93] responsible
for autonomic, respiratory, neuroendocrine, emotional, immune, and cognitive adaptations to stress.
These structures include the limbic system in shared participation in homeostasis. Recent research
focused on homeostatic forebrain nodes which receive sensory information concerning extrinsic threats
and intrinsic metabolic derangements from the brainstem, resulting in arousal from sleep, heightened
attention, vigilance during waking, and visceral and somatic motor defenses. These findings suggest
that homeostasis is mediated by ascending and descending interconnections between brainstem nuclei
and forebrain regions, which together regulate autonomic, respiratory, and arousal responses to stress.
The role of the limbic system in the regulation of homeostasis is being recognized, and the limbic
system was added to the central autonomic network of “flight, fight, or freeze”. These findings suggest
that homeostasis of type I H[Φ] and type II H[Ψ] are controlled by a single executive controller in
the forebrain.
That the forebrain controls both types of homeostasis supports the contention that homeostasis
is a unifying concept across biology and psychology. Studies of aging suggest that homeostatic
dysregulation proceeds in parallel in multiple physiological systems [94]. Aging is characterized by
marked reductions in functional correlations within higher-order brain systems [95]. Physiological
and psychological homeostasis can be modeled in the same way as a system of adjustments through a
network of connected processes or states [1].
14. Conclusions
Consciousness is an open system having many relations to its mental, physical, and social
surroundings. Changes in these surroundings produce internal “disturbances” of the system that
require adjustment, adaptation, or correction. As originally described by Bernard [50] and Cannon [51],
and more recently by the author [1], such disturbances are normally kept within set limits, because
automatic adjustments are brought into action such that the internal and external conditions are held
fairly constant. Everything known about the executive role of the forebrain in action planning and
decision-making and the recently discovered central homeostatic network [93] suggests that this must
indeed be the case.
The General Theory of Behavior holds that the reach of homeostasis extends well beyond
physiology into many realms of psychology and into society as a whole. Homeostasis type I, H[Φ], and
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type II, H[Ψ], serve identical stabilizing functions internally in the body and externally in socio-physical
interactions, respectively. With Cannon, I hypothesize that “steady states in society as a whole and
steady states in its members are closely linked” [51]. H[Φ] and H[Ψ] exist in a complementary
relationship of mutual support.
A much neglected topic in the history of psychology and today in consciousness studies is mental
imagery. Yet, the evidence suggests that mental imagery is the basic building block of consciousness [33].
In protecting stability, security, and equilibrium in the socio-physical world, psychological homeostasis
is one of the primary functions of consciousness, and could not exist without it. The emergence of
homeostasis and consciousness in evolution would not have been possible without mental imagery. It
is impossible to say which came first, consciousness or psychological homeostasis. One thing of which
we can be certain is that each of us can truthfully say: “I am conscious; therefore, I am”.
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Abstract: While the loss of mental imagery following brain lesions was first described more than
a century ago, the key cerebral areas involved remain elusive. Here we report neuropsychological
data from an architect (PL518) who lost his ability for visual imagery following a bilateral posterior
cerebral artery (PCA) stroke. We compare his profile to three other patients with bilateral PCA stroke
and another architect with a large PCA lesion confined to the right hemisphere. We also compare
structural images of their lesions, aiming to delineate cerebral areas selectively lesioned in acquired
aphantasia. When comparing the neuropsychological profile and structural magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) for the aphantasic architect PL518 to patients with either a comparable background (an
architect) or bilateral PCA lesions, we find: (1) there is a large overlap of cognitive deficits between
patients, with the very notable exception of aphantasia which only occurs in PL518, and (2) there is
large overlap of the patients’ lesions. The only areas of selective lesion in PL518 is a small patch in the
left fusiform gyrus as well as part of the right lingual gyrus. We suggest that these areas, and perhaps
in particular the region in the left fusiform gyrus, play an important role in the cerebral network
involved in visual imagery.
Keywords: visual imagery; stroke; posterior cerebral artery; aphantasia; prosopagnosia;
visual perception
1. Introduction
Thinking of a concept, whether it is a flower or a cat or even a unicorn, can bring up vivid,
image-like experiences without external visual input. This is generally referred to as visual imagery
or mental imagery, although the latter can extend to other senses (e.g., sound, smell, or touch).
The basis of mental imagery has long been debated [1–3] and there is still uncertainty about its
neural underpinnings.
Zeman and colleagues [4] gave the inability to generate mental imagery a name, aphantasia,
and described individuals with congenital aphantasia who never had this ability. The loss of mental
imagery following brain injury—acquired aphantasia—in individuals who had normal imagery before
their injury is also well documented, dating back at least to Charcot and Bernard [5] (but see [6]).
However, as noted by Farah [7], cases of acquired imagery deficits can be associated with a wide
range of lesions (occipital, temporal, or parietal) in either hemisphere, and no other functional deficits
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consistently co-occurred with imagery loss with the exception of loss of (visual) dreaming. One
plausible reason for this heterogeneity is that mental imagery is not a single phenomenon but can be
divided into relatively distinct components, with different underlying anatomy. Some distinguish
between a generation process, long-term visual memory, and an inspection process [7], or subsystems
such as appearance-based (e.g., shape/color judgment) vs. spatial (e.g., mental navigation/scanning)
imagery [8,9] (see also [10]). Supporting this, a meta-analysis of imaging studies showed that while
several regions were coactivated during appearance-based and spatial imagery, the former mapped
onto the ventral visual stream while the latter evoked specific activity in the dorsal stream [11].
It has been argued that the primary visual cortex (V1) plays a significant role in visual mental
imagery [12,13]. Several studies have shown cortical activation in V1 during imagery tasks (e.g., [14–18])
and rTMS (repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation) targeting V1 can disrupt visual imagery [15].
In addition, individual differences in mental imagery capability covary with differences in V1 surface
area [19], V1 functional connectivity [20], and representational overlap between visual imagery and
perception in the retinotopic cortex [21]. However, while patients with intact V1 can have severe
impairments in mental imagery [22], seemingly intact imagery without a functioning V1 has also been
reported [23,24] (see also [25]).
Thus, damage to V1 appears neither necessary nor sufficient for inducing imagery deficits.
A review [26] of case studies suggested that extensive left temporal damage is necessary for a visual
imagery deficit for object form or color (see also [11]), and more generally that high-level visual areas
in the temporal lobe might be particularly important for visual imagery. The fact that patients have
been reported to have both high-level visual deficits and selective imagery loss in the same domain
(e.g., severe problems in visual recognition and revisualization of faces, [27]), and that actual viewing
and visual imagery for particular objects or object categories can evoke a similar pattern of activity in
high-level ventral stream regions [21,28,29], is in alignment with the general idea of shared mechanisms
between visual imagery and visual perception (for recent reviews, see [30,31]).
Visual imagery and perception however cannot share all mechanisms as there are patients on
record with seemingly preserved mental imagery but impaired visual perception [32–36]. For example,
case H.J.A. [32] suffered from visual agnosia, achromatopsia, prosopagnosia, alexia without agraphia
and topographical impairments. Despite these deficits, H.J.A.’s mental imagery was relatively—albeit
not completely—spared. The opposite pattern, impaired visual mental imagery but relatively normal
visual perception, has also been reported [37,38]. An example is a patient who had suffered a left
occipital and medial temporal infarct. While his visual recognition abilities were generally good, he
showed apparent problems in mental imagery such as describing an elephant as having a “tiny waist”
and having trouble with verifying sentences that required visual imagery (e.g., “A grapefruit is larger
than an orange”) [37].
Here we present patient PL518, an architect who reported almost complete loss of visual mental
imagery following bilateral stroke in the areas supplied by the posterior cerebral artery (PCA).
His responses on the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ, ad modum [39]) as well as a
range of visuoperceptual tests are compared to three other patients with bilateral PCA stroke, as well
as another architect with a large unilateral PCA stroke in the right hemisphere. We also compare the
structural images of their lesions. The aim of the study is to: (a) describe the correspondence between
the perceptual and neuropsychological profile of PL518 compared to the other patients, and (b) to
delineate cerebral areas that are uniquely affected in the aphantasic patient and could thus play a
fundamental role in the generation of visual imagery.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants
Patient PL518 and four other patients participated in this specific study. All were recruited as part
of a larger study of PCA stroke (the Back of the Brain (BoB) project, described in [40]). 46 controls were
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included in the BoB project. All participants provided written, informed consent, and the project was
approved by the ethical committees of Manchester (North West Research Ethics Committee; MREC
01/8/094) and UCL (London Queen Square Research Ethics Committee, UCL; 16/EM/0348). See Table 1
for demographics and background data for the included patients and controls. Additional background
data as well as raw scores on the perceptual and neuropsychological tests can be found in Table S1.
Table 1. Demographic and lesion information for the five included patients and controls, and scores
on basic tests. Handedness was measured by the short form of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
(EHI) [41]; depression was measured with the short version of the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS-
15 [42]). General cognition was screened with the Oxford Cognitive Screen (OCS) [43], and the number
of impaired subtests are listed. Digit span forward and backward was measured with the WAIS-IV
UK [44] and total scores are listed. Basic motor reaction time (RT) was measured by responding to a bar
of light presented horizontally on a screen (test described in [40]).
Participant PL518 PL502 PL545 PM006 PM024
Controls
Mean (SD)
Lesion Laterality Bilat Bilat Bilat Bilat R n/a
Age 52 55 62 67 66 62 (15)
Education (years) 18 17 16 12 16 15 (2)
Gender M M M F M 24 F
Handedness (EHI) −50 100 100 100 100 44 Right
Time Since Stroke (months) 35 20 14 36 10 n/a
Lesion Volume (cm3) 52 23 57 24 112 n/a
Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS-15) 0 12 1 3 3 n/a
OCS-Impaired Subtests 0 1 6 1 1 n/a
Digit Span Forward (WAIS-IV max = 16) 10 13 15 11 11 11 (2)
Digit Span Backward (WAIS-IV max = 14) 6 6 8 8 6 8 (2)
Basic Motor RT (ms) 370 439 1195 665 686 398 (73)
PL518 suffered a bilateral PCA stroke 35 months before the current investigation. At that time,
he had corrected to normal visual acuity and a slight visual field defect primarily affecting the
parafovea of the upper left quadrant (see Table S1 for acuity and visual field data for all participants).
He reported problems with seeing colors following his stroke and scored outside the normal range
on a formal test of color perception (Farnsworth D-15 [45]). His intermediate vision (assessed with
subtests from the L-POST [46]) was largely uncompromised, except for difficulties with figure-ground
segmentation. His basic response time (RT) to visual stimuli (test described in [40]) was unaffected,
and his auditory digit span forwards and backwards (WAIS-IV UK [44]) were within the normal range.
PL518 reported severe problems in face recognition following his stroke and volunteered that he had
problems recognizing his own face in the mirror. He also reported increased problems in finding his
way around. Neuropsychological testing showed a clear deficit in face recognition affecting learning of
new faces as well as judgment of familiarity and recognition of famous faces. In contrast, he performed
within the normal range on several tests of object recognition, including perceptually challenging
tests, with the notable exception of a memory test for houses (Cambridge House Memory Test, [47])
designed as an equivalent to the Cambridge Face Memory Test [48]. His word recognition accuracy
was well within normal range, while response times in reading out loud and the effect of word length
on RT was slightly but significantly elevated compared to controls.
In the context of the BoB project, PL518 spontaneously reported that his visual imagery was
“gone” following his stroke, which led us to contact four additional patients either with similar lesions
(bilateral PCA stroke) or a similar background (architect) for a follow-up interview about their visual
imagery. The lesion location, size, and time since injury for these patients, as well as other background
characteristics, are presented in Table 1 along with summary data from the control group.
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2.2. Visual Imagery
As PL 518 was the focus of the study, a long and in-depth interview was also carried out about his
visual imagery before and after his stroke. In order to get more information about his ability to store
visual information in his mind, he was asked to carry out the Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure Test [49]
at the end of the interview. The other patients did not complete this test.
All five patients were asked to complete a version of the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire
(VVIQ-modified, [39]), that is a modified version of the VVIQ [50]. VVIQ-modified has 16 items
where participants are to imagine various scenarios (e.g., a relative or friend, a rising sun) and rate
the vividness of their visual image on a five-point Likert scale where 1 indicates no image at all and 5
indicates that the image is perfectly clear and vivid. Scores on the VVIQ-modified can range from 16 to
80, with 16 representing the lowest possible imagery score and 80 the highest possible imagery score.
Various versions of the VVIQ have been validated, and the questionnaire has been shown to be a valid
psychometric tool for measuring the vividness of visual imagery with both high construct validity
and internal consistency reliability [51–53]. PL518 and PM024 performed the questionnaire in the lab
while the other three patients were interviewed over the telephone. The four control patients were also
asked four general questions about their visual imagery, to compare with the interview of PL518. They
were asked to answer the following questions with yes, no, or don’t know: (1) can you imagine things
visually in your mind? (if no: do you sometimes experience brief flashes of imagery?); (2) would you
say that your memories have a visual aspect to them in your mind?; (3) do you see visual images in
dreams?; and (4) has your visual imagery changed following your stroke? The normal controls did not
perform the visual imagery questionnaire.
2.3. Neuropsychological and Experimental Tests
The BoB project is a comprehensive neuropsychological and imaging project investigating
perceptual deficits following posterior brain injury [40]. A main aim of the overall project is to compare
patient performance with faces, objects, and words. The main findings of the project are not yet
published (paper in preparation, [54]). Here we report data from the five included patients and controls
on tests and experiments selected to be comparable across categories for faces, objects, and words,
and these are briefly described below. These experiments, as well as all other tests included in the
project, are described in full in [40]. The experimental tests were run on laptop computers with screen
resolution of 1366 × 768, or on desktop computers with a screen resolution of 1920 × 1080.
2.3.1. Delayed Matching and Surprise Recognition of Words, Objects and Faces—The WOF Test
This novel paradigm is designed to test immediate and delayed memory for words, objects, and
faces (WOF). In the first part (delayed matching), participants were asked to decide whether two
sequentially presented images varying in size are the same or not. There were 48 trials for each stimulus
type and both accuracy and RTs are measured. The second part (surprise recognition) followed after a
short break (where participants performed an unrelated task, the Farnsworth D-15). Here, participants
were asked to decide whether they saw the presented stimuli in the delayed matching task or not.
There were 12 trials, and accuracy and RTs were measured. In total, 12 measures were derived from
this task: 2 metrics (accuracy and RT) * 3 stimulus types (words, objects, faces) * 2 paradigms (delayed
matching and surprise recognition). See [40] for a more detailed description.
2.3.2. Familiarity Decisions
Familiarity decision tasks were run for faces, objects, and words. For faces, participants were
asked to decide whether a presented face was famous or not (80 trials in total). For objects, we used
a 72-trial version of a well-studied object decision task [55], presenting line drawings of real objects
and chimeric non-objects. Participants were asked to decide if the picture represents a real object or a
non-object. For words, we used a lexical decision task with 60 trials, where participants were asked
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to decide whether the presented letter string represented a real word or a pseudoword. For all three
familiarity decision tests, both accuracy and RTs for correctly categorized familiar items (famous faces,
real objects, real words) were analyzed.
2.3.3. Naming of Familiar Items
Tests of picture naming (line drawings), face naming (famous faces) and word reading (regular
words). For pictures and words, both accuracy and RTs for correctly named items are analyzed (a voice
key was used for RT measurement). For famous faces, only accuracy is recorded as measuring RTs in
face naming tasks is complicated by participants making other verbal responses than names (e.g., “it’s
that guy from the Parliament . . . ”).
2.4. Structural MRI: Lesions
Structural brain imaging data were acquired from all subjects. Structural scans were acquired on
two 3T Phillips Achieva scanners with 32-channel head-coils and a SENSE factor of 2.5 in London and
Manchester. A high-resolution T1 weighted structural scan was acquired for spatial normalization,
including 260 slices covering the whole brain with TR= 8.4 ms, TE= 3.9 ms, flip angle= 8 degrees, FOV=
240× 191 mm2, resolution matrix = 256× 206 and voxels size = 0.9× 1.7× 0.9 mm3. Automated outlines
of the area affected by stroke were generated using Seghier et al.’s modified segmentation–normalization
procedure [56]. Segmented images were smoothed with an 8mm full-width half maximum Gaussian
kernel and submitted to the automated routines for lesion identification and definition modules using
the default parameters. The automated method involves initial segmentation and normalizing into
tissue classes of grey matter, white matter, cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF), and an extra tissue class for the
presence of a lesion. After smoothing, voxels that emerge as outliers relative to the normal population
are identified and the union of these outliers provides the “fuzzy lesion map”, from which the lesion
outline is derived. The generated images were used to create the lesion overlap maps.
3. Results
3.1. Visual Imagery
In the clinical interview, PL518 reported an almost complete absence of visual imagery following
his stroke. This was in stark contrast to his (in his own opinion) above average ability for visual
imagery before his stroke that he had relied upon in his work as an architect. He said: “Before,
my visualization abilities were pretty impressive. At my work, I could visualize and remember things
that most people had not thought about. I would be sitting there and I would say, well, you can’t do
X, Y and Z, because you’ve got this happening here and there. Now I have to look at the drawing
and work my way through it.” During the interview, he also described how it had felt to do a mental
rotation task: “I cannot do it as quickly or the same way as I would have done before my stroke. Before,
bang, I would just know the answer. Now it is a much more conscious process. It’s almost as though I
physically am trying to move things inside my head.” He was then asked whether his difficulty with
mental rotation affected his ability to work as an architect, to which he responded: “Well I just do
everything on the computer. That is one of the advantages of us using computers for these sorts of
thing nowadays. You can see the stuff happen.” He also described how he is just about able to imagine
very simple shapes, but this is done using something akin to motor or spatial imagery and he struggles
to imagine more than one shape at a time: “If I tried to visualize shapes like a square, pyramid or
sphere lined up next to each other, and I try and focus with a kind of spotlight on the corner of one
shape, I can mentally trace a line around the shape. But as soon as I focus on one shape, the others
disappear.” When asked if he could imagine an elephant, he seemed to mostly think of the abstract
concept of an elephant: “I can think of elephants, iconic elephants like Babar or Elmer, but I can only
visualize bits of them. It’s almost painful.” When asked to describe the place he stayed during his last
holiday and its surroundings he provided few very vague details about a couple of the bars from the
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street they had lived on, and he apparently did not visually imagine himself there: “I am recalling
almost like a list. I do the same when going somewhere. I have to remember a list”.
PL518′s copy and retention of the Rey figure are shown in Figure 1. The drawings were scored
for accuracy according to the Taylor’s (1969) method described in Spreen and Straus (1991). 35/36
points were given for the copy and 18/36 for the three-minute recall. While these scores are within the
normal range, one could have expected patient PL518, with his background as an architect, to have
adopted a more structured approach to drawing the figure in the recall condition. This drawing not
only lacks many details but also some of the core elements. Also, some of the included elements are
placed incorrectly.
Figure 1. PL518′s performance on the Rey Complex Figure Test. (A): Copy. (B): three-minute recall.
PL518′s complaints regarding his visual imagery were also clearly reflected in his responses on
the VVIQ-modified where he scored 18 (i.e., a mean score of 1.13 per item), corresponding to minimal
imagery [39]. None of the other patients reported any changes in the nature or vividness of their
visual imagery following their strokes–neither in the VVIQ-modified nor the general questions; they all
responded yes to the first three general questions about being able to see images in their minds, and no
when asked if their visual imagery had changed following their stroke. Their respective scores on the
VVIQ-modified were: PL502: 49 (mean: 3.06); PL545: 53 (mean: 3.31); PM006: 72 (mean: 4.5); PM024:
76 (mean: 4.75). See Appendix A Table A1 for the patients’ responses to the individual questions.
3.2. Neuropsychological and Experimental Tests
For the accuracy measures, PL518 is clearly impaired with faces, and shows a deficit (performing
more than two standard deviations (SDs) from the control mean) on most individual face measures.
He performs within the low–normal range on the object tests and is clearly on level with controls in
the tests with word stimuli. For the RT measures, PL518 shows a deficit on most face measures (note
that his RTs in the surprise recognition test may not be a good indicator of severity, as his accuracy in
this test was very low). He responds with latencies within the normal range on the object tests but
shows elevated RTs in the lexical decision and word reading tests.
Comparing the neuropsychological profile of PL518 to the other included patients, we find that
one or more of them show deficits on the same tests/measures and in the cognitive domain(s) as PL518
(see Figure 2 for an illustration of their cognitive profiles on the selected tests, and Table S1 for an
overview of test results). A comparison of the neuropsychological profile of the two architects (PL518
and PM024) shows that PM024 (with no aphantasia) shows the same pattern of performance as PL518
on most tests, including measures of face recognition, object recognition and word reading. Indeed,
there is no measure on which PL518 shows a clear deficit, where PM024 is clearly within the normal
range (see Figure 2). The key difference between the two patients, then, is in the measure of their visual
imagery. Comparing PL518 to the three other bilateral patients (Figure 2 and Figure S1), again there is
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no domain where PL518 is clearly impaired where the other patients are consistently within the normal
range. In comparison to the three bilateral patients too, then, the key difference is in visual imagery.
Figure 2. Radar plots showing the results of PL518 (in red) and the other patients on all the included
measures of object, word, and face recognition. Numbers denote z-scores based on the control means
and SDs for the respective tests. Impaired performance (>−2 SDs from the control mean) is marked by
the dotted grey line, and scores closer to the center are more impaired (represents lower accuracy and
slower RTs). Left panel (A,C) shows accuracy, right panel (B,D) shows RTs. Upper panel (A,B) shows
PL518 vs. PM024 (architect with right hemisphere lesion). Lower panel (C,D) shows PL518 vs. the
other bilateral patients. See individual radar plots comparing PL518 individually to bilateral patients
in Figure S1.
3.3. Lesion Localisation
PL518′s lesion is most extensive on the right side, including damage to the occipital pole, the lingual
gyrus, the whole fusiform gyrus and extending anteriorly to the parahippocampal region. On the left
side, the lesion affects only the medial fusiform gyrus and lingual gyrus, while the left occipital pole,
and lateral portions of the fusiform gyrus are spared. See Figure 3 and Table 2 for comparisons of
lesion localization for PL518 and the other patients.
First, comparing the lesions of PL518 to the architect without aphantasia (PM024) shows that PL518
has selective left hemisphere posterior medial fusiform damage extending medially and anteriorly
along the collateral sulcus, and selective right hemisphere damage to the superior medial lingual gyrus.
Second, comparing the lesion of PL518 to the three patients with bilateral strokes but no aphantasia
shows that PL518 has selective damage in the right fusiform gyrus and a portion of the right lingual
gyrus, and additional smaller areas of selective damage in PL518 are found in the left fusiform gyrus.
Combined, these comparisons reveal only small areas of selective damage in PL518 in the right lingual
gyrus and left posterior medial fusiform gyrus.
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Figure 3. (A) shows lesion overlap between PL518 and the other bilateral patients. (B) shows lesion
overlap between PL518 and PM024. Left hemisphere depicted on the left. The lesions are in MNI
space overlaid on the MNI152 template. See Figure S2 for individual comparisons of PL518 and the
bilateral patients.
Table 2. Comparison of regions of interest within the occipital and temporal lobes affected in PL518
compared to other patients. The fusiform gyrus (FG) was segmented into four regions (FG1-4:
corresponding to posterior medial, posterior lateral, anterior medial and anterior lateral, respectively)
according to Lorenz and colleagues [57]. The occipital pole and the lingual gyrus were defined using a
conventional atlas [58], and the parahippocampal region was identified using the images from Bouyeure
and colleagues [59]. An x indicates that at least 10% of the corresponding region of interest was affected
by a patient’s stroke.
Patient PL518 PL502 PL545 PM006 PM024
Laterality Bilateral Bilateral Bilateral Bilateral Right
Left hemisphere
Occipital Pole x x
FG 1 x x
FG 2 x
FG 3 x x
FG 4




Occipital Pole x x x x
FG 1 x x
FG 2 x x
FG 3 x x x
FG 4 x x x
Lingual Gyrus x x x x
Parahipp. Gyrus x x x
4. Discussion
The present study reports case PL518, an architect who lost his ability for visual imagery following
a bilateral PCA stroke 35 months prior to this investigation. We compare his performance across a
range of perceptual and cognitive tests and a visual imagery questionnaire with four other PCA stroke
patients, an architect with a large right hemisphere lesion and three bilateral cases. PL518′s profile on
the perceptual and cognitive tests was similar to other cases with the exception that PL518 reported
severe visual imagery problems following his stroke. Lesion profiles were also comparable with the
exception that PL518 showed selective damage in the right lingual gyrus and left medial posterior
fusiform gyrus. It is tempting to suggest that these are both candidate regions for specific involvement
in visual imagery.
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However, Bogousslavsky and colleagues [60] described a man whose lingual gyrus was destroyed
in both hemispheres, while only the middle third of the fusiform gyrus on the left side was affected.
His visual imagery was intact for colors, faces (human and animal) and places (streets). The authors
concluded that the fusiform gyrus and underlying white matter, rather than the lingual gyrus, was a
principal structure for color integration, face recognition, visuo-verbal processing, and corresponding
visual imagery. The fact that the current primary case, PL518, had selective damage to the left
fusiform gyrus is also more in alignment with other research indicating that left hemisphere regions
are more consistently implicated in generating mental imagery than corresponding right hemisphere
regions [4,7,22,24,61–68].
A seeming counterexample comes from de Gelder and colleagues [69]. They described patient TN
who had bilateral cortical blindness due to lesions in the primary visual cortices in both hemispheres.
The lesion also reached some high-level visual ventral areas, including parts of the left posterior
fusiform gyrus. Despite this damage, de Gelder and colleagues [69] argued that TN was able to
generate visual mental imagery. However, judging from the lesion reconstruction (their Figure 2),
the left medial posterior fusiform might have been at least partially spared in this patient. Also, the
imagery tasks used involved a significant motor or action component, and correspondingly TN’s
functional activation pattern in the imagery conditions was primarily fronto-parietal.
Fitting with a role of the left fusiform gyrus in visual imagery, some developmental prosopagnosics
appear to have functional abnormalities in this region [70–72] as well as reduced or absent mental
imagery, not only for faces but also for objects and scenes [73]. Barton and Cherkasova [74] examined
face imagery in prosopagnosics for featural imagery (questions regarding facial features, e.g., “Who
has a wider mouth: Sophia Loren or Ingrid Bergman?”) as well as facial configurations (questions
on overall face shape or configuration, e.g., “Who has the more angular face: George Washington or
Abraham Lincoln?”). In acquired prosopagnosics, they found that right-sided occipito-temporal lesions
affected imagery for facial configuration but not for facial features, while bilateral lesions additionally
impaired imagery for facial features [74]. This fits well with the left fusiform gyrus responding more
to facial features while the right fusiform gyrus is more involved in configural processing [75]. It is
possible that the generation of mental imagery heavily relies on the assembly of separately stored
visual features or parts, and that this generation of multipart images specifically taxes left hemisphere
regions [37,66]. This is consistent with PL518′s description of the fragmented minimal visual imagery
that he possibly still has (e.g., visualizing bits of elephants).
Compared to before his stroke, PL518 seems to make greater use of verbal strategies (e.g., recalling
a list). If PL518 still has some mental imagery, it nonetheless mostly seems to be based on an altered
strategy which could be described as motor, action-based, or spatial, such as mentally tracing a line
around a shape or doing mental rotation by physically trying to move things inside the head. This is
reminiscent of patient MX [4] who also reported the loss of the experience of visual imagery as well as
an unusual or altered strategy when attempting a mental rotation task, where he needed to match
individual blocks and angles perceptually when making his decision.
The two architects, PL518 and PM024, had similar functional deficits, including prosopagnosia,
but described vastly different visual imagery (minimal vs. very clear and lively). It is tempting to
speculate, therefore, that the additional left hemisphere affection in PL518 contributes significantly to
his disruption of imagery. In particular, the small patch in the medial left fusiform gyrus where PL518
has unique damage compared to all the four other patients presents as a good candidate for playing a
critical part in the generation of visual mental imagery. While our findings indeed suggest that this
region is an important node in the cerebral network underlying visual imagery, other areas, including
right hemisphere ventral occipito-temporal areas, left hemisphere areas further anterior in the temporal
lobe (see e.g., [74]), more posterior areas in the left occipital lobe, and regions outside of the ventral
visual stream are also likely to partake in at least some aspects of visual imagery. For example, while
mental imagery generation might mainly depend on structures in the posterior left hemisphere, right
parietal regions have been found to be important for spatial comparisons of the contents of visual
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imagery [76], see also [77]. The right hemisphere could also have some ability to generate visual
imagery for overall shape [66], and had we included sensitive measures of configural processing
deficits in mental imagery in addition to the VVIQ, it is possible that subtle deficits in PM024 could
have been discovered. It is also worth noting that the aphantasic architect PL518 had bilateral damage,
while mental imagery generation could possibly be taken over by the right hemisphere in cases of
unilateral left hemisphere disruption [76].
The most commonly used questionnaire to measure mental imagery is various versions of the
VVIQ [39,50]. The VVIQ has good psychometric qualities and vividness correlates with some other
behavioral and neural measures of visual imagery [53,78,79]. These questionnaires do have their
limitations, though, as they rely on self-reporting and only measure overall vividness of visual mental
imagery. Mental imagery is, however, of a multimodal nature [80] and includes for example smell,
touch, sound and taste. Also, there are several different aspects of visual imagery, and in order to
capture this more completely, a measure would need to include items specifically for spatial imagery,
as well as imagery for colors, objects, places, faces, and even subsets of these such as featural vs.
configural face imagery. More fine-grained mental imagery questionnaires and additional behavioral
measures that likely rely on mental imagery, such as the clock task [81–83], the taller/wider task [66,83],
or mental letter construction [84], animal tails test [8], drawing objects from memory [85,86] and the
binocular–rivalry technique [87,88], would provide further insights into whether mental imagery
deficits are due to a loss of all imagery across modalities, specific loss of visual imagery, or specific
loss of subcomponents of visual imagery. Such specific aspects of mental imagery were not directly
assessed in the present study.
It is still debated whether imagery and perception may be dissociated, or whether they depend
on common networks. In one sense, the current results support the former as some patients with
heavy damage to ventral stream areas and associated problems with visual cognition nonetheless
appear to have intact visual imagery. Our neuropsychological approach suggests that some ventral
stream regions might not be necessary for visual imagery despite containing information on imagined
objects [21,28,29,89,90]. On the other hand, the areas specifically associated with PL518′s visual
imagery loss are better known for their role in visual perception. A key difference between imagery
and perception could however lie in their different network dynamics where imagery is dominated
by top-down feedback [21,89,90]; this could even map onto different cortical layers within the same
region [91,92]. Even if a region serves both perception and imagery, is it still possible that distinct
computations and separable subpopulations of neurons are involved.
It should finally be noted that individual differences in premorbid ability for imagery might play a
role in the effects of stroke on these abilities. PL518 reported that his abilities for visual mental imagery
had been above average before his stroke. These abilities had enabled him to visualize the spatial and
visual attributes of buildings and rooms in rich details and contributed greatly to his achievements
as an architect. This fits a general pattern noted by Farah [7] where many cases of acquired deficits
in visual imagery involved people whose day-to-day activities had likely demanded visualization.
As the normal variability in visual imagery from congenital aphantasia to hyperphantasia becomes
better understood, this factor may perhaps help explain variability in the effect of brain injury on
visual imagery.
5. Conclusions
While several brain regions in both hemispheres are involved in different aspects of mental
imagery, our results indicate that the right lingual gyrus and especially the left posterior medial
fusiform gyrus are candidate regions for specific involvement in visual imagery. These regions were
only affected in the aphantasic architect PL518 compared to non-aphantasic patients with comparable
cognitive and perceptual deficits.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Individual responses on the Vividness of Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ)-modified [39]. Total
and mean scores in bold.
VVIQ Question PL518 PL502 PL545 PM006 PM024
1 2 4 4 5 5
2 1 3 3 4 5
3 2 1 2 4 4
4 1 1 4 5 5
5 1 4 4 5 5
6 1 3 4 4 5
7 1 3 3 5 5
8 1 5 4 5 5
9 1 3 2 4 4
10 1 1 2 4 5
11 1 3 2 4 4
12 1 5 3 4 5
13 1 4 4 5 5
14 1 3 4 5 4
15 1 2 4 5 5
16 1 4 4 4 5
Total 18 49 53 72 76
Mean 1.13 3.06 3.31 4.50 4.75
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Abstract: We performed a bibliometric analysis of the peer-reviewed literature on vividness between
1900 and 2019 indexed by the Web of Science and compared it with the same analysis of publications
on consciousness and mental imagery. While we observed a similarity between the citation growth
rates for publications about each of these three subjects, our analysis shows that these concepts rarely
overlap (co-occur) in the literature, revealing a surprising paucity of research about these concepts
taken together. A disciplinary analysis shows that the field of Psychology dominates the topic of
vividness, even though the total number of publications containing that term is small and the concept
occurs in several other disciplines such as Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence. The present
findings suggest that without a coherent unitary framework for the use of vividness in research,
important opportunities for advancing the field might be missed. In contrast, we suggest that an
evidence-based framework (such as the bibliometric analytic methods as exemplified here) will help
to guide research from all disciplines that are concerned with vividness and help to resolve the
challenge of epistemic incommensurability amongst published research in multidisciplinary fields.
Keywords: vividness; consciousness; mental imagery; bibliometrics; map of science; term
co-occurrence
1. Introduction
From the inception of scientific psychology, vividness has been a key psychological construct
related to the nature of the human condition and consciousness (see the pioneers such as Galton,
Wundt, Hebb). Ubiquitously associated with personality and individual differences of imagination, this
concept has had a dubious status and unclear definitions and ever-changing meanings continue into the
present. Most recently, a prepotent revival of interest as reflected by almost 400 publications in the last
five years (according to the Web of Science) in social, cognitive and neuroscientific psychology poses
the challenge of understanding its uses and definitions to create theories that provide a framework for
useful knowledge creation.
In many studies, mental images are either treated as conscious entities by definition, or as empirical
operations implicit in completing some type of task, such as, for example, the measurement of reaction
time in mental rotation [1]. In the latter context, an underlying mental image is assumed, but there is
no direct determination of whether it is conscious or not. As summarized by Baars [2], “we have very
little firm evidence about the conscious dimension of mental imagery”. Vividness of mental images is
Brain Sci. 2020, 10, 41; doi:10.3390/brainsci10010041 www.mdpi.com/journal/brainsci139
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a construct which may be crucial in achieving this missing bridge in research, as it may correspond to
consciousness or aspects of consciousness of images.
There is currently a surge of interest in vividness in the cognitive neuroscience and neuroimaging
literature (see [3] for a review). Based on this literature, it seems that a general implicit assumption is
that vivid images are conscious, and it is possible that the least vivid images are effectively unconscious
or that they become such once a threshold (e.g., the “no image” in the Vividness of Visual Imagery
Questionnaire [4]) is reached. Thus, it is still unclear whether the vividness dimension may in fact be a
kind of “disguised correlate of consciousness” [2] or if, instead, it might be a supramodal metacognitive
dimension not necessarily associated with imagery. However, even from studies using a vividness
approach in neuroscience, the conscious dimension of mental imagery is not explicitly or fully tackled
head on and the potentially critical contribution of vividness as a mediating property of consciousness
is lost. Therefore, as it stands, we seem to be missing pieces in a complex relationship (between
consciousness and imagery) which could be captured by a potential mediator (vividness).
To address the pressing question of what we know about the links between vividness, consciousness
and imagery in the research done so far, we undertook a bibliometric and terminological analysis of
the concept of vividness in the context of research in consciousness and mental imagery, from 1900 to
2019. We performed an analysis of publications indexed in the Web of Science (WoS) containing these
terms to both generate a network graph of word co-occurrences and to explore several bibliographic
characteristics of these publications over time. Our aim was to create a preliminary overview of the
publication landscape of vividness and its links to consciousness and imagery. The motivation was to
lay the foundations for further research with the long-term objective of building a unified framework
for the cohesive use of the construct of vividness. The rationale is that such a framework could help
researchers at least better understand the semantic variations in the current usage of this concept, if not
help to formulate a sort of inter- and multi-disciplinary lingua franca.
2. Materials and Methods
The most elementary way to measure of the relevance of an idea or concept in the literature is to
calculate the frequency with which peer-reviewed publications mentioning that concept are published.
Queries on such terms in the WoS publication metadata of most of the extant literature provided us
with these basic publications statistics. The WoS Core Collection used for our analysis includes the
Science Citation Index, Social Science Citation Index and the Arts & Humanities Citation Index, which
cover 21,177 peer-reviewed journals. At the time of writing, WoS included 74.9 million documents
published between 1900 and 2019.
Basic bibliometric indicators, such as the number of publications and co-occurrences, were used
to assess the growth of the relevant concepts over time. The analyzed metadata is based on the
bibliographic information provided in WoS, which we downloaded from the online platform in
September 2019.
Based on the bibliographic information, we constructed concept maps based on term co-occurrences
in the title of these papers. We used VOSviewer, a social network analysis software tool specifically
designed to extract meaningful network information from bibliographic and bibliometric metadata [5,6].
VOSviewer visualizes network data in the form of network graphs to create effective and efficient
visualizations of complex relationship data. For example, one can create co-authorship networks,
citation networks and co-occurrence networks. In order to restrict the text to the most meaningful terms,
we used VOSviewer to extract noun phrases by applying a linguistic filter based on a part-of-speech
tagger [6]. Extracted terms were analyzed and cleaned using the thesaurus function of VOSviewer.
We combined acronyms with the occurrences of their long forms (e.g., VVIQ, EMDR, VMIQ, PTSD and
their corresponding long form expressions), merged synonyms and quasi-synonyms such as “image
vividness” and “imagery vividness” and removed extraneous adjectives in some multi-word terms
(e.g., “enhanced vividness”, “high vividness”) to one significant word (e.g., “vividness”). The final
network, after merging synonyms, contained 1065 individual noun phrases. Clustering and network
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layout in VOSviewer are based on the association strength algorithm, which normalizes co-occurrences
of two items by their overall occurrences [6]. Clustering identifies the most frequently co-occurring
and thus most similar terms and visualizes this similarity by assigning nodes belonging to the same
cluster the same color on the map. Terms that appeared frequently in the title of the same documents,
and thus have many connections to other terms, are positioned in the center of the network. Those
terms that do not co-appear often with others are located at the periphery. The size of the nodes in the
network graph represents the number of occurrences of a term and the thickness of edges demonstrates
the number of co-occurrences between two nodes.
3. Results
3.1. Analysis of Title Terms
The numbers of documents published in the last 120 years containing the keywords of interest in
the title (TI = (“vividness” or “liveliness”)/TI = “mental imag*”/TI = “consciousness”) are shown in
Figure 1. Overall, 22,909 documents contained consciousness in the title were published, followed
by 1381 for mental imag* (which includes “mental image”, “mental images”, “mental imaging”, etc.)
and 393 documents on “vividness or liveliness”. We can assume that if mentioned in the title, that the
articles focus on the respective concepts. When the concepts appear in the abstract or keyword field,
they might still be relevant but can be considered less central to the article overall.
Figure 1. Annual publication rates in Web of Science (WoS) for documents with search terms in the title.
The first publications mentioning “vividness” in the title were both published in the Journal of
Experimental Psychology in 1929 [7] and 1932 [8]. With the exception of five other early works in in the
1940s and 1950s, the concept only starts to become relevant in the late 1960s. With some declines in
1985 and 1995, the number of publications increased overall, particularly in the mid-2000s. The number
of annual publications focusing on vividness peaked in 2017 at 30 documents.
Several features of this figure deserve to be highlighted. The publication rates for each of the
search terms from about 1966 onward show similar growth trends. A particular increase can be
observed from the mid-2000s onwards. The increase is similar to growth rates in these same fields
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(Psychology/Neurosciences) for publications using cognate terms such as “mind” and “mental” (data
not shown). We note, however, that there is a time lag between the times at which these concepts
reached a critical threshold of relative publication rates. The terms “vividness/liveliness” only reached
10 or more publications per year (roughly 30% of the peak of 30 publications per year in 2017 after
2008) whereas “mental imag*” reached that 30% from its peak per year in 2002 and “consciousness”
reached that threshold in 1975.
Looking at the overlap between documents that mention more than one of the concepts in their
titles (Figure 2), it becomes apparent that none of the documents address all three concepts together.
The size of each circle is proportional to the total number of documents and the size of the intersections
is proportional to their co-occurrence in the literature. There are also no documents that mention both
vividness (or liveliness) and consciousness in the title. Moreover, the overlap between vividness and
mental imag* is low: 32 documents address both concepts in their titles, this corresponds to 8.1% of
393 vividness or 2.3% of mental imaging publications. The overlap between consciousness and mental
imag* is even lower at nine documents.
Figure 2. Venn diagram of the co-occurrence of terms in the title field (TI).
On the level of the disciplinary distribution of publications, almost half (48%) of the 393 articles
with “vividness” in the title were published in Psychology journals, followed by Neuroscience and
Neurology (6%), Psychiatry (5%), Business and Economics (4%) and Literature (3%). On the journal
level, articles were much more evenly distributed. As shown in Figure 3, the most common publication
venues were the British Journal of Psychology (10 documents; 2.5%), Journal of Behavior Therapy and
Experimental Psychiatry (9; 2.3%), International Journal of Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis (7; 1.8%) and
Memory (6; 1.5%).
The co-occurrence network in Figure 4 shows that in the whole network of relationships there
seem to be many connections between the main vividness node and the main nodes for concepts related
to imagery, memory and consciousness. However, these connections are scattered and preponderantly
weak. The most frequent noun phrases (as displayed by node size) were vividness, liveliness, effect,
imagery, imagery vividness, mental imagery, relationship, VVIQ, visual imagery, memory, individual difference,
emotionality, eye movement, memory vividness and vividness effect. The 1065 title terms were grouped into
67 clusters according to their co-occurrence similarity. The largest cluster (red) grouped the terms
memory (10 document titles), emotionality (9), eye movement (9) and memory vividness (9). It was followed
by cluster 2 (green), which contained the terms vividness (200), animated image (3), divine power (3),
naturalism (3) and roman theory (3). Cluster 3 (blue) contained the terms function (6), implication (6) and
measure (5). The title terms individual difference (10), moderating role (3) and multisensory imagery vividness
(3) were the most frequent noun phrases in cluster 4 (yellow). Cluster 5 contained impact (5), study (5),
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comparison (3), fMRI (3) and visual imagery vividness (3), while liveliness (44) together with privacy (2)
was assigned to cluster 6 (turquoise).
Figure 3. Top 10 journals publishing documents with “vividness” in the title.
Figure 4. Co-occurrence network of noun phrases based on articles with “vividness” in the title.
3.2. Analysis of Title and Abstract Terms
Expanding the title search to titles, abstracts and keywords (WoS topic search (TS field tag)) includes
additional documents which refer to the concepts of vividness, mental imagery and consciousness,
but these concepts might not be central to the respective publications. The expansion of the queries
increases the number of relevant publications to 2186 for “vividness or liveliness”, 5203 for “mental
imag*” and 76,920 to “consciousness”. We note here that there is proportionally more work published
on vividness and mental imagery than there is on either consciousness and mental imagery or consciousness
and vividness.
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Taken together over time, the number of publications in the intersection of the search terms that
co-occur in the title, abstract or keyword fields is shown in the Venn diagram in Figure 5. As little
as 15 documents (0.7% of vividness publications) mention all three concepts in the title, abstract or
keyword fields. These documents are listed in Table 1 in descending order of citations received. These
documents were published in 14 journals between 1999 and 2019 with seven of them published since
2016, which suggests that the combination of the three concepts is gaining traction in recent years.
However, the scattering of articles across 14 journals suggests that there is no “natural habitat” for
these kinds of publications.
Figure 5. Venn diagram of the co-occurrence of terms in the title, abstract or keyword (TS) fields.
We note also that a subset of these papers argue that the link between these concepts has been
neglected over the years. In [3] for example, one of the co-authors of this article argued that a systematic
account of mental imagery that integrates its cognitive, affective, neural and phenomenological aspects,
including vividness and consciousness is still lacking.
Table 1. Fifteen documents’ terms in title, abstract or keywords ordered by number of citations.
Matches to search terms in the title are in bold and underscored.
First Author Title; DOI Journal Ref. WoS Citations
Piolino, P.
Re-experiencing old memories via





Evaluating the Mind’s Eye: The
Metacognition of Visual Imagery;
10.1177/0956797611417134








interference with recollections of
trauma; 10.1348/014466508X398943
British Journal of
Clinical Psychology [12] 55
Rademaker, R.L.
Training visual imagery:
Improvements of metacognition, but
not imagery strength;
10.3389/fpsyg.2012.00224
Frontiers in Psychology [13] 28
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Table 1. Cont.
First Author Title; DOI Journal Ref. WoS Citations
Vianna, E.P.M.
Does vivid emotional imagery





Vivid visualization in the experience






The experience of virtual reality: are
individual differences in
mental imagery associated with
sense of presence?;
10.1007/s10339-018-0897-y
Cognitive Processing [16] 4
Deroy, O.
Lessons of synaesthesia for
consciousness: Learning from













Evaluating the vividness of





White dreams are made of colours:
What studying contentless dreams
can teach about the neural basis of
dreaming and conscious experiences;
10.1016/j.smrv.2018.10.005
Sleep Medicine Reviews [19] 1
van Schie, C.C.
When I relive a positive me: Vivid
autobiographical memories facilitate
autonoetic brain activation and
enhance mood; 10.1002/hbm.24742
Human Brain Mapping [20] 0
Marks, D.E.
I Am Conscious, Therefore, I Am:
Imagery, Affect, Action, and a
General Theory of Behavior;
10.3390/brainsci9050107
Brain Sciences [21] 0
Ribeiro, N.
Investigating on the Methodology
Effect When Evaluating Lucid
Dream; 10.3389/fpsyg.2016.01306
Frontiers in Psychology [22] 0
A tree-map (Figure 6) of the top 15 most frequent disciplines, in which journal articles containing
“vividness or liveliness” were published as a topic, shows that the reach of this concept far exceeds
the disciplinary boundaries of Psychology. Articles containing “vividness” have been exported to
fields such as Computer Science, Business, Engineering and Education. The treemap, where the size of
each rectangle represents the number of articles, is based on WoS categories, which are assigned at the
journal level.
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Figure 6. Top 15 disciplines of publications containing the term “vividness” in the title, abstract or
keyword fields.
4. Discussion
From our results, it seems evident that a mapping of terms, concepts and constructs linked with
vividness through bibliometric analysis provides valuable insights. As a researcher in the fields of
Psychology or Neuroscience would expect, vividness appears linked with the subfields of imagery,
memory, and clinical practice. However, it also appears that the set vividness is related to many
different scattered aspects related to the set imagery/memory, and consciousness. This is evident from
Figure 4. Furthermore, confirming the very motivation of our analysis, there are actually few direct
explicit intersections between vividness, imagery/memory and consciousness, as reflected by the low
number of journal articles containing more than one of the three terms (Figure 3). The historical trends
of publications in Figure 1 suggest that there might be similar patterns of growth in publication, which
could be explained by the common repressive influence of behaviorism on the three constructs as they
represent three main examples of “mentalism” [23]. This may be evidence for why the links between
these variables might have been expressed only indirectly. Whatever the cause, an implication of the
scarcity of intersections between the three constructs in current research is suggestive of the challenge
in integrating knowledge about them in an effective manner in the current scientific paradigm.
These findings could have a few possible interpretations. However, we argue that a plausible
reason that there are many scattered links between vividness, consciousness and imagery, which are
yet not as direct as one might expect, rests in the status of vividness itself as a construct. It is possible
to interpret the pattern of results as showing that although vividness is at the center of so much
research, it indeed is the least established concept, lagging far behind consciousness and imagery as
central concepts in Psychology and Neuroscience. A plausible and parsimonious explanation for this
is the polysemy of the term “vividness”. Besides the ordinary sense of “vivid” associated with clarity,
intensity of hue and chromatic purity, this term is also used as synonym for relevance or salience,
emotional expressivity or intensity of emotional content, strength of memory, richness of imagination
or detail or meaning, and finally the ease with which memories or mental images are recalled.
The major complicating factors seem to be the surprising variety of meanings of the term vividness
and how it is used or theorized. Some authors do not mention imagery or consciousness at all when
using the term vividness but associate it with various forms of memory such as prospective, episodic
and autobiographical memory, or to aliased processes not literally called imagery (e.g., imaginings,
visualizations, simulations). Similarly, replacement constructs for vividness have been offered, for
example, in terms of strength of imagery or semantic long-term memory contents, such as the general
memory dimensions mentioned earlier or more specifically sensory, autobiographical or episodic
memories. In other cases, vividness is replaced by synonyms such as “liveliness” (which we captured
in our analysis) or the even vaguer “richness” and used in a way that is purely narrative and disjoined
from previous scientific literature.
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In future bibliometric research of this kind, it may be useful to expand the above analyses to
include more articles without the targeted keywords. Our initial analysis made a reasonable attempt at
identifying synonyms for the targeted keywords, but it was not intended to be exhaustive (for instance,
some previous work used “clarity” instead of “vividness” or “liveliness”). The analyses could also
go beyond the keywords in title and abstract, for instance, by including established experimental
paradigms and measures for these three concepts which fall in the purview of the proposed background
framework of reference.
Consequently, current research practice related to vividness resembles a Tower of Babel where
researchers from different traditions talk over each other without sharing a common language,
understanding or knowledge. One possible reason is that while the construct is very salient, its
use might have far exceeded the disciplinary boundaries of Psychology and Neuroscience. For
instance, it has been exported in fields such as Computer Science, AI and consciousness research, while
simultaneously having a rich historical background of usage in many languages and non-scientific
cultures (for example in poetry and literature) [24].
If the reasoning above is plausible, there is much to be gained (by researchers in the field) to
consolidate the construct of vividness by looking at the meaning of the different occurrences in the
various relationships that one can find in the overlapping literatures. Our analysis could be a starting
point for this long-term objective. For example, it may be possible to refine the mapping created
in Figure 5 to extract a core and periphery of what a normative meaning of vividness could be for
multidisciplinary research in consciousness and imagery.
The product of this analysis could be a framework that could be empirically tested and therefore
help researchers stir research into productive, useful and plausible scientific directions (i.e., avoiding
seemingly contradictory situations of many relational associations which remain like isolated islands
and do not reach full integration in a coherent wider network of theoretical statements, models and
constructs). Case in point, it seems that if things remain as they are, statements about vividness cannot
be easily compared empirically (i.e., they are epistemically incommensurable [25]) from one paper
to the next. Yet, contrary to what one may infer from this fragmentation of knowledge, our analysis
provides evidence that the construct of vividness does have some explicative power or efficacy in
terms of unifying theory.
Thus, it is possible that unless we try to achieve a coherent unitary framework for the use of
vividness in research, important opportunities for advancing the field might be missed. On the contrary,
an evidence-based framework will help to resolve semantic ambiguities and guide research from all
disciplines that are concerned with vividness.
The need for such a framework is exemplified by the limitations of the current bibliometric
analysis itself. Our searches for term-occurrence in the WoS does not, in fact, guarantee a maximum
amount of “recall” for the topical aboutness of publications. In other words, it is possible to write about
a subject (“vividness”) without ever mentioning the exact term. Thus, in our study three peer reviewed
journals, Journal of Mental Imagery, Imagination Cognition and Personality and Memory and Cognition,
are not on the list or are not the main contributors in the list of most relevant journals but do in fact
contain articles that are related to vividness even if the exact word does not appear in the metadata of
the articles. It is clear that to overcome this limitation in future bibliometric analyses it is essential to
have a solid conceptual framework of reference to make valid semantic attributions and inferences.
We conclude that bibliometric analysis, as demonstrated by this preliminary work and further
strengthened by semantically enhanced search, could be an invaluable tool for showing future research
the best way ahead.
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